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Abstract

Avoiding discomfort glare is one of the critical aspects of maintaining visual com-

fort, which significantly influences occupants’ overall satisfaction with their indoor

environment. Discomfort glare prediction models have been developed for various

lighting conditions, and their equations commonly use either contrast and/or satura-

tion terms to account for glare caused by excessive luminance contrast or excessive

overall brightness, respectively. Daylight Glare Probability (DGP), which includes both

terms (hybrid model) and thus accounts for both effects, is one of the more robust

ones. However, the predictive performance of discomfort glare models is limited to

the luminous conditions and light source types found in the dataset from which they

were developed. As daylight glare models like DGP are typically derived from glare

evaluations in brightly lit environments, their performance in dimmer conditions,

such as those found in deep open-plan workspaces away from the window, could

be limited. This thesis, therefore, aims to extend the prediction range of existing

discomfort glare models to reliably cover low-light ranges as well. To determine which

conditions are most critical to focus on, the luminous ranges covered in previous

laboratory studies were compared to those that can be expected in open-plan offices

where low-light conditions may occur. The identified range of missing lighting condi-

tions was then used to design and conduct two new user studies in semi-controlled

dim daylit conditions to supplement prior discomfort glare datasets. In the first study,

participants evaluated four scenes in which the size and luminance of the glare source

were varied, and in the second, participants evaluated four scenes in which it was the

size and position of the glare source were varied. In parallel, the models that currently

perform best in dimmer conditions were identified using an existing dataset of glare

evaluations in daylit conditions: contrast-driven models were shown to outperform

saturation-driven models in dim conditions, while the more versatile hybrid metrics
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Abstract

tended to perform well overall. Hence, the hybrid format was found to be better suited

for extending glare models. To create a comprehensive training dataset for this model

extension, the data obtained from the two user studies were combined with exper-

imental data from other recent studies containing high-contrast scenarios, namely

with the sun disc visible through fabric shadings and low-transmittance glazing. A

new best-fit discomfort glare prediction model was then proposed for the broader

targeted range of luminous conditions. Based on preliminary performance checks, the

new hybrid model appears to fit the participants’ glare responses better in low-light

conditions than the reference model, DGP, while maintaining a fit equivalent to DGP

in brightly lit conditions. The new user studies also revealed an unexpected finding:

the summation of multiple glare sources in glare model equations can sometimes re-

sult in an over-prediction of discomfort glare. More research will be needed to validate

the newly proposed model using a larger test dataset that does not include data points

used for any model development. This thesis’ findings may help to advance daylight

glare prediction in indoor spaces by broadening the range of validity of prediction

models to dimmer conditions, thus improving the overall reliability of visual comfort

appraisal in the built environment.

Keywords: daylight, visual comfort, glare, discomfort glare, models, prediction, occu-

pant comfort
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Résumé

Éviter l’éblouissement d’inconfort est l’un des aspects critiques du maintien du

confort visuel, qui influence de manière tangible la satisfaction au sens large des

occupants à propos de leur environnement intérieur. Des modèles de prédiction de

l’éblouissement d’inconfort ont été développés pour diverses conditions d’éclairage,

et leurs équations utilisent en général des termes liés au contraste et/ou à la saturation

lorsque la cause d’éblouissement est plutôt liée à un contraste de luminance excessif

et/ou une luminosité globale excessive, respectivement. La Daylight Glare Probability

(DGP), qui inclut les deux termes (modèle hybride) et prend donc en compte les deux

effets, est l’un des plus robustes. Cependant, la capacité des modèles d’éblouissement

à prédire l’inconfort est limitée aux conditions et types de sources lumineuses pré-

sentes dans la base de données à partir de laquelle ils ont été développés. Comme les

modèles d’éblouissement lié à la lumière du jour comme le DGP sont typiquement dé-

rivés d’évaluations réalisées dans des environnements très éclairés, leur performance

pourrait être plus limitée dans des conditions plus sombres, comme celles qu’on peut

trouver dans des espaces open-plan loin de la fenêtre. Cette thèse vise donc à étendre

la plage de prédiction des modèles d’éblouissement d’inconfort existants pour couvrir

les conditions de luminosité faible. Afin de déterminer les conditions sur lesquelles

se concentrer, les plages lumineuses couvertes dans des études antérieures menées

en laboratoire ont été comparées à celles attendues dans des bureaux open-plan

où ces conditions de faible luminosité peuvent se produire. La gamme identifiée de

conditions d’éclairage manquantes a ensuite été utilisée pour concevoir et mener

deux nouvelles études avec utilisateurs dans des conditions semi-contrôlées de faible

éclairage afin de compléter les bases de données existantes. Dans la première étude,

les participants ont évalué quatre scènes dans lesquelles la taille et la luminance de la

source d’éblouissement variaient, et dans la seconde, ce sont la taille et la position de
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Résumé

la source d’éblouissement qui variaient dans les quatre scènes évaluées. En parallèle,

les modèles qui donnent actuellement les meilleurs résultats dans des conditions

de faible luminosité a été identifiés à l’aide de bases de données existantes sur les

évaluations d’éblouissement en conditions de lumière du jour : les modèles basés sur

le contraste se sont révélés plus performants dans des conditions sombres que les

modèles basés sur la saturation, tandis que les modèles hybrides, plus polyvalents, ont

tendance à obtenir de bons résultats en général. Par conséquent, le format hybride a

été considéré comme mieux adapté à l’extension des modèles d’éblouissement. Pour

créer un ensemble complet de données d’entraînement, les données obtenues à partir

des deux études d’utilisateurs ont été combinées avec les données expérimentales

d’autres études récentes contenant des scénarios à fort contraste, en l’occurrence

avec le soleil visible à travers des stores en tissu ou des vitrages à très faible trans-

mission. Un modèle de prédiction de l’éblouissement d’inconfort mieux adapté en

ensuite été proposé pour couvrir la gamme élargie de conditions lumineuses. D’après

les vérifications préliminaires réalisées, le nouveau modèle hybride semble mieux

aligné aux réponses des participants que le modèle de référence, le DGP, dans des

conditions de faible luminosité, tout en conservant une performance équivalente au

DGP dans des conditions de forte luminosité. Les nouvelles études d’utilisateurs ont

également révélé un résultat inattendu : la somme de plusieurs sources d’éblouis-

sement dans les équations du modèle d’éblouissement peut parfois entraîner une

sur-prédiction de l’éblouissement d’inconfort. D’autres recherches seront nécessaires

pour valider le nouveau modèle proposé en utilisant une base de données de test

plus large qui n’inclut pas les points de données utilisés pour le développement des

modèles eux-mêmes. Les résultats de cette thèse peuvent aider à faire progresser la

prédiction de l’éblouissement lié à la lumière du jour dans les espaces intérieurs en

élargissant le domaine de validité des modèles de prédiction à des conditions plus

sombres, améliorant ainsi la fiabilité globale de l’appréciation du confort visuel dans

l’environnement bâti.

(Translation by deepl and Prof. Dr. Marilyne Andersen)

Mots clés : lumière du jour, confort visuel, éblouissement, éblouissement d’inconfort,

mesures, prédiction, confort de l’occupant.
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1 Introduction

Daylighting in buildings not only serves as an energy-saving, flicker-free source of

illumination but has many benefits for human health and well-being (Aries et al., 2015;

Knoop et al., 2020). Most occupants prefer working under daylit conditions to electri-

cally lit spaces as shown in several survey studies (Heerwagen and Heerwagen, 1986;

Hirning et al., 2017; Roche et al., 2000; Veitch et al., 1993). Occupants’ control over the

lighting conditions was also a key issue raised. In addition to providing illumination

to see and beyond subjective preferences for daylight, the role of daylight in indoor

spaces further extends to physiological aspects, such as regulating the human body’s

circadian rhythms (Cajochen et al., 2005) and inducing short-term alertness through

a non-image forming eye-brain pathway (Soto Magán, 2021). After the discovery of

the workings of the circadian rhythm at the molecular level (Zehring et al., 1984),

researchers discovered the presence of intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion

cells (ipRGCs) with melanopsin photopigments in mammals that send signals to the

suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) of the brain, which acts as the circadian pacemaker.

Hence, both image-forming and non-image-forming pathways of our visual system

make light important not only for visual performance, but also for human circadian

health, sleep-wake cycles, and well-being. The availability of daylight and views has

also been demonstrated to correlate with better productivity, lower stress levels, and

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

higher job satisfaction (Brand et al., 2009; Ko et al., 2022; Leather et al., 1998; Roulet

et al., 2006; Singh et al., 2010).

While daylight thereby plays a pertinent role in our daily life, it is a double-edged sword

when it comes to interaction with the indoor environment. On one hand, daylight

has beneficial properties such as illuminating spaces, which offers the potential to

reduce energy demands from artificial electric light while benefiting occupant health

through non-visual effects. In some seasons and locations, it can also help in providing

heat through solar gains, thus reducing heating demands during cold periods. On

the other hand, daylight may sometimes over-illuminate spaces, simultaneously

leading to detrimental effects on occupant satisfaction such as visual discomfort and

overheating, which would contribute to increased energy usage for electric lighting to

raise overall adaptation levels of the eye and cooling demands in the summer. At times,

big transparent windows are also a cause of privacy concerns. Whether due to visual

or thermal comfort or lack of privacy, occupants may choose to close sun-shading

devices such as roller blinds to avoid direct sunlight and sometimes leave them closed

for long periods (months and years), blocking out daylight and views to the outside,

negating the potential benefits of daylight (Maniccia et al., 1999; Rea, 1984).

1.1 Visual performance and visual comfort

There are two common dimensions to consider to achieve higher visual satisfaction of

occupants in daylit environments. One of the aspects is visual performance: the ade-

quacy of the amount of light provided for the occupant to be able to do the task at hand.

Daylight sufficiency models have been the most common and recognized assessment

measure in building regulations for daylighting design and annual climate-based

illuminance models (Nabil and Mardaljevic, 2006; Reinhart et al., 2006). Adequate

lighting levels are typically quantified by illuminance levels thresholds in general,

while visual performance can be measured through visual acuity and contrast sensi-

tivity tests, for example, using Landolt-Cs (Bach, 1996). Depending on the function of

a space, occupants may consider different horizontal illuminance (lux) levels to be

deemed sufficient. In 1942, researchers have started to introduce static daylighting

models such as the Daylight Factor, which is the ratio of an interior horizontal illu-
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minance to the simultaneous exterior horizontal illuminance under an overcast sky

(Moon and Spencer, 1942). In the 2000s, with increased computation power, dynamic

and annualized climate-based daylighting models (CBDM’s) were proposed such

as Daylight Autonomy (DA), which is the percentage of occupied hours in which a

certain illuminance threshold (e.g. 300 lux) is attained by daylight only (Reinhart

et al., 2006). Due to the range of illuminance that individual occupants prefer, other

researchers have also suggested that the notion of a singular lower threshold may

be too limited to describe illumination requirements. Nabil and Mardaljevic (2006)

proposed the Useful Daylight Illuminance (UDI), which is the percentage of occupied

hours where the illuminance is achieved between lower and upper thresholds, and

later four thresholds were suggested for illuminance ranges: fell-short, supplemental,

autonomous, and exceeded (Mardaljevic et al., 2012).

Various daylighting models are currently considered in sustainable building stan-

dards internationally. For example, Spatial Daylight Autonomy (sDA) is proposed

by the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED v4) in the United

States according to the IESNA (2012)). DA and UDI are the models referred to in

the Building Construction Authority (BCA) Green Mark Certification in Singapore.

A European Standard for Daylight in Buildings, EN17037 (European Committee for

Standardization, 2019) recommends thresholds for both daylight factor and daylight

autonomy based on total daylight hours. The daylight factor is also considered by the

BREEAM certification and the Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers

Code (CIBSE) dominant in the United Kingdom. Practitioners and researchers can

simulate the various daylighting models with daylighting models that rely on validated,

physically-correct raytracing engines such as Radiance (Ward and Shakespeare, 2004).

Illumination on a horizontal plane, however, only captures half the picture indepen-

dently of how sophisticated the chosen daylighting model or simulation platform is.

The visual experience from an occupant’s point of view is most commonly on the

vertical rather than the horizontal plane, especially with office work being majority

screen-based. Therefore, the overall visual perception of occupants may not be fully

explained by horizontal illuminance-based models. Even when there is adequate

lighting reaching the workplane, it may not equate to comfortable lighting. A long-

term measurement of electric light usage in office rooms, where occupants could
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freely operate electric lighting on the workplane and window blinds, revealed that

even when daylight illuminance on the desk was more than 2000 lux, occupants raised

their usage of electric lighting when not using window blinds, but decreased electric

light levels when blinds were down (Begemann et al., 1997). This shows that beyond

the amount of daylight provision and views, the uniformity of light distribution in

the field of view is important to workplace occupants and could be the cause of in-

creased electric lighting usage. Therefore, another aspect of the visual satisfaction

of occupants is visual comfort: the occupant’s perception of a comfortable visual

environment with the least amount of disturbances (Boyce, 2014). Although it entails

other aspects of accurate color rendering, uninterrupted views of the exterior, and

uniform light distribution, a large component of maintaining visual comfort typically

involves the avoidance of discomfort glare in one’s field of view especially when the

occupant fixes their gaze for a specific task, on the computer screen for example.

1.2 Discomfort glare

Preventing discomfort glare is important because it can be a distraction to the task

and can affect moods and behavior (Boyce et al., 2003). When there is discomfort glare

in the scene, it can also cause occupants to use sun-shading devices such as fabric or

Venetian blinds, increasing demands for electric lighting to maintain horizontal illu-

minances needed for work, while reducing daylight that is essential for regulating our

circadian rhythms (Cajochen et al., 2005), as well as reduce views out to the outside

which can have several positive effects on occupants (Ko et al., 2022). The Interna-

tional Commission on Illumination (CIE) defines glare (in general) as a “condition of

vision in which there is discomfort or a reduction in the ability to see details or objects,

caused by an unsuitable distribution or range of luminance, or by extreme contrasts”

(CIE, 2011). Unlike disability glare, which impairs the vision of objects mostly through

intraocular scatter (Stiles and Parsons, 1929), discomfort glare has been defined by

the CIE specifically as “glare that causes discomfort without necessarily impairing the

vision of objects” (CIE, 2011). There are two main effects of discomfort glare, namely

the saturation effect, where excessive amounts of light saturate the visual system, and

the second is the contrast effect, where a bright light source creates a high contrast

with the overall light levels in the field of view (Hopkinson et al., 1966).
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1.3 Problem statement

One way to maintain occupants’ visual comfort is to reduce occurrences of discomfort

glare. Using physically accurate simulation models coupled with discomfort glare

prediction models, practitioners can make data-driven design decisions for their

projects even in the early stages. Discomfort glare prediction models for daylight

in interior spaces have been developed through user studies since the 1950s and

are currently included in building design recommendations. Currently, there are

discomfort glare prediction models to quantify and predict discomfort glare, which

can be caused by excessive light (saturation effect) or undesirable distributions of light

in the field of view of the occupant (contrast effect). Hybrid models that consider both

effects are found to be the most robust in describing users’ glare responses in most

scenarios thus far (Wienold et al., 2019). A hybrid model, Daylight Glare Probability

(DGP) is currently recommended in the European Standard (European Committee

for Standardization, 2019) and uses the 95th percentile thresholds for the occupied

time of the space to specify high, medium, and minimum glare protection levels.

Glare models are also applied in real-world applications such as in post-occupancy

evaluations and in developing automated shading control algorithms (Jakubiec et al.,

2021; Wu, 2019).

1.3 Problem statement

Glare models have been developed to predict subjective discomfort glare in one’s

visual field based on photometric properties; however, their performance is typically

limited to the range of scenarios present in the dataset from which they were devel-

oped. For example, an extensive cross-validation study conducted across a combined

dataset of 6 laboratory studies emulating typical daylit offices has recently established

that the commonly used daylight glare prediction model, DGP, which accounts for

both saturation and contrast effects, is amongst the most robust existing models to

predict discomfort due to glare in predominantly bright daylit conditions (Wienold

et al., 2019), similar to those used to develop the model (Wienold and Christoffersen,

2006). Researchers have investigated glare in open-plan offices using post-occupancy

evaluations (POEs), which allowed them to determine that DGP is insensitive to glare

reported in deep open-plan offices, where the range of vertical illuminances may

differ from those assessed in laboratory studies (Hirning et al., 2014; Jakubiec et al.,
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2021; Mangkuto et al., 2017). The insensitivity of DGP in these luminous ranges could

be due to the current weight given to contrast and saturation terms from brighter

conditions may not be a good fit in extrapolation to dimmer conditions. Hence, there

is a need to improve the reliability of discomfort glare models to a wider range of

conditions as found in real buildings. More research is needed to ascertain the relative

contributions of the two glare effects, especially in lower light scenarios where its

performance has been reported to be limited.

1.4 Thesis structure

This section provides an overview of the research conducted in this thesis and the

contributions towards the goal of extending the prediction range of discomfort glare

to dim daylit conditions.

Following the background and context of the research topic introduced in this chapter

(Chapter 1), Chapter 2 provides a review of the current knowledge of the factors

that influence discomfort glare and gives a historical background to discomfort glare

prediction models, the current methods of measuring discomfort glare stimuli and

response to reveal the research gap that this thesis aims to fill. After identifying the

research gaps, Chapter 3 presents the overall methodology of this thesis, outlines the

research objective, and explains the methods used for each step of the process.

Based on a comparison study of six types of questionnaire items in terms of how

they each seem to affect the distribution of glare responses, Chapter 4 presents

an investigation of existing questionnaire items to determine whether the type of

questionnaire item used is likely to capture consistent distributions of glare responses.

In Chapter 5, we aim to identify the range of discomfort glare stimuli that is under-

studied in past studies based on typical conditions one might expect in open-plan

office typologies. In Chapter 6 we investigate the performance of existing glare models

in under-studied dimmer lighting conditions, using an existing test dataset to compare

glare model performances and correlations to glare responses in bright versus dim

environments. The findings show which group of glare models seems to have more

potential in dim environments which then guides the investigation direction in the

next chapters.
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Chapter 7 describes the experimental protocol, data filtering, and analysis methods

for two user studies targeting the under-studied range identified earlier, and compares

the ability of glare models to predict perceived glare based on the newly collected user

evaluations. In Chapter 8, a more comprehensive training dataset is used to propose

two best-fit models, on which preliminary performance checks are conducted.

Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the thesis by summarizing all the key findings and

research contributions, discussing implications on future research directions, and

providing an outlook on the pursuit of occupant comfort research.
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2 State of the Art

This chapter identifies the key research gaps on which the thesis will focus, by first re-

viewing the current state of knowledge on discomfort glare, and the main photometric

factors that influence it. Following that, to identify the shortcomings of current glare

prediction models, we discuss how glare prediction for daylight in buildings evolved

since the 1950s and what lighting conditions they were developed from. Then, we

review current methods for measuring glare stimuli and user responses, specifically

focusing on glare source detection as well as the various types of glare questionnaires

used in previous research.

2.1 Discomfort glare

Glare is defined by International Commission on Illumination (CIE) as a "condition

of vision in which there is discomfort or a reduction in the ability to see details or

objects, caused by an unsuitable distribution or range of luminance, or by extreme

luminance contrasts" (CIE, 2011). In the context of indoor environments, there are

two types of glare, disability and discomfort glare that can cause major dissatisfaction

with lighting in buildings (Hopkinson, 1949). When disability glare occurs, vision is

impaired due to scattered light inside the eye, forming a luminous veil over the retinal

image, lowering the contrast of light in those areas (Holladay, 1926; Stiles and Parsons,
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1929; Vos, 2003). On the other hand, discomfort glare is "glare that causes discomfort

without necessarily impairing the vision of objects" as defined by the CIE (CIE, 2011).

In other words, disability and discomfort glare are independent of each other - while

disability glare reduces vision, it may not necessarily be discomforting (but can be

painful), and discomfort glare causes disturbance but may not necessarily reduce

vision (Holladay, 1926; Luckiesh and Moss, 1925; Rea, 2000).

The underlying mechanism behind disability glare is well understood as the reduction

in visibility due to the intra-ocular light scattering in the eye in the presence of bright

light sources, and that can be modeled (Stiles and Parsons, 1929; Van Den Berg, 1991;

Vos, 2003). However, that cannot be said for discomfort glare as of current research.

Although Haigh et al. (2013) did not find correlations with discomfort, they found

associations of the color of light sources with hemodynamic response in the visual

cortex of the brain and suggested that discomfort is likely a homeostatic signal to

reduce sustained metabolic load in this region of the brain as hemodynamic responses

are largely associated with headaches (Shepherd et al., 2013). Recently, Bargary, Furlan,

et al. (2015) found the hyperexcitability of visual neurons in the cortex in a group of

participants with higher sensitivity to discomfort glare. Discomfort glare prediction

models using eye physiological models based on the visual system have also been

proposed by Bargary, Jia, et al. (2015) and Vissenberg et al. (2022). The former model

combined photoreceptor saturation and a summation of luminance edge-response

signals, whereas the latter proposed a generic glare sensation model based on a model

interpreting a luminance image based on the human visual system, taking pupil

size, eye optics, photoreceptor response and adaptation, edge response, and neural

spatial summation into account. However, overall knowledge of the full pathway of

the physiology of discomfort glare from the retinal region to the brain remains limited.

Moreover, the validation of these physiological discomfort glare models is still based

on the subjective glare responses collected through questionnaires as the "ground

truth".
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2.2 Two empirical effects of discomfort glare

Although the underlying physiological mechanisms of discomfort glare are still un-

clear, psychophysical methods have been used to develop models to predict discom-

fort glare in buildings, usually by accounting for one or two of the main effects that

have been empirically observed to induce discomfort glare - saturation and contrast

(Hopkinson et al., 1966).

2.2.1 Saturation effect

Hopkinson et al. (1966) empirically observed two effects of discomfort glare, and one

of them is saturation glare where discomfort due to glare occurs due to excessive

brightness or luminances in the field of view. It can be physiologically explained by

the saturation of cone photoreceptors in the retina of the eye (Hood et al., 1978). The

overall amount of light falling at the eye has a direct relationship to saturation glare -

the higher the overall amount of light falling at the eye, the higher the likelihood of

discomfort due to saturation glare. The saturation effect in the Daylight Glare Proba-

bility (DGP) equation is represented by the vertical illuminance (Ev ) at the eye, while

the experimental Unified Glare Rating (UGRexp ) uses average illuminance (Lav g ),

to account for excessively bright sources of light in the field of view (Fisekis et al.,

2003; Wienold and Christoffersen, 2006). The simplified DGPs, which simplifies glare

simulations to just one parameter to speed up overall simulation times, use purely

Ev in the equation (Wienold, 2009) to predict discomfort glare. Several researchers

also derived thresholds for Ev at the eye as a model to predict disturbing levels of

discomfort glare from user evaluation studies (Bian and Luo, 2017; Karlsen et al.,

2015; Konis, 2014; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Van Den Wymelenberg and Inanici, 2014).

However, the saturation effect of glare may not entirely describe discomfort glare

because the presence of a contrasting light source to the overall adaptation level of the

eye can cause disturbance to an observer even when overall illumination may be low.
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2.2.2 Contrast effect

Hopkinson et al. (1966) also termed contrast glare as one of the main effects of dis-

comfort glare, where discomfort occurs because of stark differences between the

luminances of light sources to the surroundings. Saturation and contrast effects may

be independent of each other. For example, one might experience saturation glare on

a very clear day in the snow-covered landscape in the alps where there is no contrast

of luminances in the scene, or one might also experience contrast glare in a very dark

room with a view of the bright sky through a window.

Derived using psychophysical methods of stimuli-response, the contrast effect is

commonly represented by a ratio between the product of luminance (Ls) and size (ωs)

of the glare source and the product of the adaptation level and position index (Pi ) of

the glare source in the field of view (Hopkinson, 1960b; Petherbridge and Hopkinson,

1950). The adaptation level term varies between glare models, but background lu-

minance (Lb) or overall vertical illuminance (Ev ) is commonly used to indicate the

levels to which the eye is adapted. In essence, the four established factors influencing

contrast are the luminance, size, position of the glare source, and the adaptation level

of the eye (Pierson et al., 2018a). The next subsections describe each of these factors

in detail.

Luminance of the glare source

The luminance of the glare source is one of the key photometric factors used to predict

discomfort glare (Petherbridge and Hopkinson, 1950) and has been found to have a

direct relationship with the likelihood of discomfort glare perceived (Einhorn, 1969,

1979; Ngai and Boyce, 2000. The higher the luminance of the glare source, the more

likely an observer is to perceive discomfort due to glare. It is defined as the luminous

intensity per unit area traveling in a given direction as perceived by the human eye, and

the SI unit for it is candela per square meter (cd/m2). Luminance is also equivalent

to radiance (a radiometric measure), which is the radiant flux received by an optical

system (such as the eye) in a given direction per solid angle, weighted by the photopic

response of the eye, V (λ), and is measured using calibrated luminance meters at a

specific point in the field of view of the observer. However, the luminance of the
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glare source by itself does not explain the perception of glare, as other key factors

like size and position of the glare source and adaptation level also play a role. For

example, an extremely small glare source with very high luminance may not be seen

as a disturbance.

Size of the glare source

The size of the glare source is another key influencing factor of discomfort glare and

it also has a direct relationship to the amount of discomfort glare perceived - the

larger the glare source seen by the observer, the more likely discomfort due to glare

is perceived (Einhorn, 1969, 1979; Petherbridge and Hopkinson, 1950). The size of

the glare source also indirectly relates the distance of the observer to the glare source

which has an indirect relationship to discomfort glare (Boubekri and Boyer, 1992). The

size of the glare source is defined as the solid angle subtended by the glare source from

the point of view of the observer and is measured in steradians (sr). In a glare model,

the size of the glare source raised to the exponent value of 1 maintains proportionality

during the summation of contrast terms from multiple glare sources (Einhorn, 1961).

Again, the luminance and size of the glare source paint only half the picture, as other

positions and adaptation levels of the eye also interact with the perception of glare.

For example, a bright glare source of an observable size may not be considered a

disturbing glare source if it is located in the peripheral vision and helps the eye adapt

to the luminous scene.

Position of the glare source

The position of the glare source also influences the likelihood of discomfort glare and

is typically accounted for using an index introduced by Luckiesh and Guth (1949).

It accounts for the vertical and angular displacement of the glare source from the

viewing direction of the observer and ranges from 0 to 16. Later on, Iwata and Tokura

(1997) found that the position index matters more below the line of sight than above

and developed a position index with different functions above and below the line of

sight. For example, the DGP model uses a modified position index that combines

Guth’s position index above the line of sight and Iwata and Tokura (1997)’s position

index developed to account for higher glare sensation below the line of sight as shown
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Figure 2.1: Position index, Pi , which combines Guth’s position index above the line of sight
and Iwata’s position index below the line of sight. White isolines demarcate the modified
position indexes from 0 to 16.

in Figure 2.1. Since our eyebrows tend to shade the upper regions of the field of

view, glare sources located in those areas tend to contribute less to discomfort glare

levels, while those below the line of sight surrounding the typical task areas tend to

contribute more.

Adaptation level

In the human eye, the pupil constricts and dilates in response to the overall illumi-

nation. Rod and cone photoreceptors, as well as intrinsically photosensitive retinal

ganglion cells (ipRGCs) in the retina, are responsible for the afferent limb of the pupil-

lary reflex to the midbrain, which then sends nerve signals through the oculomotor

nerve which drives the iris muscles to constrict the pupil (Hattar et al., 2002; Zele et al.,

2019). In any particular lighting condition, our eyes adapt to the ambient level of light

by pupil construction and our brains interpret the luminances within a dynamic range

(around 103cd/m2) around this level (Craik, 1938). In other words, the eye and the

brain work together to adjust the size of the pupil and the brain then interprets a range

of luminances around this ambient level, which is termed the "adaptation level".
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Because of the ability to adapt to different illumination levels, the human visual system

can operate in a wide range of illumination levels with three main systems - scotopic,

mesopic, and photopic for low, medium, and high illumination levels respectively. In

the context of daylit indoor environments, we rely on our photopic vision which is

dependent on cone receptors (Hecht et al., 1937). An adaptation time is also needed

for the eye to adjust to the brightness of the visual field of view before soliciting users’

glare evaluations, as momentary exposure will induce more glare than continuous

exposure (Hopkinson, 1956). Iwata et al. (1990) also observed that after 30 seconds of

exposure to a glare source, it was perceived as less glary. The level to which the eye

adapts to has an indirect relationship to the perceived discomfort glare, i.e. the higher

the illumination the eye is adjusted to, the lower the chance of discomfort from a glare

source of similar brightness, size, and position (Petherbridge and Hopkinson, 1950).

Therefore, the adaptation level of the eye is placed in the denominator of the contrast

term as it has an inverse proportion to the contrast effect.

Some glare models like CGI and the contrast term in DGP use the overall vertical

illuminance, Ev , at the eye to represent the adaptation level of the eye (Einhorn, 1979;

Wienold and Christoffersen, 2006). Illuminance is defined as luminous flux per unit

area in lux (according to the International System of Units (SI)), which is equivalent

to lumens per square meter. Illuminance is used in photometry to measure the

intensity of light as perceived by the human eye, by weighting irradiance, a radiometric

unit, by a photopic luminous efficiency function (V (λ)), defined by the Commission

Internationale de l’Éclairage (CIE), and can be measured using calibrated illuminance

meters usually in the viewing direction of the participant.

Using Ev as the adaptation level accounts for the overall illumination at the pupil

plane, which has also been found to correlate with pupil diameter (Hamedani, Solgi,

Hine, and Skates, 2020) which is a direct consequence of the pupil light reflex. It

appears to be an effective photometric quantity to approximate the adaptation level

because all the luminances in the observer’s field of view, including those of the visible

glare sources, are taken into account. However, Bargary, Jia, et al. (2015) also found

that retinal illuminance (measured in Td, Trolands) correlated better with discomfort

glare than pupil plane illuminance, which makes sense because vertical illuminance
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is only measured outside the eye while retinal illuminance corrects the photometric

measurements by the effective pupil size.

However, there are other models like UGR that use the background luminance, Lb

(CIE, 1995) to account for adaptation level. The definition of background luminance

is generally accepted as the average luminance of the field of view excluding the glare

source but is sometimes interpreted differently by different researchers depending on

what the ’background’ area is (Pierson et al., 2018a). The default calculation method

of Lb implemented in evalglare (a tool within the Radiance developed to evaluate

discomfort glare from High Dynamic Range (HDR) fisheye images using existing dis-

comfort glare models (Wienold, 2004)) is the mathematical average of the luminances

in the background area excluding glare sources, and the other calculation method

as defined by the CIE (CIE, 1995) is the indirect vertical illuminance divided by π.

Nevertheless, Lb disregards the luminance of the glare sources, which also contributes

to the overall adaptation level of the eye. Therefore, other models like Daylight Glare

Index (DGI) use a combination of Lb and a contribution of the luminance of the

glare source weighted by its solid angle to take the luminance of the glare source into

account (Chauvel et al., 1982).

In the next section, we will review common discomfort glare models used to predict

glare from daylight chronologically, towards identifying our main research gap.

2.3 Existing discomfort glare prediction models

While glare models account for one or more glare effects using photometric factors in

their equations, most of the developed models have limitations due to experimental

protocol, sample size, and the range of luminous conditions included in the dataset

used to develop them. This section chronologically reviews discomfort glare pre-

diction models and discusses their limitations. The list of models discussed is not

intended to be exhaustive, and it only includes a sample of the more influential or

widely used models in the field.

Studies of discomfort glare in buildings began in the 1950s at the Building Research

Station in England, where Hopkinson distinguished discomfort glare from disabil-
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ity glare after working on street lighting (Hopkinson, 1940). Hopkinson (1950) first

investigated discomfort glare using electric light as stimuli, examining the contrast

effect of background and source luminances by collecting photometric measurements

and subjective appraisals by six observers experienced in subjective appraisals. The

British Research Station (BRS or BGI) glare index was developed to predict discomfort

glare from very small glare sources up to 0.01 steradian as shown in Equation 2.1

(Hopkinson, 1960b; Petherbridge and Hopkinson, 1950). As the origins of discomfort

glare research were based on psychophysical research methods pioneered by Fechner

in the 19th century, the perception of human senses is based on a logarithmic function

according to the Weber-Fechner law (Fechner, 1966). However, since the BRS glare

index was designed to predict discomfort glare from small point sources from electric

lighting, it exhibited inaccuracies for larger glare sources such as daylight from large

windows (Hopkinson, 1972).

BRS or IES Glare Index = 10log10

n∑
i=1

L1.6
s ω0.8

s

LbP 1.6
s

(2.1)

where n is the number of glare sources, Ls is the luminance of the glare source (cd/m2),

ωs , the solid angle of the glare source subtended at the eye (sr ), Lb is the background

luminance also known as the adaptation level (cd/m2), and Ps the position index,

which is a complex function of the vertical and lateral angular displacement of the

glare source to the line of vision (Luckiesh and Guth, 1949).

Following this, the "Cornell Formula" modified the BRS glare index to describe dis-

comfort glare from large windows through studies using electric lighting apparatus

(Hopkinson, 1960a) albeit with a small sample size of four observers. As shown in

Equation 2.2, an additional term is added to the denominator that accounts for the

contribution of the source luminance towards the adaptation level of the eye, in addi-

tion to the background luminance. Later, the Illuminating Engineering Society (IES)

accepted the BRS glare index as a basis to study discomfort glare upon (Robinson

et al., 1962), known as the IES glare index. To extend the prediction of discomfort glare

to larger sources in daylit conditions instead of electric lighting conditions, Chauvel

et al. (1982) proposed the Daylight Glare Index (DGI) (or Cornell formula, Equation

2.2) with a numerical relationship to the IES Glare index criterion scale.
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DGI or Cornell formula = 10log10 0.478
n∑

i=1

L1.6
s Ω

0.8
s

Lb +0.07ω0.5
s Ls

(2.2)

where Ωs is the solid angle (sr ) subtended by the glare source divided by Pi , the

position index of the glare source.

Einhorn then proposed the International Commission on Illumination (CIE) glare

index (CGI), where he fixed mathematical inconsistencies by ensuring that ω has an

exponent of 1, which allows the addition and divisibility of the glare sources (Einhorn,

1969, 1979). Both direct and indirect vertical illuminances (making up overall vertical

illuminance) were used as the adaptation level as shown in Equation 2.3.

CGI = 8log10 2
[1+ (Ed/500)]

Ed +Ei

n∑
i=1

L2
sωs

P 2
s

(2.3)

where Ed refers to the direct vertical illuminance (lux), Ei is the indirect vertical

illuminance (lux).

Unified Glare Rating (UGR) was developed by Sörensen (1987), and recommended

by the CIE to predict discomfort glare for electric lighting sources with solid angles

between 3∗10−4 to 10−1 steradian (CIE, 1995; Sörensen, 1987) as shown in Equation

2.4. As seen in Equation 2.4, background luminance is used as the adaptation term

instead of vertical illuminance as in CGI.

UGR = 8log10
0.25

Lb

n∑
i=1

L2
sωs

P 2
s

(2.4)

Iwata et al., 1990 found that DGI and UGR did not correlate well with subjective

responses from user studies in daylit conditions, and hence proposed the Glare Sensa-

tion Vote model, GSV (Iwata et al., 1992).

GSV = 0.36× log
L1.6

s Ω
0.8

Lsu
+1.13× logEv −4.12 (2.5)

where Lsu refers to surrounding luminance, similar to the background luminance.
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In 2003, Fisekis et al. (2003) modified DGI and UGR using a new dataset with indoor

daylit conditions with glass louver systems with a small sample size of 10 participants.

Equations 2.6 and 2.7 show the formulae for modified DGI (DG Imod ) and experimen-

tal UGR (UGRexp ) respectively. UGRexp consists of an additional saturation term,

represented by average luminance (Lav g ), and the exponent of source luminance in

the contrast term was lowered to 1 from 2 in the original UGR formula.

DG Imod = 10log10 0.478
n∑

i=1

L1.6
s ·ω0.8

s

L0.85
av g +0.07 ·ω0.5

s ·Ls
(2.6)

UGRexp = 8 · log10 Lav g +8 · log10

n∑
i=1

Ls ·ωs

Lb ·P 2
i

(2.7)

where Lav g is the mean luminance of the entire visual field (cd/m2).

In 2006, Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) was then developed on the premise that

discomfort glare models were thus far mostly developed in electric light conditions

and with limited sample sizes (Wienold and Christoffersen, 2006). Through user

assessments in typical office test rooms in daylight with the presence of different

shading devices, DGP was developed to improve predictions of discomfort glare in

real daylight conditions as shown in Equation 2.8. It was found to be the most robust

discomfort glare model for daylit workspaces currently (Jakubiec and Reinhart, 2012;

Wienold et al., 2019) which also accounts for both contrast and saturation effects like

the PGSV equation. As shown in Equation 2.8, the formula consists of two main terms

that represent both the saturation and contrast effects of glare respectively. In the

DGP equation, vertical illuminance, Ev , is employed twice - to represent the main

saturation term as well as the adaptation level in the contrast term.

DGP = 5.87 ·10−5Ev +9.18 ·10−2 log10

(
1+

n∑
i=1

L2
sωs

E 1.87
v P 2

i

)
+0.16 (2.8)

where Ev is the vertical illuminance (lux) and Pi is the position index of the glare

source, and the DGP equation uses a modified position index that combines Guth’s

position index above the line of sight and Iwata’s position index developed to account
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for lower glare sensation below the line of sight as shown in Figure 2.1 (Iwata and

Tokura, 1997). Figure 2.1 depicts the modified position index. In comparison to the

DGI equation, the vertical illuminance (Ev ) term in the DGP equation is equivalent to

the summation of the direct and indirect vertical illuminances, Ed and Ei in the DGI

equation. DGP can be said to be highly dependent on vertical illuminance, as it is the

dominant variable of the DGP equation with the highest coefficient value.

DGP has a validated range of predicted values between 0.2 and 0.8, with a minimum

vertical illuminance of 380 lux and above (Wienold, 2010). Later on, a low-light

correction for the DGP equation (2.9) was proposed for lower levels of glare stimuli

(Wienold, 2012). Previously, the minimum DGP value was limited by the constant

term of 0.16 in the equation. This correction extended the DGP calculation using a

logit function to produce DGP values for lower light levels (Equation 2.9). However,

this low-light correction extends beyond the evaluated scenes (Ev < 380 lux) in the

dataset used to develop DGP and hence is not valid nor reliable as a model extension.

DGPlowlight = DGP
e0.024Ev−4

1+e0.024Ev−4
(2.9)

Iwata and Osterhaus, 2010 then developed and validated the Predicted Glare Sensation

Vote (PGSV) through user assessments with larger glare sources, using apparatus like

diffuse windows panels which are electrically back-lit. PGSV explicitly separates

saturation and contrast glare formulae as shown in Equation 2.10 and 2.11. It does not

contain a position index in its formulae as it assumes that the glare source is always at

the line of sight.

when Ls/Lb > Lavg/Lad
(

with Lav g = Ev /π
)
,

PGSVcontrast = log
L3.2

s ω−0.64

L(0.61−0.79logω)
b

−8.2 (2.10)

when Ls/Lb ≤ Lav g /Lad
(

with Lav g = Ev /π
)
,

PGSVsaturation = −3.87

1+ (
Lav g /1250

)1.7 +3.3 (2.11)
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where Lad is the adaptation luminance (cd/m2).

Hirning et al., 2014; Hirning et al., 2017 later proposed Unified Glare Probability, UGP,

by modifying UGR to predict discomfort glare in open-plan offices. The contrast term

from UGR was maintained in UGP, as seen in Equation 2.12. However, as the studies

involved field studies in occupied buildings instead of controlled laboratory studies,

both daylight, and electric lighting were present in the evaluated scenes. Although the

data points where glare was reported from monitor screens or electric lighting were

removed before analysis, this may conflate the perception of glare sources from both

daylight and electric lighting.

UGP = 1(
1+ 2

7

(
1

Lb

∑n
i=1

L2
sωs

P 2
i

)− 1
5

)10 (2.12)

Discomfort glare models that only consider the contrast effect, such as DGI, CGI, and

UGR, were conceived for small glare sources and hence are unable to predict glare

well in high saturation, low contrast scenes, such as in the presence of very bright

diffusing skies or clouds from a large window. Chauvel et al. (1982) reported that

the area subtended by a large source (such as the window) has little influence on

perceived discomfort glare and that revisions are needed to DGI. Iwata and Tokura

(1998) later stated that when the glare source covers the entire field of view, DGI is

unable to predict discomfort glare responses correctly.

In a cross-validation study between discomfort glare models based on a combined

dataset from seven glare studies in daylit situations, hybrid models based on both

saturation and contrast effects performed better than models that are entirely based

on the contrast effect (Wienold et al., 2019). Based on the brightly lit conditions

present in the test dataset used for the cross-validation study, DGP is currently the

most robust model as reported in the cross-validation study as it was developed from

a similar range of brightly lit glare stimuli conditions from daylight. However, it was

highlighted that DGP has limitations in dimmer (low saturation) conditions found

in field studies conducted in deep open plan offices (Hirning et al., 2014; Hirning

et al., 2017; Isoardi et al., 2012; Jakubiec et al., 2021; Mangkuto et al., 2017). It was
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found that calculated DGP values may not correlate well with glare responses in

such cases where the glare sources in the occupant’s field of view usually come from

façade areas generally far away, and the vertical illuminance at the eye is usually

lower than the evaluated luminous scenes in controlled laboratory setups used to

develop DGP (Pierson et al., 2019). Empirical luminance contrast ratios were found

to correlate better with reported discomfort glare in these cases (Hirning et al., 2014).

Furthermore, cut-off values of DGP derived from field studies in office spaces were

also found lower than that derived from laboratory studies, showing that the threshold

for glare reported by office occupants is lower than those in laboratory studies (Pierson

et al., 2019).

Therefore, one main reason could be due to the mismatch of glare stimuli range

found in field studies compared to those evaluated by participants in laboratory

studies used to develop DGP. Although the hybrid DGP works relatively well in brightly

lit scenarios, there is still room for improvement in glare prediction for scenarios

outside of the range of brightly lit scenarios from which it was developed. In these

dimmer conditions where poor correlations of glare responses to DGP were found,

the adaptation of the eye to lower levels may lead to predominant contrast effects

of glare, coupled with the heavier weighting on the saturation term compared to the

contrast term in the DGP equation. This indicates the necessary investigation and

modification of the DGP model to extend its prediction range to dimmer conditions.

Figure 2.2 summarizes the timeline of the development of discomfort glare prediction

models, albeit not exhaustive, indicating if the glare model is a hybrid one (accounting

for both saturation and contrast effects) if the user studies were conducted under

daylight conditions, and if there was a limited sample size (n<30, as an arbitrary

indicator). The majority of the studies were also conducted under electric lighting

conditions or in the presence of both electric light and daylight (which conflates the

levels of glare perception with two types of illuminating sources), with only a few

conducted solely under daylight conditions. It can also be seen that, except for those

resulting in GSV, PGSV, DGP, and UGP, most model development studies had a small

sample size. DGP is a model that was developed with a large sample size and a wide

range of luminous conditions created solely from daylight in indoor workspaces.
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IES-Glare Index (Robinson et al., 1962)*

CGI (Einhorn, 1969; Einhorn, 1979)^

UGR (CIE, 1995; Sorensen, 1987)*

UGP (Hirning et al., 2014; Hirning et al., 2017)
DGP (Wienold & Christoffersen, 2006)

DGImod &    UGRexp (Fisekis et al., 2003)*

DGI (Chauvel et al., 1982)*

“Cornell Formula” (Hopkinson & Bradley, 1960)*

GSV (Iwata et al., 1992)

BRS Glare Constant (Petherbridge & Hopkinson, 1950)*

BRS Glare Index (Hopkinson, 1960)*

PGSV (Iwata et al., 1996; Iwata & Osterhaus, 2010)

            Daylit experimental conditions only
  Hybrid glare metric

*                Limited sample size (n < 30)
^                                    No user studies

Figure 2.2: History of discomfort glare prediction models developed for indoor environments
under daylight and electric lighting conditions.

Given the current state of glare prediction models, we can see that each model was

conceived for a limited glare stimuli range depending on the type of glare stimuli in

their developmental datasets. Although hybrid models such as DGP has overall good

performance in brighter conditions, it was developed from predominantly bright glare

stimuli and was reported to be insensitive to glare responses in dimmer conditions

such as in open-plan offices (Hirning et al., 2014; Hirning et al., 2017; Mangkuto

et al., 2017). In general, it is still not well understood how contrast and saturation

effects account for the glare perceived in such conditions. We can hypothesize that

the contrast effect of glare dominates in these dimmer conditions given that UGP only

contains a contrast term and was found to correlate well with glare user responses in

open plan offices (Hirning et al., 2014; Hirning et al., 2017). To design indoor spaces

where daylight can be used as a source of glare-free illumination and reduce reliance

on electric lighting, we need to first improve the reliability of glare models with various

ranges of daylight luminous conditions that can be found in real buildings. This way

we can then predict the visual comfort of occupants through simulations or real-time

measurements on-site, and make data-driven design decisions towards a well-daylit
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building that is visually comfortable for its occupants. Toward this goal, we identified

a research gap that glare prediction models have limited performance in dimmer

conditions where the contrast effect is likely to be dominant.

2.4 Measuring discomfort glare stimuli and user responses

To develop glare prediction models, researchers typically hold user studies in which

they would simultaneously collect lighting measurements while collecting subjective

user responses on the degree of discomfort glare they perceived. In this section, to

identify methodological research gaps in past literature, we review the methods to

measure glare stimuli using photometric measurements as well as the questionnaire

items used by researchers to solicit glare evaluations from participants.

2.4.1 Photometric measurements

To measure the luminous condition during discomfort glare user studies, photometric

measurements such as illuminance and luminance are usually measured from the

view direction of the participant using illuminance meters (also called lux meters),

spot luminance meters, and calibrated High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging. Vertical

illuminance, Ev , is typically measured using illuminance meters at the participant’s

eye level pointing towards the vertical viewing direction they are facing, measuring

the luminous flux per unit area at the eye. Horizontal illuminance, Eh is also measured

using illuminance meters but horizontally on the workplane, pointing towards the

ceiling, measuring the luminous flux per unit area on the desk. Spot luminance values

of the light sources are also typically measured from the participant’s eye pointing

towards the source, measuring the luminous intensity in a given direction per solid

angle of the light source.

While spot luminance meters are great for capturing specific point luminances, HDR

imaging with a 180-degree fisheye lens using calibrated devices can measure lumi-

nance data in the entire field of view. By capturing and merging a series of exposures

with different exposure rates, it allows researchers to obtain large amounts of cali-

brated luminance data in a short amount of time (Inanici, 2006; Jakubiec et al., 2016).
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These HDR images are also typically additionally calibrated with spot luminance

measurements in the same visual scene (Pierson et al., 2020. In contemporary glare

research, glare models can then be evaluated with tools such as evalglare, a tool within

the Radiance environment (Ward, 2005) that evaluates discomfort glare models from

HDR fisheye images (Wienold, 2004). Before calculating glare models, glare sources

are first detected from the HDR images using various methods: Glare sources can be

detected from any area in the image using a threshold: by default, evalglare detects

sources of glare above a fixed threshold of 2000 cd/m2, or a threshold of 5 times the

average luminance of the task if the task method is activated and the task area is

inputted. It was found that the task method (with a factor of 4 or 5) is more suitable for

contrast glare scenarios, while the threshold method (2000 cd/m2) is more suitable

for saturation glare scenarios (Pierson et al., 2018b). Currently, the glare detection

thresholds are typically customized by researchers to ensure the glare sources are

reasonably detected by the threshold they choose to use for their particular dataset,

and are encouraged to report those thresholds in publications. However, a clear defi-

nition of what constitutes a glare source remains ambiguous, and there is no single

rule for detecting them, and the "correct" methods for detecting them in a wide range

of conditions require additional research into how glare sources can be characterized.

With the advent of luminance mapping through capturing HDR images, researchers

can also calculate empirical contrast ratios, besides glare models, based on certain

areas of the HDR image. Some formulae for contrast ratio types include the basic

contrast ratio (Lt /Lb), Weber’s contrast ratio ((Lt −Lb)/Lb) (Weber, 1834) and the

Michelson contrast ratio (((Lmax-Lmi n)/Lmax+Lmi n)))(Michelson, 1927), where Lt

refers to the luminance of the task, Lb refers to the background luminance and Lmax ,

Lmi n refers to the maximum and minimum luminance respectively. For daylit indoor

spaces, IES recommends maximum luminance ratios of "20:1 between daylight-media

and daylight-media-adjacent-surfaces" (DiLaura et al., 2011) but further empirical

studies suggested different ratios (Van Den Wymelenberg and Inanici, 2014). Figure

2.3 summarizes the spatial luminance ratios that researchers have found correlating

with user responses, based on a generic 180◦ fish-eye equiangular view. It can be seen

in Figure 2.3 that researchers tend to define the luminance zones of interest based on

averaging luminances in angular zones in the hemispherical projection, but recent

research has shifted toward more spatial strategies based on architectural elements
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Figure 2.3: Various spatial luminance ratios within a 180◦ fish-eye view

or detected glare sources in the entire field of view of occupants, who are typically

fixated on a vertical plane due to working tasks primarily on computer screens. For

example, Hirning et al. (2017) suggested from his post-occupancy evaluations in

open-plan office buildings that the window-to-background luminance ratio explains

discomfort glare better than the window-to-task luminance ratios, due to contrast

glare situations between the dark background luminance and glare sources from the

window. However, when compared to actual position indexes and solid angles of

glare sources, which account for where the task area or window areas are spatially in

the field of view, these luminance zonings may not represent the exact glare sources

reported in the field of view.

2.4.2 Questionnaires for subjective glare evaluation

Numerous critiques of some of the most commonly used questionnaire items in

various glare studies have been published, and some previous literature has offered
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several pointers such as the comprehensibility and ordering of verbal descriptors in

the response scale used (Fotios, 2019; Gellatly and Weintraub, 1990). The critiques

emphasized the inconsistencies of glare questionnaire items, reflected on whether

meaningful results can be obtained through questionnaire items, and discussed their

advantages and disadvantages. In ideal cases, questionnaire items should meet a few

key requirements, such as being easily understood by the participant and avoiding

memory retrieval, which means asking the participant about a previous experience

rather than the current situation they are exposed to (Fotios, 2015). It should only ask

one question at a time, and should not mix concepts such as satisfaction, acceptance,

and discomfort within the same questionnaire item (Fotios, 2019), and response

items should also be clear and have straightforward descriptors (Geerdinck, 2012).

Some researchers also suggested that a “no glare” or null option be included in the

response items (Allan et al., 2019; Fotios, 2015) so that participants are not forced to

report glare when they do not perceive any. However, these pointers for designing

glare questionnaires, in general, may sometimes only apply to category-rating test

procedures but not adjustment-type procedures which require the active interaction

of the participant with the visual scene (Fotios and Kent, 2021).

Other suggestions include giving the participant a layman’s definition of the key

variable in question, presenting response items in a logical and relevant order, and

including a “don’t know” option (Fotios, 2019). A balanced number of response

items on each side of the neutral point should also be maintained for bipolar or

semantic differential scales (Fotios, 2019; Geerdinck, 2012; Heise, 1969). If numbers

are used in addition to verbal descriptors as response items, they should correspond

in increasing order of intensity, for example, "0" should correspond to "Not at all"

and "10" should correspond to "Very much" on a scale of 0 to 10 (Saris and Gallhofer,

2014). Additionally, instead of asking about the degree of discomfort from glare, Allan

et al. (2019) proposed using a positively worded statement in conjunction with a Likert

agreement scale to ask the participant more optimistically. Other suggestions include

a fixed equal distance between response items, language consistency, and a greater

number of response items on the scale than glare stimuli levels for sufficient resolution

(Iodice, 2020). A recent standardizing proposal is a two-step skip-sequencing method

for evaluating discomfort from glare (Hickcox et al., 2022), suggesting first asking the

participant if they are experiencing discomfort from glare. If the participant answers
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yes, then they are asked a second question on a 6-point scale labeled 1 (Very small

amount) to 6 (Very large amount). If the participant answers no, the second question

will be skipped.

However, these critiques on questionnaire items have not been studied qualitatively

so far, and multiple variations of questionnaire item types have been used to so-

licit evaluations on the degree of glare in past user studies, from which discomfort

glare prediction models have been developed. It is still unknown if the variability

of questionnaire usage in different studies may introduce bias in the distribution of

participants’ responses. Figure 2.4 shows the variations of questionnaire items that

have been used in user studies that culminated in glare model development.

The multiple-criterion method for subjective glare appraisals in adjustment-type

experiment procedure was first proposed by Hopkinsons’ (Hopkinson, 1940) and

participants were asked to adjust a lighting variable based on a criterion of discomfort

glare on the multiple criterion scale (Hopkinson, 1950). The 4-point ordinal multiple

criterion scale originally published in 1940 consisted of four degrees of discomfort

glare as follows: “A: Just intolerable, B: Just uncomfortable, C: Satisfactory, and D:

Just not perceptible”. Petherbridge and Hopkinson developed the British Research

Station (BRS) glare index (Petherbridge and Hopkinson, 1950) to describe discomfort

glare from electric lighting fittings in 1950, using a semantic variation of this response

scale with C and D changed to “C: Just acceptable, D: Just imperceptible”. In 1960,

Hopkinson and Bradley developed the ‘Cornell formula’ which used another seman-

tic variation of the scale with criterion D changed to “D: Just perceptible” to study

discomfort glare from large windows simulated by electric lighting apparatus, using

adjustment procedures (Hopkinson, 1960b). In 1962, the Illuminating Engineering

Society (IES) glare index was established by modifying the BRS glare index (Robinson

et al., 1962). For adjustment-type test procedures, Kent et al. (2018) found signifi-

cant differences in the luminances adjusted by the participants when criteria on the

multiple criterion scale were presented in ascending order, compared to when the

presentation order of the criteria was randomized.

Using a category-rating test procedure, Chauvel et al. (1982) modified the ‘Cornell

formula’ through user assessments for discomfort glare studies in daylit buildings,

asking observers to assess the level of discomfort in the scene presented to them. Their
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A: Just intolerable

Multiple-criterion scale for adjustment-type studies (Hopkinson, 1940)

B: Just uncomfortable C: Satisfactory D: Just not perceptible

A: Just intolerable

Used to develop BRS Glare Index and later UGR (Petherbridge and Hopkinson, 1950; Sorensen, 1987)

B: Just uncomfortable C: Just acceptable D: Just imperceptible

A: Just intolerable

Used to develop ‘Cornell Formula’ and GSV (Hopkinson and Bradley, 1960; Iwata et. al., 1992)

B: Just uncomfortable C: Just acceptable D: Just perceptible

Imperceptible Noticeable Disturbing Intolerable

1: Not uncomfortable 2: Slightly uncomfortable 3: Rather uncomfortable 4: Very uncomfortable 5: Extremely uncomfortable

Used to develop DGI (France study) (Chauvel et al., 1982)

Intolerable Uncomfortable Just uncomfortable Acceptable Just acceptable Noticeable Just perceptible

Used to develop DGImod and UGRexp (Fisekis et al., 2003)

Used to develop UGP (Hirning et al., 2014)

Osterhaus-Bailey 4-point scale, later used to develop DGP (Osterhaus and Bailey, 1992; Wienold and Christoffersen, 2006)

Figure 2.4: Variations of questionnaire items used in glare studies.
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study used the multiple criterion scale in the England study and a categorical five-

point scale in the France study: “1 – not uncomfortable, 2 – slightly uncomfortable,

3 – rather uncomfortable, 4 – very uncomfortable, and 5 – extremely uncomfortable”

(Hopkinson, 1960b). Iwata et al. (1992) developed the Glare Sensation Vote (GSV)

model in 1992 in daylight conditions with user assessment procedures using the

4-point multiple-criterion scale similar to Hopkinson and Bradley. In 1995, the Inter-

national Commission on Illumination (CIE) proposed the Unified Glare Rating (UGR)

(CIE, 1995) where Sorensen developed UGR (Sörensen, 1987) using Petherbridge and

Hopkinson’s dataset. The UGR formula incorporated the IES glare index as well as

mathematical corrections proposed by Einhorn for the CIE glare index (CGI) (Einhorn,

1969, 1979).

Fisekis et al. (2003) used a 7-point multiple criterion scale similar to the “Stage 2” of

the multiple criterion scale without the “Just intolerable” criterion to modify DGI and

UGR resulting in the modified Daylight Glare Index (DG Imod ) and the experimental

Unified Glare Rating (UGRexp ), adapted for daylight glare from windows. Wienold

and Christoffersen developed the Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) in 2006 (Wienold

and Christoffersen, 2006) through user studies using a 4-point response scale with

"Imperceptible, Noticeable, Disturbing, Intolerable" introduced by Osterhaus and

Bailey (Osterhaus and Bailey, 1992) which is also similar to Hopkinson’s 4-point

multiple criterion scale. Here, the word “just” was also omitted in the response scale

items as Hopkinson’s multiple criterion scale was originally meant for adjustment

procedures where the borderlines of comfort and discomfort were pertinent. In 2014,

Hirning et al. (2014) adapted UGR for daylight conditions in deep open plan offices,

resulting in Unified Glare Probability (UGP). He collected glare responses using a glare

indication diagram, which asks participants to indicate on a diagram where a glare

source, if any, is in their field of view. Any marking on the glare indication diagram is

interpreted as indicating that the participant experienced uncomfortable glare in that

scene.

As described, we can observe that beyond the type of test procedure used (adjustment,

or category-rating), there have been multiple variations to the questionnaire types and

the response scales used by researchers when studying discomfort glare. It is not yet

known whether the usage of different questionnaire items in rating-type experiments
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may produce varying glare response results and could therefore also bias results,

such as in the development of discomfort glare models for example. As a result, we

identified a methodological research gap in which it is unknown whether the usage of

different questionnaire types may influence the distribution of glare responses.

2.5 Summary of research gaps

The main research gap we identified is the limited working range of existing discomfort

glare models as a result of the datasets used to develop them. While the hybrid model

Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) combines both saturation and contrast effects to

predict discomfort glare and is found to be most robust in brightly daylit conditions,

it has limited performance in dim conditions such as those that may be found in

open-plan offices. Hence, for hybrid models like DGP to work well in a wide range

of scenarios, a recalibration of the saturation and contrast terms using an extensive

dataset to a wider range of luminous scenes, especially dimmer ones, is necessary.

The potential issue of questionnaire items influencing glare responses was also iden-

tified as a second, more methodological research gap. To the best of our knowledge,

there is currently no objective study that has formally investigated if the type of glare

questionnaire item affects the distribution of glare responses. Because this may have

an impact on the results of the studies as well as any past or future glare model’s

development, it is an important research gap to fill so that the choice of questionnaire

items used for analysis is as reliable as possible.

This thesis seeks to address these two identified research gaps. While the main focus

will be to address the limited prediction range of existing discomfort glare metrics to

dimmer daylit scenes, it will also have to rely on the outcome of our investigations

on the influence of the chosen questionnaire items on the distribution of obtained

glare responses. This investigation will be the subject of Chapter 4 after the overall

methodological framework will be established for the whole thesis in Chapter 3.
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Based on the learnings from Chapter 2 regarding the limited working range of existing

discomfort glare models in dim daylit conditions, and the need to clarify the influ-

ence of questionnaire types on subjective glare response outputs, a methodological

framework is established, and is presented in this chapter. Here, the main research

objective is made explicit and some context to the field of study in which this thesis

lies is given. Following that, the overall approach is introduced and adopted for the

conducted studies together with the research and analysis methods that will be used.

3.1 Field of study

The field of study in which this thesis lies is psychophysics, which is a research field

with techniques and theories that deal with modeling a perceptual system through

measuring sensations due to physical stimuli (Fechner, 1860). As the name suggests,

psychophysics is a research field that investigates the relationship between human per-

ceptions and a change in stimulus in the physical world. It usually involves quantifying

a perceptual domain, such as vision, hearing, and taste, which may seem qualitative

at first. Psychophysical research methods usually include a quantifiable source of

stimuli, such as the varying luminance of a glare source. Relationships and thresh-

olds of these quantifiable measures are then identified through experiments with
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human participants, and there are three types of thresholds - detecting the presence

of stimuli, discriminating between magnitudes of certain stimuli, and rating stimuli

through rating scales (Russell and Snodgrass, 1987). There are also several methods of

experimentation, such as adjustment-based or rating-based. Based on psychophys-

ical research methods pioneered by Fechner in the 19th century, the perception of

human senses is based on a logarithmic function according to the Weber-Fechner law

(Fechner, 1860), including the perception of visual stimuli.

Taking a step back to understand the role of psychophysics within a broader architec-

tural context, why is understanding human perceptions important? Spaces should be

designed to be comfortable for the people who live in them; otherwise, the design may

become unfunctional or likely require additional energy consumption to compensate

for the discomfort. How can architects design buildings that respond to and meet

the comfort needs of their occupants, resulting in lower energy consumption? Firstly,

we have to seek to understand how people perceive different environments. In the

current digital age, indoor environmental quality can be predicted even during the

design process, with calculated comfort models from the physically-correct simu-

lations for example. However, what governs these models and their thresholds? To

attain comfort, one has to understand the factors that create discomfort and how

they can be predicted accurately. The models are usually derived from user eval-

uations through controlled experiments which are deeply rooted in the domain of

psychophysics. Through well-designed experiments involving user evaluations, and

validation through post-occupancy evaluations where occupants are surveyed for

their satisfaction coupled with on-site measurements, these form the backbone for

evidence-based iterative design processes towards comfortable spaces in early design

simulations and such. These three areas of research simultaneously advance our

knowledge toward better occupant comfort with minimal energy usage. In addition,

the transferability and outreach of the research are also of high importance. For

instance, one of the main aspects of visual comfort can be achieved through the avoid-

ance of discomfort glare, using assessable glare prediction models recommended in

building standards. In this thesis, we aim to improve the discomfort glare prediction

models that are used in this wider context, by improving the prediction range of cur-

rent daylight glare models. Therefore, we need to apply psychophysical concepts in

planning user studies toward this goal.
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3.2 Research objectives and overall approach

3.2 Research objectives and overall approach

This thesis’ main research objective is to broaden the prediction range of existing

discomfort glare models to low-light luminous ranges where performance is currently

limited. The overall research approach to address this will be done in three phases.

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the first phase of foundational investigations has three

parts. One is to identify the range of discomfort glare stimuli that are currently under-

studied in previous laboratory studies, as well as which existing models predict glare

better in such conditions. In parallel, a methodological study on the influence of

questionnaire item types on glare responses should also be better understood to

determine the questionnaire(s) to be used for analysis in subsequent studies. The

findings from these three foundational investigations are necessary to plan the core

user studies in the second step.

In the second phase, the core studies will be conducted where we collect new data by

designing and executing two targeted user studies to determine the extent to which

existing glare models can predict occupants’ glare responses in dimmer conditions

well. The aim is to supplement existing datasets used to develop glare models with

new data and to include user evaluations in the identified luminous ranges that are

currently missing from existing datasets. Three key factors influencing glare will be

chosen as independent variables for these studies, namely the luminance, size, and

position of the glare source (luminance and size are varied in the first study, while

position and size are varied in the second).

Finally, in the third phase, using the findings from the first two phases, to improve the

state of the art on glare prediction, new glare models will be developed using a diverse

training dataset of glare evaluations that include those in low-light luminous ranges

from the two core user studies. In particular, the reformulation of new discomfort

glare prediction models should perform better in dim daylit conditions compared to

existing glare models. The next sections discuss the methods of research and analysis

used in each phase toward reaching the research objective.
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I: Foundational 
investigations

II: Core studies III: Development of 
improved glare 

models

Choice of 
questionnaire item?

Range of 
under-studied stimuli?

Type of glare model 
to focus on?

Performance of 
existing glare model 
in low-light stimuli?

How to reformulate a 
hybrid glare model?

Methodological 
study

Simulation
case-study

Secondary analysis
of existing data

Experiment Design
Data collection
Data analysis

Model training and testing

Figure 3.1: Overview of the flow of research in this thesis in three phases.

3.3 Phase I: Foundational investigations

The first research question in Figure 3.2 is about whether the type of questionnaire

item influences the distribution of the responses from participants. As this concerns

the psychometry field, we sought recommendations in the field (Carpenter, 2018)

which recommends item selection, execution, and testing of relevant questionnaire

items. To understand how participants would answer through different questionnaire

types (and if they will affect the distribution of the eventual response output), we

tested six questionnaire items in a wide variety of lighting conditions by testing these

questionnaire items across three parallel user studies with similar experimental pro-

tocols. For the analysis methods, to understand the flow of participants’ responses

across the six questionnaire items, we used a combination of alluvial plots to describe

the pair-wise flow of user responses from one question to another. Psychometric

statistics for testing reliability, association, and dimensionality are also used to test if

the outputs of the questionnaire items are similar or dissimilar. The main aim of this

study is to determine which questionnaire items will be used in subsequent studies

in the thesis; if the questionnaire items produce similar results, it means they can be
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3.3 Phase I: Foundational investigations

used interchangeably and the distribution of results will not differ significantly as a

result.

Following that, the second question points to identifying the range of discomfort

glare stimuli that are currently under-studied in previous laboratory studies, by eval-

uating the frequency and spatial occurrence of discomfort glare effects (saturation

and contrast) in a typical open-plan office annually, then comparing these to that

of past laboratory studies. Setting up measurement devices in a real deep-plan of-

fice would be costly in terms of time and equipment, and we would not be able to

cover as many viewpoints as we would want to study. Hence, the most practical and

tractable way to do this is to run physically-correct daylighting simulations to gather

hourly illuminance and luminous distributions from an array of viewpoints across

the entire occupiable space in a floor plan. We chose to use conventional Radiance

methods through ClimateStudio for simulating hourly vertical illuminance data, as

the computation speeds were reasonable.

To simulate the hourly luminance distribution to calculate contrast effects, we use

an in-development tool, Raytraverse1, also based on Radiance but uses an adap-

tive sampling method to reduce computation times for simulating luminance maps

(Wasilewski et al., 2022; Wasilewski et al., 2021). For hourly illuminance data, four

orientations and three urban obstruction levels were simulated, but for contrast ef-

fects, four orientations but only one urban obstruction level were simulated due to

Raytraverse’s limited geometric options. The cumulative results are then compared to

luminous ranges studied in previous laboratory user studies, revealing the missing

range of lighting conditions that may be common in deep plan offices (based on a

hypothetical model) but have not been studied in previous user studies, which were

used for developing glare models.

1Raytraverse is a tool whose development is ongoing as part of the Ph.D. thesis of Stephen Wasilewski,
who is also part of LIPID.
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3.4 Phase II: Core experiments

The third research question asks which type of glare models perform better in low and

high adaptation levels as a starting point for the development of an improved predic-

tion model. To begin to understand the comparative performance of existing glare

models in this range, we here conducted within-group performance comparisons

based on an existing dataset split into two ranges of low and high adaptation levels.

The user studies had been conducted in controlled daylit office-like environments,

and had already been compiled before as a test dataset for a previous research study

on cross-validating glare models; note that as emphasized in this cross-validation

study, they do not contain any subjective evaluations used for the actual development

of a glare metric. (Wienold et al., 2019). This Cross-validation dataset contained quite

some data points in both low and high adaptation levels. As was mentioned previ-

ously, they do not, however, contain data points in low adaptation levels. Therefore,

we used this Cross-validation dataset as a way to investigate the relative prediction

performance of existing glare models within either high or low adaptation levels. The

findings are intended to provide insights about the type of glare models that are likely

to work best in each of these two ranges and will help to specifically inform required

structural changes for glare models to maintain sensitivity to user responses in both

ranges.

3.4 Phase II: Core experiments

Following the findings of the first phase, the second phase aims to address the ques-

tion: In dimmer daylit environments, to what extent do existing models predict

discomfort glare responses? Targeting the missing dim luminous ranges as discovered

in the second study, two core user studies will be designed and conducted in two

different locations. As mentioned, the key factors influencing discomfort glare will

be varied in both of these core experiments. In the first core experiment, user studies

involving human participants will be conducted in a single occupancy office-like test

room while the luminance and size of the glare source will be varied at two levels each,

using a full factorial experiment design. The second user study then varies the position

and size of the glare source and will be conducted in a deeper plan office-like test

room with double occupancy. Both experiments will be designed such that daylight

is the sole source of illumination while maintaining a view to the outside, as these
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Chapter 3. Methodology

two properties are among those found to influence the degree of discomfort from

glare perceived by occupants in previous literature (Heerwagen and Heerwagen, 1986;

Tuaycharoen and Tregenza, 2007).

The collected data from the two user studies will be then filtered to keep only data

points with stable weather during the evaluated scene. To find out the predictive

performance of existing glare metrics in the targetted dimmer conditions in which

the user studies were held, we will first compare the collected glare responses to the

prediction trends of existing glare models in the eight evaluated scenes. To do this, we

will use the distribution of discomfort glare responses collected from an appropriate

questionnaire type ascertained from Phase II and compare the trend qualitatively to

that of the predicted values from existing glare models across the eight scenes. The

type and equation of the glare models will be used to explain the (in)consistencies of

their prediction trends and their overall sensitivities to the discomfort glare responses

in these dim daylit scenes. Finally, using statistical tests, we will investigate the relative

prediction performance and correlation of the glare models to user responses and

investigates the significance of the differences found. In summary, the contributions

of this second phase will be, first, to supplement current glare datasets with new data

in the identified missing range of luminous conditions, and second, to determine

the relative performance of existing glare models in the new user evaluations in the

dimmer luminous range to which the prediction range of discomfort glare models

should extend.

3.5 Phase III: Development of improved glare models

To improve the most promising models for discomfort glare prediction in dim daylit

scenarios, and build upon, the findings of the first two phases, we will use a larger and

more diverse dataset that extends beyond the low-light luminous conditions which

we collected in Phase II. As we do not want the proposed model to be again narrow in

its prediction range, we will need to build an extensive training dataset that includes

glare evaluations in a variety of luminous conditions. To build this extensive dataset,

we will add to our newly collected data, which we will name Low-light, the following

existing datasets: the dataset used to develop DGP, named Eccobuild (Wienold and
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3.5 Phase III: Development of improved glare models

Christoffersen, 2006), and two additional datasets that consist of high saturation and

high contrast scenes often found in electrochromic glazing and fabric roller blinds,

respectively named Colorneu and Fabrics, based on studies conducted by Sneha Jain

and Dr. Caroline Karmann in the LIPID lab of EPFL (Jain et al., 2022; Karmann et al.,

2022).

Toward improving the prediction range of daylight glare prediction models, we first

explore new contrast term variations that may better predict glare in dimmer daylight

conditions than saturation terms. Therefore, we explore the fit of purely contrast-

driven terms to glare responses using two datasets, the dataset used to develop DGP

containing mostly brighter conditions, Eccobuild, and the new user studies in dimmer

conditions we collected in Phase II, Low-light. The findings of this exploration of

contrast term variations will then guide the next part, which is to derive hybrid glare

models with the addition of a saturation term in two formats (linear and logarithmic)

to the contrast term variations. The logarithmic approach for the saturation term

is included because of the Weber-Fechner law of logarithmic human response to

stimuli (Fechner, 1860; Weber, 1834). This will result in two pools of multiple logistic

regression (MLR) models, one developed with a linear saturation term in combination

with the contrast term variations and one developed with the logarithmic version of

the saturation term. using the extensive training dataset as mentioned before, we will

derive two best-fit models by comparing indicators of fit from each of these two pools

of models.

The final step to determine if the research objective is reached is to preliminary check

the performance of the proposed models against that of DGP, as a reference model

used for benchmarking as it was found to be the most robust model in brighter

daylit conditions. In this step, we will conduct preliminary performance checks on the

proposed models, particularly comparing their performance against that of DGP, using

the Cross-validation dataset as a test dataset. Since the Cross-validation dataset has

predominantly brighter conditions and lacks glare evaluations in dimmer conditions,

we create a pseudo-test dataset, Cross-validation+, to expand the performance check

to dimmer conditions by adding random samples from the training dataset. The

initial performance checks based on this pseudo-test dataset will only provide us with

indications of the overall performance of the proposed models in a wide range of
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conditions, but for the validation of these findings, we will need to compile a larger

and more diverse test dataset in future research, outside the scope of this thesis.
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4 Comparison of questionnaire items
for discomfort glare from daylight1

Following the methodological framework established in Chapter 3, this chapter be-

gins by investigating the methodological research gap identified in Chapter 2 on the

unknown influence of questionnaire type on users’ glare responses. In the fields

of health, social and behavioral research, scales are "collections of items combined

into a composite score intended to reveal levels of theoretical variables not readily

observable by direct means" (DeVellis and Thorpe, 2021). They represent one or

more latent constructs, allowing us to assess and capture a behavior, an action, or a

feeling that cannot be captured in a single variable, or measured by other direct means

(Worthington and Whittaker, 2006). Scales are typically composed of multiple ques-

tionnaire items that measure an underlying latent construct and protect against the

influence of culture, biases, and item order, resulting in higher accuracy in scientific

investigations (Morrison, 2009; Walford et al., 2010). Questionnaire items typically

include a question and a response scale of response items, and sometimes include

definitions of keywords to aid comprehension.

1The works of this chapter were submitted as a co-authored journal article: Quek, G., Jain, S.,
Karmann, C., Pierson, C., Wienold, J., & Andersen, M. (n.d.). Comparing questionnaire items for
discomfort glare from daylight. Lighting Research & Technology. The article has been submitted and
is currently in the review process. The text is mentioned in parts here with the agreement of the
co-authors. G.Q. contributed to the design of the project, data analysis, and writing of the journal
article.
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Chapter 4. Comparison of questionnaire items for discomfort glare from daylight

In discomfort glare research, researchers tend to rely on a single questionnaire item

for user evaluations of the degree of discomfort glare perceived as the main underlying

latent construct. For discomfort glare, no calibrated scale consisting of a collection of

questionnaire items for discomfort glare has been developed so far. When studying

the extent of discomfort glare effects, researchers typically collect subjective responses

from participants via questionnaire items. There have been numerous suggestions

and criticisms about the wording of the question, the response scale and its items, the

format in which they are presented, and whether or not accompanying definitions are

included. However, as discussed in Chapter 2 previously, it is still unknown whether

the type of glare questionnaire item chosen for user studies influences the response

distribution due to a lack of objective user studies to investigate this. If there is an

influence, the results of studies that use different questionnaire items may differ. The

objective of this chapter is to validate the choice of questionnaire items used for

analysis in this thesis. In particular, we want to determine whether a selection of glare

questionnaire items captures similar distributions of user discomfort from glare as

resulting outputs in rating-type experiments conducted in daylit environments. To

that end, a comparison study is carried out, which entails selecting which question-

naire items to test and then testing them in a randomized order in glare evaluations in

three user studies of varied lighting conditions, and finally comparing their resulting

outputs across questionnaire items (a total of 540 data points from 149 participants).

The findings are then presented using descriptive analysis methods and psychometric

statistics, as well as tests of association, reliability, and dimensionality. The findings

in this chapter will guide and validate the choice of the questionnaire item used for

subsequent experiment planning and analysis in this thesis.

4.1 A psychometric approach to compare glare question-

naire items

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the reliability between the different questionnaire items

used by researchers has not been studied, and thus it is still unknown if the choice of

questionnaire item used in different studies influences resulting user responses. The

validity of the subjective glare responses solicited by questionnaire items to the actual

phenomenon can only be partially proven. Although there are some devices used
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in clinical determinations of individuals’ discomfort glare through electromyograms

(Murray et al., 2002), or to measure an individual’s sensitivity to discomfort glare

(Montés-Micó et al., 2020, these objective methods are usually considered invasive

with the attachments of electrodes around the eye in the former or cover the entire

field of view in the latter. Physiological and ocular data such as pupil diameter, pupil

unrest index, and eye fixation rate were also found to correlate with glare stimuli

(Hamedani, Solgi, Hine, and Skates, 2020) but no thresholds to describe glare degree

were derived. Artificial intelligence has also been trained to predict if the occupant

experiences discomfort glare (Johra et al., 2021). However, in most of these studies,

the "ground truth" of the degree of discomfort glare perceived is still solicited from

subjective evaluations through the choice of a single questionnaire item. Even though

objective measures exist, as previously stated, there is still a strong reliance on ques-

tionnaires, as they are used to derive semantic meaning for the degree of glare even

for objective measurements. Hence, the construct validity of questionnaire items

may be proven through the associative relationship with physiological and ocular

markers that correlate with glare stimuli, but these objective measures may not convey

semantic meanings of the degree of glare perceived (criterion-related validity).

As a step to study the reliability between questionnaire items, we want to investigate

whether the choice of questionnaire items for user studies affects the distribution of

glare responses from participants. As discussed in Chapter 2, recent evaluations and

discussions have criticized the questionnaire items’ comprehensibility and capacity to

capture people’s true perceptions of glare (Fotios and Kent, 2021; Fotios, 2019; Veitch

et al., 2019). We also referred to best practices recommended in the psychometry field

for scale development (Boateng et al., 2018). However in this case, instead of scale

development, we are looking to compare the outputs of several glare questionnaire

items. Hence, we omit factor extraction since we are only interested in one dimension

(or factor). Since we are not developing a scale, we also omit the step of item reduction.

We also omitted the steps of content validity and pre-testing as the selection of glare

questionnaires has been used commonly in glare research. As other modes of objective

measurements have also relied on subjective evaluation and hence make it convoluted

if they are used as tests of validity, we also omit this step. As a result, we chose four

steps for the relevance of comparing questionnaire items - we use a process of item
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generation, survey administration, and tests of dimensionality and reliability in our

workflow as shown in Figure 4.1.

To execute this four-step process toward comparing the output of questionnaire items,

we tested the selected questionnaire items across three user studies that evaluated

discomfort glare from daylight, covering a wide range of glare stimuli from daylight.

These three user studies result in a dataset that covers a wide range of vertical illu-

minances from 216 to 7300 lux. Therefore to answer this question, we administered

six chosen questionnaire items on discomfort glare perception in English in three

parallel user studies conducted by the author and research colleagues in indoor daylit

environments and using similar experimental protocols (540 data points from 149

participants). This is a collaborative study in which we decide on the relevant question-

naire items we want to compare, and coordinated to administer them simultaneously

across three user studies. More details on the experimental protocol and data compi-

lation will be discussed in Section 4.1.2. In the following sections, we go into detail

about the questionnaire items selected for comparison and the psychometric statistics

methods used.

Six questionnaire 
items selected 

based on 
suggestions from 
literature review 

Implemented 
items across 
three user 

studies with 
similar protocols 

Item 
Generation

Survey 
Administration

- Pearson’s chi-squared test
- Pair-wise Spearman’s rank 

correlation
- Internal reliability 

- McNemar's chi-squared 
test

- Pair-wise Phi coefficient
- Internal reliability

Tests for 
association and 
reliability

- Lavaan model fit with 1 
latent variable

Tests of 
dimensionality

- Relative frequencies
- Alluvial plots

Descriptive analysis

Compiled dataset 
with gatekeeping 

conditions to 
maintain data 

quality

Dataset 
compilation

For ordinal questionnaire 
items:

For binary questionnaire 
items:

-

Figure 4.1: Methodological workflow to analyze questionnaire items for discomfort glare
studies.

4.1.1 Item generation: Selecting questionnaire items for discomfort

glare

This section describes how the questionnaire items were generated and assessed for

viability before being administered in this comparison study. To cover a wide range of

questionnaire types used in daylight glare research and related indoor environmental

quality (IEQ) studies, "Binary-YesNo", "OsterhausBailey-4point", "Likert-4point",
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4.1 A psychometric approach to compare glare questionnaire items

"Interval-0-10", "Comfort-agreement", and "Glare-indication-diagram" were chosen

and are shown in Figure 4.2. For the participants to understand the definition of

glare without knowing technical terms, a layman’s definition of glare was derived

by referencing the CIE’s definition of glare (CIE, 2011): “Glare is the sensation of

visual discomfort caused by differences between light and dark areas, or by excessive

brightness in your field of view.” This was shown to the participants alongside each

questionnaire item.

These six questionnaire items were chosen for the following reasons. First, "OsterhausBailey-

4point", "Binary-YesNo" and "Glare-indication-diagram" were chosen as they are

commonly used in the field (Hamedani, Solgi, Hine, Skates, et al., 2020; Hirning et al.,

2014; Hirning et al., 2017; Osterhaus and Bailey, 1992), while the other three question-

naire items were chosen to add variety to the selection while being viable candidates.

The "Glare-indication-diagram" which was not a typical questionnaire item, and

requires participants to mark on a diagram if they experience discomfort glare, was

still included because it was used to develop a glare model from surveys in open plan

offices, namely Unified Glare Probability (UGP) (Hirning et al., 2014). Similar to Hirn-

ing et. al., we interpreted the results of the Glare-indication-diagram by converting

any marking on the diagram to "Yes" and none to "No". "Likert-4point" is chosen as it

has a simple Likert format, and has easy-to-understand, incremental response items.

"Interval-0-10" is an 11-point numerical scale with labels ranging from "Not at all" to

"Very much" at the extremes, similar to "Likert-4point". "Comfort-agreement" was

chosen to add a positively-worded question to the selection (Allan et al., 2019). Last,

these questionnaire items were chosen specifically for applicability in rating-type

studies, in which participants are exposed to a lighting condition and asked to rate

their discomfort by answering a questionnaire. For example, we believe Hopkinson’s

questionnaire item (Hopkinson, 1950) is inappropriate for our user studies because it

was originally developed to be used in adjustment-type studies and not rating-type

studies.

Additionally, to ensure that the questionnaire items selected for this study are viable,

we compare them to a compiled list of suggestions in past literature as mentioned

in Section 2.4.2. Table 4.1 displays a list of questionnaire design suggestions from

previous literature in the discomfort glare field, and we compare the viability of
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Yes

Binary-YesNo

No

Are you experiencing any discomfort due to glare at the moment?

Imperceptible Noticeable Disturbing Intolerable

OsterhausBailey-4point

At the moment, how would you describe glare in your field of view?

Not at all Slightly Moderately Very much

Likert-4point

How much discomfort due to glare are you experiencing at the moment?

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Neither agree 
nor disagree

Strongly Agree

Comfort-agreement

Agree

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement:
I am comfortable with the brightness and contrast of light in my field of view

0
(Not at all)

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
(Very much)

Interval-0-10

1

On a scale of 0-10, how much discomfort due to glare are you experiencing at the moment?
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Glare-indication-diagram

Figure 4.2: Six questionnaire items were selected for comparison.

the selected questionnaire items to the list. These suggestions were argued in the

respective publications cited in Table 4.1 for more meaningful and informative glare

questionnaire designs. If the pointer does not apply to the questionnaire item, it is

simply not evaluated and labeled "N.A.". As can be seen, it is nearly impossible for any

questionnaire item to satisfy all suggestions at the same time. For example, the nature

of ordinal response scales is that the orders of the values are known, but the distance

between them is not, and hence will not meet the requirement of "equal distance

between items on response scale". Similarly, the pointer suggesting a positively

phrased question can only be fulfilled if the question does not inquire about the

users’ perception of discomfort. As one may observe, all six questionnaire items

selected fulfilled at least half of the applicable suggestions. Hence, we went ahead

with administering all of them in a random order of presentation in all three user

studies. The next section will describe this process in detail.
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Chapter 4. Comparison of questionnaire items for discomfort glare from daylight

4.1.2 Survey administration and data compilation

Following their selection, these six questionnaire items were implemented concur-

rently in three different user studies by the author and research colleagues, each

with a different setup but producing glare stimuli from daylight and all following a

similar experimental protocol in office-like conditions. All three user studies were

held in the same test facility, DEMONA (suggestions), on the EPFL campus, and held

between September 2020 to October 2021. DEMONA (suggestions) is a single-room

facility approximately 3 by 7 meters in dimension and has thermal room conditioning

capabilities with radiative walls for heating and cooling. Their specific data collection

periods are shown in Table 4.2. The first study focused on contrast-dominant glare

in low photopic ranges with a mean vertical illuminance of 759 lux (Quek, Wienold,

and Andersen, 2021), and the second focused on discomfort glare through shading

fabric with contrast-dominant glare and high photopic range with a mean vertical

illuminance of 1834 lux (Karmann et al., 2022). The third study focused on discomfort

glare with direct sun in the field of view (FOV), with a mean vertical illuminance of

3129 lux (Jain et al., 2022). To investigate the influence of questionnaire items on

glare responses, we combined the three collected sets of data into one consolidated

dataset which embodied a large range of daylighting conditions where the selected

questionnaire items were administered in parallel.

The three user studies followed a category-rating procedure, rating four luminous

scenes in a randomized order. Participants were exposed to one lighting scene at

each time and asked to complete a typing task for at least five minutes to allow their

eyes to adjust to the lit environment. After the typing task, they were then asked to

complete an on-screen survey administered by the online survey platform Alchemer.

All six questionnaire items in all three studies were administered to each participant

in a randomized order, in a one-question-per-page format in English along with a

layman’s definition of glare. The participants were given a layman’s definition so

that they could understand without knowing the meaning of terms like "luminance".

The layman’s definition was derived from CIE’s definition of discomfort glare - "glare

that causes discomfort without necessarily impairing the vision of objects" as well

as glare, defined as a “condition of vision in which there is discomfort or a reduction

in the ability to see details or objects, caused by an unsuitable distribution or range
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4.1 A psychometric approach to compare glare questionnaire items

of luminance, or by extreme luminance contrasts” (CIE, 2011). This resulted in the

following layman’s definition of glare, which we used in all three studies: “Glare

is the sensation of visual discomfort caused by differences between light and dark

areas, or by excessive brightness in your field of view”. To test the understanding of

the semantics of the response items as-is, we did not give additional definitions or

explanations of the response items on the scale to the participants, even though for

example, the early implementation of the OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire item

gave time-based explanations (Osterhaus and Bailey, 1992).

Table 4.2 contains a breakdown of the three datasets and their corresponding ranges

of vertical illuminances. The first study varied the luminance and size of glare sources

created using different combinations of diffuse films and low-transmittance neutral-

density films. The second study varied fabric blinds with different openness factors

with direct sun in the field of view, while the third study varied the luminance of the

direct sun disk with neutral-density films of different transmittances. Figure 4.3 shows

the four scenes of each of the studies where the questionnaire items were administered.

In the second study, there were a total of five scenes evaluated where the participant

is asked to adjust the blinds in the fifth scene. However, we only considered the first

four evaluated scenes of each user study, to limit the potential effect of participants’

fatigue during the experiments (Wienold et al., 2019) and to make consistent the fixed

lighting conditions in all three studies where participants are not interacting with the

environment. Although the extent of experiment fatigue is beyond the scope of this

study, previous research found no effect of time or order when four different daylight

scenes lasting approximately two hours were used (Christoffersen and Wienold, 2004).

As a result, we used the same criterion when compiling the sets of collected data from

the three user studies. There are no other critical differences in their experimental

protocol other than the luminous ranges focused on by each study.

Participants in all three studies were also recruited such that they have at least C1

English proficiency according to the Common European Framework of Reference

for Languages (CEFR), are not studying or working in the built environment sector,

and are between the ages of 18 and 30, and present in good health on the day of their

scheduled participation in the user studies. The three user studies, in which all six

questionnaire items were administered, were conducted in Lausanne, Switzerland,
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Chapter 4. Comparison of questionnaire items for discomfort glare from daylight

Table 4.2: Breakdown of the number of participants and data points included in each study,
when they were conducted, and their corresponding ranges of vertical illuminances.

Dataset Data collection period Unique participants Total Datapoints Vertical Illuminance (lux)

1. User study in contrast dominant
discomfort glare in dim daylit conditions

September to October 2020,
March to April 2021

62 234

Min: 216 lux
Median: 672 lux
Mean: 759 lux
Max: 2080 lux
Standard Deviation = 370 lux

2. User study of discomfort glare
from shading fabrics

December 2020 to March 2021,
October 2021

32 109

Min: 260 lux
Median: 1120 lux
Mean: 1834 lux
Max: 4960 lux
Standard Deviation = 1348 lux

3. User study with direct sun
as a glare source

October 2020 to March 2021 55 200

Min: 830 lux
Median: 2870 lux
Mean: 3128 lux
Max: 7300 lux
Standard Deviation = 1341 lux

Total 149 540

with no repeat participants. There were no additional recruitment criteria based on

cultural background because it had previously been discovered that cultural back-

ground has no significant effect on glare perception (Pierson et al., 2022).

Each data point consists of one participant’s answers to all six questionnaire items to

one lighting scene, which is measured using HDR images and illuminance meters, as

well as weather conditions measured either by continuous Ev measurements indoors,

or global horizontal irradiance (GHI) measured outdoors2. We filtered the data in

the following way to ensure that the lighting conditions remained stable throughout

the survey duration so that for an evaluated scene, all six questionnaire items were

answered with the fewest variations in lighting conditions due to fluctuating weather

conditions.

Where continuous vertical illuminance was available in the first study (as derived

from continuous captures of HDR images indoors (every 15 seconds)), we removed

data points above a 25% deviation of vertical illuminance, (Ev,max −Ev,mi n)/(Ev,mean)

for the duration of the participant’s exposure to the scene (from typing task to the

end of the survey). The 25% threshold was used for gatekeeping criteria for weather

stability used in the field (Pierson et al., 2022; Pierson, 2019). For the second and third

2The difference between these two proxies for weather stability is that the former is measured
indoors from the participant’s viewing direction, while the latter is measured on a rooftop of a nearby
building. As a result, the former may reflect fairly accurate fluctuations of illumination in the south-
facing test room, whereas the latter may be influenced by outdoor conditions such as passing clouds in
the northern part of the sky.
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N1

Luminance (cd/m2)
0 15k

1-panel-low 1-panel-high

2-panel-low 2-panel-high

Study 1 

Luminance (cd/m2)
0 15k

N3 N4

N2

Study 3

Study 2 Luminance (cd/m2)
0 15k

B5

B1 L3

B3

Figure 4.3: Example HDR images of the four scenes evaluated in each of the three studies
where the questionnaire items were administered.

studies, we removed data points where the GHI deviated more than 25% (G H Imax -

G H Imi n)/(G H Imean), as measured by an on-site outdoor pyranometer (every 1 sec-

ond). We exceptionally accepted a few more data points where the Ev or GHI deviation

was higher than 25% during the typing task period but not during the survey response

period. Using the data filtering protocol described above, 63 data points were re-

moved, leaving 540 data points from 149 distinct participants in the compiled dataset

for analysis in the next sections.
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4.2 Descriptive Analysis

In this section, we use the compiled dataset from the previous section to analyze

how participants responded to the six questionnaire items. Here, we ran descriptive

analyses using stacked bar charts to describe the relative frequencies of each response

item and paired alluvial diagrams to illustrate the flow of user responses. We chose

to use alluvial plots as they represent the flow of data from one state to another, and

flow lines represent the percentage of respondents, which are typically colored by the

variables of the first state. In particular, we can see how participants respond to one

questionnaire item after another while also describing the percentages of responses

for each response item. Note that the order of the questionnaire items in the alluvial

plots does not reflect the order in which they were asked to participants because the

questionnaire items were presented to them in a randomized order each time.

The stacked bar chart in 4.4 depicts how the 149 participants responded to the six

questionnaire items in 540 evaluated scenes based on the compiled dataset. For

the two questionnaire items with two response items, "Binary-YesNo" and "Glare-

indication-diagram", 48% of participants answered “Yes” to Binary-YesNo while 65%

indicated a glare source on the Glare-indication-diagram. Although both question-

naire items are binary, there is a mismatch in the distribution of results, most likely

due to the latter being asked on paper rather than as an on-screen questionnaire item.

On the OsterhausBailey-4point response scale, approximately 70% of participants

reported noticeable glare and above, while 25% reported disturbing glare and above.

The response distribution of the other questionnaire with four response items, Likert-

4point, was similar, with 68% of participants reporting slight glare and above and 27%

of participants reporting moderate glare and above. The Interval-0-10 questionnaire

item produced a higher resolution than expected due to its 11 response items. On

the Interval-0-10 questionnaire, 28% of participants rated 6 or higher (beyond the

middle point of 5). For the positively-worded Comfort-agreement questionnaire, 30%

disagreed that the brightness and contrast in their field of view were comfortable.

For the binary questionnaire items, a pairwise alluvial plot of how participants an-

swered the Binary-YesNo question versus the Glare-indication-diagram is shown in

Figure 4.5, revealing a difference in response distribution. A larger percentage (65.2%)
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Figure 4.4: Stacked bar chart showing relative frequencies of responses across six question-
naire items.

of participants indicated a glare source on the Glare-indication-diagram than the

percentage of participants who reported "Yes" to the Binary-YesNo (48%). The green

flow lines connecting "No" on the Binary-YesNo questionnaire item to "Yes" on the

Glare-indication-diagram demonstrate the participants (17%) who answered "No" to

the Binary-YesNo question but also indicated a glare source on the diagram. The full

set of possible pairwise alluvial plots between the six questionnaire item outputs can

be found in Appendix B.4.

Furthermore, the percentage of participants who reported glare on the Glare-indication-

diagram corresponds to the beginning of "slightly" and "noticeable" responses on

the OsterhausBailey-4point and Likert-4point questionnaire items, respectively, as

shown in Figure 4.7. Meanwhile, the positive responses on Binary-YesNo correspond

to somewhere in the middle of the "slightly" and "noticeable" responses as shown in

Figure 4.6. Although both questionnaire items have binary output, this phenomenon

could imply that the answers to these two questions correspond to different levels

of discomfort, with the Glare-indication-diagram corresponding to just noticeable

discomfort and the Binary-YesNo corresponding to somewhere between noticeable

and disturbing discomfort. In other words, positive responses from Binary-YesNo

refer to a higher threshold between "noticeable" and "disturbing" thresholds, while
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positive responses from Glare-indication-diagram refer to a lower threshold nearer to

the "imperceptible" to "noticeable" threshold.

Figure 4.5: Pair-wise alluvial plot showing the flow of participants’ responses between Binary-
YesNo and Glare-indication-diagram.

Figure 4.6 depicts the pair-wise alluvial plots between Binary-YesNo and OsterhausBailey-

4point, as well as of Binary-YesNo and Likert-4point respectively. Both of these ques-

tionnaire items have four response items and are compared to the binary question-

naire item distribution, Binary-YesNo. Surprisingly, participants who answered "No"

to Binary-YesNo did not all answer "Imperceptible" or "Not at all" in both cases. 50%

of those who answered "No" said it was "Noticeable" on the OsterhausBailey-4point,

and 38% said it was "Slightly" on the Likert-4point. It can be seen that "No" in a binary

questionnaire item does not always correspond to an absolute null response in other

questionnaire items with a higher resolution (more than two response items). This

phenomenon also occurs between Binary-YesNo and Interval-0-10 with a response

scale of 11 points. Figure 4.8 shows the pairwise alluvial plot between them, which
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shows that two-thirds of total participants who answered "No" to the binary question

answered more than "0" on the Interval-0-10 response scale.

(a) Binary-YesNo and OsterhausBailey-4point (b) Binary-YesNo and Likert-4point

Figure 4.6: Pair-wise alluvial plots showing the flow of participants’ responses between Binary-
YesNo and between OsterhausBailey-4point and Binary-YesNo and Likert-4point.

From the descriptive plots, we can get an indication that participants responded

similarly between the two questionnaire items that contain four response items,

OsterhausBailey-4point and Likert-4point. Interestingly, as shown by the orange flow

lines in the pair-wise alluvial plot in Figure 4.9, colored by the response scale of the

OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire item, participants who answered “Noticeable”

to the OsterhausBailey-4point also answered “Moderately” and “Not at all” to the

Likert-4point. However, overall this observation implies that the four response items

between the two questionnaire items generally correspond to each other. In the

following section, we will delve deeper into the psychometric analysis that statistically

confirms this indication.

4.3 Psychometric Analysis

To confirm the results of the descriptive analyses in the previous section, we will use

a selection of statistical methods to determine if there is sufficient evidence that the

response outputs of the questionnaire items are contradictory. However, because
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(a) Glare-indication-diagram and OsterhausBailey-
4point

(b) Glare-indication-diagram and Likert-4point

Figure 4.7: Pair-wise alluvial plots showing the flow of participants’ responses between Glare-
indication-diagram and OsterhausBailey-4point and between Glare-indication-diagram and
Likert-4point.

there is no test to compare dichotomous data to ordinal data, the analysis was divided

into comparing the output of ordinal questionnaire items and the two binary items

separately.

The following statistical tests were performed to test for association and reliability

for the four ordinal questionnaire items with more than two response items, namely

"OsterhausBailey-4point", "Likert-4point", "Interval-0-10" and "Comfort-agreement".

The Pearson chi-squared test was conducted to test the relationship between the

outputs of the questionnaire items. Spearman rank correlation was then calculated

to check the correlational strength between the ordinal data outputs. To assess the

internal reliability, Cronbach’s α (Cronbach, 1951), McDonald’s omega estimate (Mc-

Donald, 2000), Guttman’s Lambda 6 (G6) and Explained Common Variance (ECV)

was calculated. Then, a test of dimensionality was conducted where the fit of a uni-

dimensional Lavaan model with one latent variable was used to confirm whether the

four ordinal questionnaire items point to a single variable – in this case, the amount of

discomfort due to glare. A robust Weighted Least Square Mean and Variance adjusted
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Figure 4.8: Pair-wise alluvial plot showing the flow of participants’ responses between Binary-
YesNo and Interval-0-10.

(WLSMV) estimator for ordinal non-normally distributed variables was used for the

Lavaan model.

Another set of statistical tests designed for dichotomous data was used to determine

whether the two binary questionnaire items, "Binary-YesNo" and "Glare-indication-

diagram," produced similar or dissimilar results in terms of association and reliability.

First, McNemar’s chi-squared test is performed to determine whether there were

any significant differences in frequency between their outputs. To assess internal

reliability, the Kuder-Richardson Formula 20 (KR20), which is similar to Cronbach’s

α but for dichotomous data, was calculated. To assess the correlation between the

two outputs, the Phi coefficient is calculated instead of Spearman’s rank correlation.

There were no dimensionality tests performed between the two binary questionnaire

items. The "psych" package (version 1.9.12.31) in R (version 3.6.3) was used to perform
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Figure 4.9: Pair-wise alluvial plot showing the flow of participants’ responses between
OsterhausBailey-4point and Likert-4point.

reliability, dimensionality, and validity tests on the normalized responses (between 0

and 1) from the six questionnaire items.

4.3.1 Tests for association and reliability

The descriptive analyses in the preceding sections show that the responses to the four

ordinal questionnaire items seem to agree with each other. To ascertain this, statistical

tests on association and internal reliability are presented in this section, with separate

sections on ordinal questionnaire items and binary questionnaire items.

Ordinal questionnaire items

First, a Pearson chi-squared test was performed across paired questionnaire items.

The null hypothesis is that the questionnaire responses were independent and that

no relationship exists between the categorical variables. The results rejected the null
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Table 4.3: Spearman rank correlation rhos between Likert-4point, OsterhausBailey-4point,
Interval-0-10, and Comfort-agreement questionnaire responses with ordinal data. Rho (ρ)
values show the strength of correlations, such as weak (ρ < 0.4), moderate (0.4 < ρ < 0.6), and
strong correlations (ρ > 0.6) (Dancey and Reidy, 2007).

Likert-4point OsterhausBailey-4point Interval-0-10 Comfort-agreement

Likert-4point - 0.80*** 0.85*** 0.71***
OsterhausBailey-4point - - 0.79*** 0.68***
Interval-0-10 - - - 0.76***
Comfort-agreement - - - -

*** indicates p-value < Bonferroni-corrected significance level of 0.0083 (α = 0.05/6 for six comparisons)

hypothesis with sufficient evidence, with all p-values being < 2.2e-16, at a significance

value of 0.05 (p-values shown in Appendix B.1). As a result, there is reason to believe

that there is a significant relationship between ordinal questionnaire items.

In Table 4.3, pair-wise Spearman rank correlation rhos (ρ) between questionnaire

responses are shown. The output of ordinal questionnaire items generally shows

strong intercorrelations, as the ρ‘s are greater than 0.6. The strongest correlations

are found between Interval-0-10 and Likert-4point, with a ρ of 0.85, and the second

highest correlation is found between Likert-4point and OsterhausBailey-4point. All

pairwise p-values show statistical significance of the Spearman rank correlation rhos

(ρ) values, rejecting the null hypothesis which is that there is zero correlation, as

represented by "***" in Table 4.3.

Following the analysis of pair-wise correlations, psychometric statistics testing for the

internal reliability of the questionnaire items was conducted and the results are shown

in Table 4.4. The Cronbach’s α, Guttman’s Lambda 6 (G6), Omega total, and Explained

Common Variance (ECV) are all greater than 0.9, indicating a high level of internal

consistency among the four questionnaire items (Taber, 2018). A Cronbach’s α above

0.7 shows acceptable internal reliability but one has to keep in mind that α increases

with the number of items tested and average item intercorrelation (Cortina, 1993).

Analyzing Cronbach’s α, the internal reliability does not increase more than 0.93 when

any of the questionnaire items are removed from the group. This demonstrates that

none of the questionnaire items reduces the internal consistency of the four items

and that they have overall high consistency with each other.
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Table 4.4: Psychometric statistics for internal reliability for Likert-4point, OsterhausBailey-
4point, Interval-0-10, and Comfort-agreement questionnaire responses.

Psychometric Statistics

Cronbach’s α 0.93
Guttman’s Lambda 6 (G6) 0.92
Omega Total 0.94
Explained Common Variance of the general factor (ECV) 0.95

Table 4.5: Results of Cronbach’s α, if each questionnaire item is removed.

Item dropped Cronbach’s α

Likert-4point 0.90
OsterhausBailey-4point 0.91
Interval-0-10 0.89
Comfort-agreement 0.93

Binary questionnaire items

McNemar’s chi-squared test for paired dichotomous data was used to test the associa-

tion between binary questionnaire items, where the null hypothesis is that the two

outcomes are the same. In this case, we refer to the response outputs of Binary-YesNo

and Glare-indication-diagram. Using a significance level of 0.05, there is sufficient

evidence to reject the null hypothesis, with a chi-squared value of 79.1 and p-value of

< 2.2e-16. As a result, the alternative hypothesis (that there is a significant difference

between these two outputs) is accepted. This demonstrates that the response distri-

butions from the two binary questionnaire items differ significantly. This could also

be due to the wording in these two binary questionnaires - the Binary-YesNo question

asks if discomfort due to glare is experienced and the Glare-indication-diagram in-

stead asks if uncomfortable glare is experienced, and could have a different meaning

to the participants.

Then, instead of Spearman rank correlation, the Phi coefficient is used to determine

the strength of association between dichotomous data from the binary questions.

According to the Phi test coefficient of 0.65, the correlation between the outcomes

of the two ordinal questionnaire items is considered strong according to the same

criteria used for Spearman rank correlation rhos (Dancey and Reidy, 2007). However,
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the correlation is not as strong as that between OsterhausBailey-4point and Likert-

4point, which both have the same number of response items (4 in this case) and have

a paired Spearman rank rho of 0.80, as shown in Table 4.3.

Finally, the internal reliability between the two binary outputs was tested. The KR20

value is found to be 0.79 which is lower than the Cronbach α of the ordinal question-

naire items, but one has to keep in mind that α increases with the number of items

tested (Cortina, 1993). In contrast to Cronbach’s α found between the ordinal ques-

tionnaire items (which was 0.93), the outputs between binary questionnaire items are

less consistent.

4.3.2 Tests for dimensionality

A test for dimensionality was performed for the ordinal questionnaire items to see if

the outputs point to a single variable. From the Lavaan model fit with 1 latent vari-

able, the Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) are both greater

than 0.95 (Table 4.6), indicating that responses from the four ordinal questionnaire

items point to a singular variable (Bentler, 1990). The root mean square error of

approximation (RMSEA) is 0.094, greater than 0.08, which has been proposed as a

marginally acceptable minimum threshold for other Lavaan model estimators (Fabri-

gar et al., 1999) although a specific RMSEA threshold for the Lavaan model specifically

with the WLSMV estimator is not established yet (Xia and Yang, 2019). Hence, the

confirmation of the Lavaan model fit with 1 latent variable indicates that the four

ordinal questionnaire items, OsterhausBailey-4point, Likert-4point, Interval-0-10,

and Comfort-agreement, all describe one variable. We assume that this variable refers

to the "degree of discomfort caused by glare".

Table 4.6: Lavaan unidimensional model results fit indexes, using the robust weighted least
square mean and variance adjusted (WLSMV) estimator.

Lavaan model fit with 1 latent variable (w/ estimator: WLSMV)

Comparative Fit Index (CFI) 0.989
Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) 0.967
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation RMSEA 0.094
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4.4 Discussion

From the conducted comparability study, it appears that the outputs of the four ordinal

questionnaire items with multiple-point response scales, namely OsterhausBailey-

4point, Likert-4point, Interval-0-10, and Comfort-agreement, are inter-dependent,

correlate with each other, have high internal reliability, and describe the same latent

variable. This means that the distributions of their results are comparable and assess

the same construct but still differ in terms of the level of resolution and semantic

interpretations of their response items. Meanwhile, it also revealed that the outputs of

two binary questionnaire items, such as Binary-YesNo and Glare-indication-diagram,

are significantly different from each other, and have weaker correlational strength

than another pair of ordinal questionnaire items with the same number of response

items, as well as lower internal reliability than the four ordinal questionnaire items.

4.4.1 Interpretations of response items in questionnaires

Despite the high correlation between the outputs of ordinal questionnaire items, there

still exist slight nuances and differences between them. Although the OsterhausBailey-

4point and Likert-4point both have 4-point response scales that produce similar

results, the semantics used in the response items in OsterhausBailey-4point may

point to the noticeability instead of the intensity of discomfort glare despite being

somewhat in increasing intensity order. For example, some participants may select

“Noticeable” glare on the OsterhausBailey-4point indicating that they visually noticed

a bright glare source, but that glare source may not generate discomfort for them as

they simultaneously also select "Not at all" on the Likert-4point. This is shown in the

alluvial plot in Figure 4.9.

The findings of this study also begin to demonstrate the corresponding relationships

between the response outputs of these six questionnaire items and the flow of re-

sponses between them. For example while a “6” and above on the Interval-0-10 scale

may not have had a clear meaning tied to it so far, this study shows that it may corre-

spond to “moderate” glare and above on the Likert-4point, as seen in Figure 4.4. As the

binary questionnaire items show results in a lower resolution because there are only

two response items to choose from, we may compare their output to corresponding
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response items on ordinal scales as well. For example, from the Binary-YesNo ques-

tion, the distribution of "Yes" responses corresponds to the distribution of half of the

"Noticeable" responses plus the "Disturbing" and "Intolerable" responses from the

OsterhausBailey-4point question.

The usage of a two-step skip sequencing method has been suggested in recent pub-

lications on evaluating discomfort glare (Hamedani, Solgi, Hine, Skates, et al., 2020;

Hickcox et al., 2022). Hickcox et al. (2022) suggested that a binary question asking if

the participant is experiencing discomfort glare is first asked, then if the answer is

“No”, no subsequent question is asked. If the answer is “Yes”, the participant is asked to

evaluate the amount of discomfort from glare on a 6-point numerical response scale

from 1 to 6, with 1 labeled “Very small amount” and 6 labeled “Very large amount”.

As shown in the results of this study, we found that participants who answer “No”

to the Binary-YesNo question do not directly correspond to “0” on the Interval-0-10

response scale, nor to the null response item “Not at all” in the Likert-4point. They

also answer “Slightly” or “Noticeable” to other questionnaire items like Likert-4point

and OsterhausBailey-4point, as shown in Figure 4.6 and described in Section 4.2.

Using skip sequencing may include ’non-response’ and ’response’ errors in the second

question due to item response errors in the first question (Manski and Molinari, 2008).

Hence, while the Binary-YesNo question may reduce the duration of the experiment

by not asking more than 1 question when not necessary, it can cause non-response

errors in the second question. ’Non-response’ errors occur when participants answer

"No" to the first question and hence do not get to respond to the second question.

As a result, this may change the distribution of the responses to the second question.

For example, in this case, around a quarter of the participants answered "No" to

Binary-YesNo but answered "Noticeable" to OsterhausBailey-4point. As a result, these

responses may be missing from the second question of the skip-sequencing method

due to non-response errors. In addition, response error may also occur, where the

participant may mistakenly select "Yes" on the first question but are forced to answer

something on the second question - this however may be less severe if a null option is

also provided in the second question.

In addition, the Glare-indication-diagram seems to ask for a qualitative concept of

where the glare source is located rather than the reporting of discomfort due to glare.
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Although it is asked as a single question, it still has a conditional structure in which

it asks if the participants feel discomfort from a glare source and if so, to color the

location on the diagram. Hence, this questionnaire item is useful for qualitatively

identifying the sources of glare from the user’s perspective, as well as to identify

whether participants were attentive and understood the survey if the locations of the

indications are not random. Interestingly, for specific conditions, some participants

indicated the darker areas of their field of view as sources of glare, implying that

they associated this with the effect of contrast instead. Such responses may thus

provide interesting feedback on whether the source of discomfort is due to excessive

brightness (saturation effect) or contrast. Furthermore, given the threshold for an

indication on the Glare-indication-diagram for the OsterhausBailey-4point and Likert-

4point is approximately "Noticeable" and "Slightly," respectively, a marking on the

diagram represents a noticed glare source, even if it is just slightly bothersome.

4.4.2 Limitations

Some limitations of this study include, first, that the questionnaires were only tested

in English and no other translations were tested, which means that the results of

this study are limited to questionnaires administered in English. Future standardiza-

tion works may want to discuss how to effectively translate across several languages

and to test if the relationships between the original English questionnaire items and

translated ones stay true. Second, although the internal reliability of the ordinal ques-

tionnaire items was found in this study, there was no analysis done to confirm external

validity. This means that statistically, the questionnaire items may represent a single

variable, but one may still question if this variable represents the degree of discomfort

glare perceived. There appear to be limited methods so far for external validity tests

that measure the level of discomfort from glare. In previous research, physiological

markers such as muscle spasms around the eye measured by electromyogram (EMG)

were found to correlate with subjective user ratings on a response scale from 1 to

10 (Murray et al., 2002). Hence, the validity of the construct (degree of discomfort

glare) may be considered proven based on previous studies, but methods to prove

criterion-related validity of the semantic meanings of individual response items are

still unknown. Third, as the six questionnaire items were chosen to cover a range
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of questionnaire items and to investigate them as-is, we did not investigate specific

attributes of the questionnaire items such as the number of response items. Future

studies may want to vary one attribute at a time, to investigate the influence of specific

glare questionnaire item attributes.

As the three user studies cover different ranges of illuminances, one may question if

there is a range effect, where the within-study analysis would output different results

from that of the consolidated dataset. We checked that the conclusions made in the

overall study do correspond to that of the individual dataset, indicating no effects of

range bias (See detailed results in Appendix B.2). In addition, to check for stimulus

range bias such as those found in adjustment-type studies (Kent et al., 2019), we re-ran

the analysis for only the first scene evaluated by each participant, such that there is

no range of stimuli to bias the results of the evaluations. Similarly, the conclusions did

not deviate from that of the full dataset (See Appendix B.3), implying that there was

no significant stimuli range bias in the glare evaluations.

Although the response items in the selected questionnaire items do have different

semantics, the study of semantics is currently outside the scope of this investigation.

In future discussions on glare questionnaire design or standardization, as well as when

determining which questionnaire item to apply, it may be worth noting the necessary

range, meaning, and informativeness of semantical categorizations that are required

for visual comfort criteria in spaces. The semantics of the response items should

ultimately depend on which questionnaire item may provide sufficient differentiated

“levels” of discomfort from glare that will be useful for its purpose. Furthermore,

considerations of semantics are also needed when researching temporal aspects

of annual glare requirements. For example, current recommendations of EN17037

recommend that DGP does not exceed 5% of occupied time annually with “disturbing”

or “intolerable” glare based on the OsterhausBailey-4point scale. In addition, the

semantic biases that may occur with translation processes between languages may

lose original meanings, or may not exist in different languages altogether (Fotios and

Kent, 2021).
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4.5 Summary

In this chapter, we selected and compared six questionnaire items for evaluating dis-

comfort glare in rating-type experiments to see if the type of questionnaire item cap-

tures corresponding or contradictory distributions of glare responses, namely "Binary-

YesNo", "OsterhausBailey-4point", "Likert-4point", "Interval-0-10", "Comfort-agreement",

and "Glare-indication-diagram". The questionnaire items were chosen based on com-

mon usage in the field, as well as for a good variety of response scales from binary to

11-point scales. Additionally, they were reviewed using applicable field suggestions for

glare questionnaire design. They were subsequently administered to each participant

in a randomized order when implemented in three user studies. This resulted in a

diverse dataset of lighting conditions with 540 user assessment data points from 149

individuals, where the outputs of six questionnaire items were examined pairwise

descriptively and then tested for association, reliability, and dimensionality.

The first finding of the study is that the outputs of ordinal questionnaire items tested

were found to have strong correlations with each other (0.68 < ρ < 0.85), have excellent

internal reliability (α = 0.93), and point to the same latent variable as demonstrated by

an acceptable fit of a Lavaan model with 1 latent variable (CFI and TLI > 0.95). We make

the reasonable assumption that this variable refers to the degree of discomfort caused

by glare until proven otherwise because it is unlikely that all evaluated items would

report something other than glare while still being consistent amongst themselves.

This finding signifies that the four ordinal questionnaire items are interchangeable to

some extent. This means that their results distributions are comparable and assess the

same construct, but they differ in terms of informativeness (the level of resolution and

semantic interpretations of their response items). As a result, the researchers’ choice

of questionnaire item is likely not to have a significant impact on the results and can

thus be chosen based on the response items that they want to investigate. This key

finding demonstrates that ordinal questionnaire items are highly associated with each

other and produce similar distributions of glare responses. This interchangeability

indicates that the OsterhausBailey-4point, which is currently commonly used in

daylight glare studies, could be valid based on this objective study. Hence, we can use

the OsterhausBailey-4point as the basis of analysis of glare responses in this thesis to

a reasonable degree of certainty.
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On the other hand, binary questionnaire items may not produce similar results and

also show a lower resolution of results as there are only two response items for partici-

pants to choose from. The response outputs of the Binary-YesNo and Glare-indication-

diagram questionnaires were found to be significantly different from each other using

McNemar’s chi-squared test (p < 2.2e-16), but they still have some level of correla-

tion (Phi coefficient = 0.65), and acceptable internal reliability (KR20 = 0.79), albeit

lower than that of the ordinal questionnaires. This may be due to the presentation

format of the two binary questions, as one is survey-based and the other is diagram-

based. Since the Glare-indication-diagram is a diagram in which participants indicate

an uncomfortable glare source if any, participants who marked a glare source also

indicated "Noticeable" and above on the OsterhausBailey-4point. Thus the Glare-

indication-diagram refers to a lower threshold at a "noticeable" level compared to

Binary-YesNo, which corresponds to a higher threshold between "noticeable" and

"disturbing" thresholds.

Overall, this study provides a scientific basis for future psychometric research and

discussions about the usability and applicability of questionnaire items for collecting

user evaluations of discomfort from glare in rating-type studies. We believe that more

psychometric research is needed for future glare questionnaire standardizations even

after this comparison study, and as such, this study does not intend to specifically

recommend any of the tested glare questionnaire items. Since ordinal questionnaire

items are substantially interrelated and provide comparable results of the study, the

OsterhausBailey-4point, which is currently widely used in daylight glare studies, is

valid and can be used as the basis of subsequent analysis in this thesis. Following

this methodological finding regarding measuring glare response, we will establish

the discomfort glare stimuli in dim daylit spaces to focus on in the following chap-

ter, by investigating the potential saturation and contrast effects of glare in dimmer

conditions which may be found in open-plan offices.
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5 Identifying under-studied ranges of
discomfort glare stimuli1

Having established the methodological tools to collect glare responses in Chapter 4,

we will now begin to identify the range of discomfort glare stimuli that are currently

under-studied in previous laboratory studies and that we should thus particularly

focus on in this thesis. In deep open-plan offices, which are becoming more commonly

built nowadays in multiple parts of the world compared to single-occupancy office

rooms, the overall adaptation level of the workspace changes considerably across

the space depending on the distance from the façade. The shift from paperwork to

digitalized materials also has shifted the emphasis of visual comfort on the vertical

plane (workers facing computer screens) from the horizontal desktop plane. These

effects change dramatically especially when daylight is the only source of illumination,

although in reality electric lighting is typically turned on uniformly across the office

space while consuming large amounts of energy. The lighting conditions found are

thus likely to be more varied than glare user experiments conducted in brightly daylit

laboratory conditions with participants seated near the facade. As a result, we ask:

What are the ranges of discomfort glare stimuli that exist in deep plan buildings but

1The works of this chapter was published as a co-authored paper in the proceedings of the Building
Simulation 2021 Conference: Quek, G., Wasilewski, S., Wienold, J., & Andersen, M. (2021). Spatial
evaluation of potential saturation and contrast effects of discomfort glare in an open-plan office.
Building Simulation 2021 Conference. The text is mentioned in parts here with the agreement of the
co-authors. G.Q. contributed to the design of the project, data analysis, and writing of the paper.
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are not well-studied in discomfort glare user evaluations? To answer this, we simulate

and analyze the annual hourly luminous conditions during daylight hours from a

multitude of viewpoints in an exemplary open-plan office with a deep floor plate used

here as a hypothetical case study, where the depth of the occupied space is further

than that of a single occupancy office room and therefore dimmer daylit conditions

are likely to occur. Finally, the range of the annual lighting conditions found in the

case study simulation, specifically broken down to saturation and contrast effects

of glare, is then compared to the range of luminous conditions studied in previous

laboratory studies under controlled settings. This comparison helps to reveal some of

the plausible missing range of luminous conditions present in the current case study

which previous laboratory studies may not have collected glare evaluations in, which

will help to direct the planning of user studies in this thesis to supplement existing

datasets.

5.1 Simulating hourly saturation and contrast in an open-

plan office model

To identify the luminous conditions that may have been under-studied so far in user

studies on discomfort glare, while still being relevant to assessing glare risks in work

environments, we decided to explore the plausible lighting conditions in deep-plan

office buildings.

Towards this end, a single example of a deep-plan office, that was already modeled

in detail after a real building in Singapore from a previous study (Quek and Jakubiec,

2019b), is used for this hypothetical case study. The office model, shown in 5.1 is

based on an existing model made previously for a post-occupancy study in a real

office space located in Singapore (Jakubiec et al., 2018; Jakubiec et al., 2021). It has

a 0.55 window-to-wall ratio, an external overhang of 0.4m, and a deep plan (15-20

meters from the facade). The material properties and simulation parameters are

chosen to mimic a typical office interior and are listed in Table 5.1. To cover the

occupiable area in the space, 1278 viewpoints were evaluated across the floor plan

at an average eye level when seated (1.2m from the floor) in a 0.75m grid spacing,

each with 8 view directions in the vertical orientation as shown in Figure 5.2, making
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5.1 Simulating hourly saturation and contrast in an open-plan office model

a total of 10,224 viewing directions. These 8 view directions are chosen to emulate

as many possible viewing directions at each point, to maximize the resolution of the

simulation results in the curved shape of the office plan. We are interested in the

percentage of daylit hours where each of the glare effects occurs, referencing the

recommended calculation method for daylight provision in the European standard

(European Committee for Standardization, 2019). The total number of daylit hours

calculated for Geneva was 3,955 which corresponds to the number of hours when the

global horizontal irradiation is greater than 20 W /m2.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are two main effects of glare - saturation and contrast.

Glare prediction models such as Daylight Glare Probability (DGP) have two terms in

their equation, each to represent saturation and contrast effects almost independently,

by Ev and the logarithmic glare contrast term, log_gc, respectively. We choose to

simulate these two effects as they are represented in DGP, as they show the least

collinearity compared to other existing glare models. For example, Log_gc increases

logarithmically with luminance by the power of 0.13, as opposed to contrast-driven

Unified Glare Probability (UGP), where the model increases logarithmically with

luminance by the power of 1.

Therefore, to study the range of saturation and contrast effects of glare that occur in

a deep plan office, we simulated hourly Ev and log_gc annually in the previously de-

scribed open-plan office model, using an EnergyPlus weather file for Geneva, Switzer-

land. The reason why Geneva weather data was chosen instead of Singapore is that it

is the nearest and most comprehensive weather data file available on EnergyPlus is

that of Geneva.

For the saturation effect, to ensure that results are not limited to one specific orienta-

tion, twelve variations of the saturation effect were simulated, with four orientations

(north, south, east, and west) and three levels of urban obstruction (0, 30, and 60

degrees). We used ClimateStudio to simulate hourly Ev , which is also based on the

validated physically correct ray-tracing simulation software Radiance, to simulate

hourly Ev for all twelve variations of the model. The angle measured from the floor of

the office to the tallest point of the external urban obstruction is the degree of urban

obstruction. To visualize the potential for saturation glare, hourly Ev values for daylit
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Figure 5.1: Floor plan of the open-plan office model simulated.

Table 5.1: Radiance materials and simulation parameters used, namely diffuse reflectance
(Rdi f f ), specular reflectance (Rspec ), and visible transmittance (Tvi s) properties. For each of
the three simulation types, each ray is simulated 100 times and the results are averaged.

Interior surfaces Rdi f f (%) Rspec (%) Tvi s (%)

Floor 20 0 0
Ceiling 70 0 0
Walls, Parapet, Columns 50 0 0
Tabletop 35.7 2.0 0
Cabinet 44.2 1.0 0
Mullions 19.2 3.4 0
Glazing 0.0 13.5 75.4
Cubicle partitions 14.3 0 0

Radiance parameters

ClimateStudio: (64 rays per pass)
-ab 6 -ad 1 -as 0 -lw 0.01 -aa 0
Raytraverse Sky: (using rcontrib)
-ab 7 -ad 1 -as 0 -lw 1e-6 -st 0
Raytraverse Sun: (using rtrace)
-ab 7 -ad 1 -as 0 -lw 0.01 -dt .05 -aa 0
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5.1 Simulating hourly saturation and contrast in an open-plan office model

Figure 5.2: 8 viewing directions per viewpoint spread in a 0.75m grid spacing across the floor
plan.

hours were simulated and the percentage of daylight hours where Ev > 3,000 lux was

calculated.

We arrived at the threshold of 3000 lux from previous research on simplified illumi-

nance models used to predict glare. Bian and Luo (2017) observed Ev in the range of

3000-5000 lux for ’disturbing’ glare, while Rodriguez et al. (2017) found an optimum

diagnostic performance (Squared distance of the Receiver Operating Characteristics

(ROC) curve) of Ev at a threshold of 3500 lux when testing thresholds incrementally

at 500 lux intervals using a small sample size of 15 participants evaluating three sce-

narios each with mean Ev of the scenes ranging from 2600 to 6700 lux. Wienold et al.

(2019) used similar diagnostic performance evaluations to derive a discrimination

threshold of Ev at 3359 lux for the same threshold using a large dataset involving

337 participants evaluating a total of 814 scenes with Ev up to 12000 lux. Previous

research also found lower thresholds from 1250 to 1700 lux but had a limited range of

vertical illuminance in the dataset and at different probabilities of disturbing glare.

For example, Van Den Wymelenberg and Inanici (2014) observed an Ev threshold of

1600 lux for luminous scenes ranging from 23 to 5760 lux. Konis (2014) found a lower
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Ev threshold corresponding to 80% probability of glare around 1600 lux, although

the evaluated scenes had a limited range of 79 to 1289 lux from a field study. Karlsen

et al. (2015) found an Ev threshold of 1700 lux corresponding to 50% probability of

disturbing glare, with a dataset with Ev up to 6000 lux. Considering that Wienold

et al. (2019) had a significant sample size and range of Ev in the dataset, we chose

to reference the discrimination threshold for "disturbing" glare that they found for

Ev as a predictor, ending up at a rounded-down value of 3000 lux to demarcate high

saturation effects. Additionally, it also corresponds to the "noticeable" threshold of

0.34 in DGP when only the saturation term (Ev ) is considered.

For the contrast effect, four orientations were simulated but with only the 0-degree

urban obstruction due to the much longer computation times required for simulating

luminance maps. To derive log_gc values using conventional Radiance visualizations,

90 million individual visualizations per variation would have been required, resulting

in a very long simulation time. Even if we only consider simulating for 3955 daylit

hours, approximately 40 million visualizations per variation are required, for a total

of approximately 485 million visualizations - we found this task to be intractable

with the available software and computing resources. As a result, we used a new

tool that, like ClimateStudio, relies on Radiance to make the simulation tractable.

Raytraverse is a tool whose development is ongoing as part of the Ph.D. thesis of

Stephen Wasilewski, who is also part of LIPID. It combines a daylight coefficient

approach with an adaptive sampling of the view sphere from each point to minimize

the number of rays required to accurately compute lighting quantities and models

(Wasilewski et al., 2022). Daylight coefficients are calculated with rcontrib and used

to guide adaptive sampling of the direct sun’s contribution. From each of the 1287

viewpoints, 9500 rays were sampled using Raytraverse in a spherical fashion, and

luminance maps were derived for the 8 viewing directions. The log_gc results are

calculated from the luminance and effective solid angle of each ray.

Glare sources were detected based on a 2,000 cd/m2 source luminance threshold,

chosen as it was found to be a reasonable threshold for glare source detection (Pierson

et al., 2018b) and makes sense because it is approximately 10 times that of a typical

computer screen (150-200 cd/m2) where most office tasks are conducted on. Since

there was no established threshold for log_gc to rely on, we arbitrarily chose 0.5 as the
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Figure 5.3: Examples of luminance map simulations using Raytraverse versus conventional
Radiance simulations. Detected glare sources (rays or pixels > 2,000 cd/m2) are colored
magenta.

demarcation between high and low contrast, with mathematical reasoning - a log_gc

of 0.5 contributes 0.046 to DGP, indicating that contrast is a potentially significant

component of discomfort glare even in high Ev scenarios (a change in DGP of 0.05

corresponds to an increase in a glare category). Figure 5.3 illustrates examples of

the resulting luminance map simulations using Raytraverse compared to those using

conventional Radiance.

5.2 Comparing distributions of glare stimuli to past stud-

ies

After simulating both saturation and contrast effects using the methods described

in the previous section, we wanted to investigate how annual data points in the

model would compare to glare stimuli from past user studies. Visually, the idea is to

superimpose the distribution of glare stimuli used in previous studies on the range of

glare effects found in the simulated model. Thereafter, we can then evaluate to what
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degree they overlap; in other words, to what extent the range of luminous conditions

one might expect to find in deep open-plan offices have been covered in past glare

experiments.

5.2.1 Cross-validation, a representative dataset of past user studies

To represent the range of luminous conditions which have been studied in past glare

experiments, we used an already compiled dataset of six individual user studies

held in office-like test rooms held from 2008-2016 in five different countries and

six independent research labs. The dataset had been previously cleaned, compiled,

and used as a test dataset in a cross-validation study (Wienold et al., 2019. The

supplementary material of this cited journal article contains a detailed presentation

of the selection procedure for all 6 datasets to ensure that the retained datasets are

of high quality and reliable, such as ensuring no pixel-overflow in the HDR images.

The HDR images were checked for pixel overflow by checking illuminance calculated

from the HDR image to the measured illuminance at the camera lens: data points

with discrepancies of more than 25% were omitted from the dataset.

The compiled dataset was from six previously published glare user assessment studies,

with a total sample size of 800 data points from glare evaluations by 309 unique

participants in six independent lab experiments. The user studies had been conducted

in controlled daylit office-like environments, carried out in Israel, Japan, Germany,

Argentina, and the United States between 2008 and 2016, leading to individual datasets

called, respectively, IL-DayVICE, JP-Office, DE-Gaze, AR-DEO, US-Fabric, and DE-

Quanta. Hence, the resulting combined dataset is quite diverse, ranging over different

climates and cultural backgrounds of subjects.

For each luminous scene in the office-like settings with a computer screen in front of

them, participants were asked to rate their discomfort due to glare on a questionnaire.

At the same time, photometric measurements were taken of the evaluated luminous

scene, such as luminance maps using HDR imaging and illuminance measurements.

This dataset is suitable not only due to the variety of daylight-only conditions studied

in indoor offices, some of which used sun-shading devices such as Venetian or fabric

roller blinds, resulting in a reasonably comprehensive dataset to represent the lumi-
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nous range studied so far in controlled laboratory settings. All six studies had different

distributions of vertical illuminances (Ev ), and seem to complement each other when

compiled to represent a wide range of luminous conditions that were studied in past

laboratory studies as shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Probability density plot of vertical illuminances of each of the six laboratory studies
in the Cross-validation dataset.

5.2.2 Comparing distribution of annual hourly luminous conditions

to past studies

To reveal the plausible range of luminous conditions that may be found in our hy-

pothetical open-plan office case study but may not have been studied thoroughly in

past user studies, the simulated dataset of annual hourly luminous conditions was

compared to the range of luminous conditions studied in a representative dataset

introduced in the previous section, Cross-validation. Referencing the two terms used
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Figure 5.5: Superimposed density contour plots (normalized) comparing the distribution of Ev

and log_gc of a sample of data points in the open-plan model simulation (all four orientations
and no urban obstruction) to that of six previous user studies held in office-like environments.
The red dotted line represents the identified range of under-studied glare stimuli in controlled
user studies which can occur frequently in deep-plan offices.

to represent saturation and contrast effects in DGP, Ev , and Log_gc respectively, we

plotted these two datasets on these axes in Figure 5.5.

For the annual hourly lighting conditions simulated from all viewpoints in the open-

plan office case study, there were a total of 163 million data points from four simu-

lations encompassing four building orientations with no urban obstruction for all.

Due to the sheer vastness of data points, it was impractical to plot them all, so we

uniformly random sampled 500 samples per viewpoint, resulting in 639000 points

plotted in yellow (Note that some 25,231 data points were omitted after limiting log_gc

> 0 and Ev > 1 for plotting).
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By superimposing both a scatter plot and a normalized density contour plot (2D

kernel density estimation) from these two datasets, we were able to identify the

luminous range that was frequently found in the hypothetical open-plan office case

study in terms of hourly conditions in a year (in yellow), compared to the luminous

range studied in past controlled laboratory settings in the Cross-validation dataset

(in grey). This means that the region of yellow points that were not covered by grey

(not overlapping) could reveal the plausible range of luminous conditions that may

have been under-studied in past glare studies. Upon visual inspection of Figure 5.5,

this under-studied range of dim daylit scenarios from past laboratory studies has Ev

approximately between 100 lux to 2500 lux, and log_gc values between 0.25 to 1.25, as

displayed with a red dotted line in Figure 5.5. Therefore, this is an important range that

our user studies should aim to cover, since it has high occurrences in this case study of

an open-plan model in Geneva and could thus aid in extending the prediction range

of glare models to this representative luminous range which may also be relevant in

other open-plan offices with deep floorplates located elsewhere in the world, such

as field studies where the prediction performance of DGP was reported to be poor

(Hirning et al., 2014; Jakubiec et al., 2021; Mangkuto et al., 2017).

As a side note, the slight cluster of points at log_gc > 3 and Ev > 5000 lux represents

some simulated scenarios in the case study with direct views of the sun near the

facade, which is likely to cause disability glare instead of discomfort glare, where the

vision of objects is impaired instead of a feeling of discomfort. The occurrences of

these scenarios are also less than those identified in by the red dotted box, as the

normalized density is less than 0.1 in this region. Moreover, since we are focusing

on improving the prediction of discomfort glare in this thesis, we acknowledge the

presence of such luminous ranges that may cause disability glare in this case study,

but will not focus on them.

5.3 Spatial analysis of glare effects in a typical open-plan

office

Following the identification of the under-studied range of luminous conditions that

have not been covered in previous laboratory studies, we conducted a side analysis
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on the office model, namely the frequency and spatial distribution of the two types of

glare effects. To make it less anecdotal, as we still only deal with one office example,

we investigated different theoretical orientations for the model as well.

5.3.1 Annual frequencies of saturation and contrast effects

We first gathered the annual hourly data of Ev and log_gc from the simulations in-

cluding four building orientations and assuming zero degrees of urban obstruction.

We visualize the individual glare effects in Figure 5.6, which depicts the percentage of

annual daylit hours in viewpoints with either high saturation scenarios (Ev > 3,000

lux) or high contrast scenarios (log_gc > 0.5). We can observe that high saturation

effects of glare occur frequently (≥ 50% daylight hours) around the perimeter of the

floor plan, 1 to 2 meters from the facade and usually perpendicular to the window

plane. This is expected as these are the viewing directions where the direct sun is likely

to appear in the field of view. On the other hand, we can see that high contrast effects

occur frequently (≥ 50% daylight hours) deeper in the floor plan (about 5 meters

from the facade) and continue into the core of the building for viewing directions

perpendicular and parallel to the window plane. However, high contrast effects of

glare also occur up to 25% of daylight hours near the facade. Hence, we should also

investigate the individual and coupled effects of saturation and contrast effects.

To visualize the occurrences of the two glare stimuli effects simultaneously, we looked

at the most frequent glare condition that occurs for each viewing direction. Using

the discrimination thresholds we chose to use with explanations in Section 5.1, a

combined set of hourly data from all four orientations without urban obstruction

were binned into four glare stimuli categories to visualize the most frequent potential

glare stimuli that each viewpoint experiences throughout the year:

i High Ev : Ev > 3000 & log_gc ≤ 0.5

ii High log_gc: Ev ≤ 3000 & log_gc > 0.5

iii Both Low: Ev ≤ 3000 & log_gc ≤ 0.5

iv Both High: Ev > 3000 & log_gc > 0.5
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% Daylight hours Ev > 3000 lux 0 25 50
(a) Ev

% Daylight hours log_gc > 0.5 0 25 50
(b) Log_gc

Figure 5.6: Spatial visualization of the annual frequencies (as a percentage of daylight hours)
of saturation and contrast effects, Ev and log_gc respectively for all orientations with 0 degrees
of urban obstruction.

Since the under-studied range of luminous conditions was identified to have low

saturation and high log_gc, we are most interested in where the second category,

"High log_gc", occurs in the floor plan. To easily visualize the dominant condition at

each view direction, we colored each view direction according to their most frequent

glare category in Figure 5.7. It is worth noting that no view directions fall into the

fourth category (Both high). However, this does not imply that high Ev and high log_gc

never occur concurrently, but rather that it is never the most frequent condition for

any view direction. Figure 5.8 shows the same binned data but sorted by building

orientation, indicating that building orientation has only a minor impact on the

results, except for a slight reduction in viewpoints with high Ev when oriented to the
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north. However, this is likely due to the curved shape of the office plan, which covers

more than one specific orientation.

High Ev High log_gc Both Low

Figure 5.7: Spatial visualization where view directions are binned and colored by their most
frequent glare stimuli category annually during daylit hours (High Ev , High log_gc and Both
Low), for all 4 orientations and no urban obstructions.
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Figure 5.8: Stacked bar plot showing the percentage of space where three categories of glare
stimuli (High Ev , High log_gc and Both Low) occur most frequently for each of the 4 orienta-
tions with no urban obstruction, matching the data in Figure 5.7
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5.3.2 Daylight sufficiency and discomfort glare effects

To simultaneously analyze daylight sufficiency (on the horizontal plane) and visual

comfort (on the vertical plane), Figure 5.9 depicts the 5 zones of typical lighting

conditions, coupled with the averaged daylight autonomy (DA) (at 300 lux threshold

horizontal illuminance) for all four orientations without urban obstruction. A single

point on the floorplan is assigned to the category "High Ev " or "High log_gc" if at least

two view directions have that category as their most frequent condition.

From Figure 5.9, it becomes clear that there are likely to be two zones (colored in

light grey and dark grey) in deep-floor offices where we have little glare risks primarily

caused by frequent saturation effects nor contrast effects (categorized as "Both Low").

For the light grey zone, there is still sufficient light on the horizontal plane of the work

desk, while for the dark grey zone, there is insufficient light on the horizontal work

plane. The daylight sufficiency zone extends to around 10 meters from the facade,

overlapping where contrast effects of glare are the most frequent ("High log_gc"), as

illustrated by the light purple zone. Although one would expect contrast effects to

occur only in very dim areas, where working without additional sources of light could

be too dim, this observation in this case study shows that even when there is sufficient

daylight on the work desk, there may be frequent contrast effects of glare.

From the analysis of this case study, we can see that the potential discomfort from

contrast glare, is as prevalent as those caused by the saturation effects of glare. We

found that contrast effects of glare do not only occur only when there is insufficient

daylight on the horizontal workplane in extremely dim conditions away from the

facade (dark grey zone). There can still be frequent contrast effects of glare which may

cause discomfort to occupants (light purple zone) also when there is sufficient daylight

on the horizontal workplane. The area of this light purple zone is almost equivalent

to that of the zone with frequent saturation glare effects near the facade (colored

in red). As a result, our glare user studies should aim to collect glare evaluations

in this identified range of possible luminous conditions in open-plan offices that

have not been covered in previous glare user studies. These conditions, which have

been identified as having a high frequency of contrast effects and a low frequency

of saturation effects of discomfort glare, are prevalent, at least in this case study, as
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High Ev
DA300lux > 50%

Both Low
DA300lux > 50%

High log_gc
DA300lux > 50%

High log_gc
DA300lux ≤ 50%

Both Low
DA300lux ≤ 50%

Figure 5.9: Schematic plan showing five zones of luminous conditions by combining the three
glare stimuli categories with daylight autonomy results (300 lux). Viewpoints are assigned to
the category "High Ev " or "High log_gc" if at least two view directions have that category as
their most frequent condition.

expected from very dark areas of the offices but also, surprisingly, in regions with

sufficient workplane illuminances.

5.4 Discussion and Limitations

By simulating a large array of view directions in a hypothetical office plan model,

we were able to identify the range of frequently occurring saturation and contrast

effects in such deep-plan buildings. More importantly, the simulation results showed

us that previous laboratory studies only represented a small subset of the contrast

and saturation conditions represented by the open-plan office simulations. The

specific range has Ev approximately between 100 lux to 2500 lux, and log_gc values

between 0.25 to 1.25 as shown by the red dotted rectangle in Figure 5.5. To better

understand subjective glare response in these underrepresented regions and whether

current glare prediction models can perform well in these scenarios, more user studies

collecting user evaluations in these low saturation, mid to high contrast scenarios

are required. As a result, this demonstrates the need for targeted user studies in
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these specific luminous ranges to supplement existing datasets, and hence we will

specifically investigate in Chapter 7.

This information on the missing luminous range is pertinent to the goal of the thesis,

which is to broaden the valid prediction range of existing glare models. Therefore

the relative performance of existing glare models in different categories of glare stim-

uli also becomes of interest. We found a substantial amount of space (38% of view

directions) that has concurrently high contrasts (log_gc > 0.5) and low vertical illumi-

nances (Ev < 3000 lux) are anticipated annually in a typical deep-plan office. Vertical

illuminances in these scenarios typically range from 500 to 2000 lux, resulting in the

eyes adapting to lower levels and, ultimately, a significant risk of glare caused by the

contrast from views to the sky or bright objects. In these cases, we hypothesize that

contrast-driven models are more likely to predict glare than saturation-driven models.

While hybrid models are likely sensitive to both effects, they may need modifications

to account for the stronger contrast effect of glare in low-light scenarios. For example,

DGP, a hybrid model currently assigns a lower weight to the contrast term than to the

saturation term in all situations. Furthermore, assuming that glare models that only

account for one model are limited to the presence of that effect, saturation-driven

glare models, such as DGPs, a simplified version of DGP based solely on Ev , should be

used only near the façade, where saturation effects are more frequent. To explicitly

ascertain the applicability of existing glare models, a study on the relative performance

of existing glare models in different lighting conditions is necessary. We will further

investigate this topic in Chapter 6.

There are some limitations that concern the simulation of the open-plan office model

but are unlikely to affect the main findings of this investigation, which was to identify

relevant luminous conditions that may occur in an open-plan office through this

case study, by comparing to conditions covered in past glare studies. As we used

one set of typical material choices as reported in Table 5.1 in this study, choosing

other materials may change results slightly, such as materials with higher reflectances

that bring daylight deeper into the space, raising overall vertical and horizontal il-

luminances. However, we had considered these by choosing a ceiling material with

70% diffuse reflectance, while the floor material has a 20% diffuse reflectance with

no specularity as such office spaces are typically designed with darker floor surfaces
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(such as dark-colored carpets) for easier cleaning maintenance. We can expect these

material choices to slightly affect the simulated distribution of saturation and contrast

occurrences, but our simulations should nevertheless give a reasonable estimation of

typical glare stimuli found in office spaces to compare with that studied in previous

research.

Since we plan to study the glare effects solely from daylight, we also omitted the

presence of roller blinds and electric lighting, which are likely present and used in

real office spaces. This means that in reality, the effects of glare could be less frequent

than what we simulated because the usage of roller blinds can reduce overall daylight

penetration while the usage of electric lighting can help raise overall adaptation levels

of the eye. At first glance, it may seem like we are exaggerating the occurrences

of glare stimuli in deep-plan buildings. However, we wanted to tackle the issue of

unreliable discomfort glare prediction (found in field studies) first by isolating the

effects of daylight, which has more variability as compared to glare effects from electric

lighting. To reach the main goal of the thesis which is to improve overall daylight

glare prediction where performance is reported to be limited currently, we needed to

identify the range of glare stimuli generated by daylight sources that are under-studied

in past studies. Therefore, it was necessary to omit them in this simulation for this

purpose.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, to identify the range of possible luminous conditions relevant to deep

open-plan offices but are currently under-studied in past laboratory user studies, we

simulated the frequency distribution of saturation and contrast effects of discomfort

glare across the floor space of a hypothetical open-plan office model. To do this,

we used a spatio-temporal visualization approach involving both conventional and

in-development lighting simulation software to simulate annual hourly saturation

(represented by Ev ) and contrast (represented by log_gc) effects for 1278 viewpoints

with 8 view directions each, at a typical eye level of 1.2m, in the climatic context of

Geneva, Switzerland. Raytraverse, an efficient adaptive sampling simulation method,
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enabled us to investigate annual hourly contrast effects for an array of view directions

across a large open office floor plan with a reasonable computation time.

Upon comparing the simulated saturation and contrast effects to that of an existing

dataset from user studies held in office-like test conditions (and its data points were

quality controlled for no pixel overflow in their HDR images) (Wienold et al., 2019),

we managed to identify a plausible missing range of scenarios that may be currently

under-studied in past glare studies so far. This luminous range has Ev approximately

between 500 lux to 2500 lux, and log_gc values between 0.25 to 1.25. The spatial

analysis also showed that frequent contrast effects can also occur even when there

is sufficient daylight on the horizontal workplane and is not limited to the very dim

areas near the core of the building. The prevalence of these conditions also highlights

the importance of extending daylight glare prediction to these luminous conditions.

Together, these insights will serve as the basis for the experimental design of our user

studies in this thesis.

In addition, since there are clear zones in which saturation or contrast effects of

glare predominate, we hypothesize that existing single-effect glare prediction models

are likely to perform better in the lighting conditions that they account for. For

example, saturation-driven models like DGPs would perform better in high saturation

scenes and perform poorly in low saturation scenes. In the latter, we hypothesize that

contrast-driven models such as UGP would perform relatively better. Hybrid models

such as DGP account for both the glare effects, but the saturation effect outweighs the

contrast effect and may need modifications to predict glare more reliably in deeper

zones with lower saturation and higher contrast ranges. Hence, in the following

chapter, we will investigate the comparative performance of existing glare models at

high and low adaptation levels.
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6 Performance of discomfort glare
models in high and low adaptation
levels1

Building upon the range of conditions both under-studied so far in glare studies and

yet relevant to deep-plan office environments, we now pose this question: Which type

of glare models may be most suited to predict glare in such dim conditions? As these

dim lighting conditions also correspond to lower light levels which the eye adapts to

(low adaptation levels), we hypothesize that contrast-driven glare models perform

better in these scenarios with lower vertical illuminances. Therefore, in this chapter,

we investigate the ability of existing glare models to predict perceived discomfort

glare in high or low adaptation levels. To this end, we revisited a composite dataset

of six laboratory studies that have also been previously used as a test dataset in an

extensive cross-validation study (Wienold et al., 2019). The six studies have been

conducted separately in five different countries, only considered daylight as the only

source of illumination and glare, and the data points were not used for the develop-

ment of any glare models, thus qualifying as a secondary source of test data points to

investigate the performance of existing glare models. We categorized 15 glare models,

selected such that they consider glare sources from the entire field of view, into hybrid,

1The works of this chapter were submitted as a co-authored journal article in Building and Envi-
ronment: Quek, G., Wienold, J., Khanie, M. S., Erell, E., Kaftan, E., Tzempelikos, A., Konstantzos, I.,
Christoffersen, J., Kuhn, T., & Andersen, M. (2021). Comparing performance of discomfort glare metrics
in high and low adaptation levels. Building and Environment, 206, 108335. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
buildenv.2021.108335. The text is mentioned in parts here with the agreement of the co-authors. G.Q.
contributed to the design of the project, data analysis, and writing of the journal article.
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saturation-driven, and contrast-driven models. The test dataset was split into two

groups namely, high and low adaptation levels. We then assessed the relative glare pre-

diction performance of glare models in predicting user responses within each of these

groups using Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) findings and complementary

statistics. The results of this chapter will help reveal the more useful single-effect glare

model category for better performance in dim daylit conditions with low adaptation

levels. The findings help us determine which types of models to prioritize for dim

daylit conditions, as well as signal possible methods to reweigh hybrid models in

subsequent chapters to extend glare prediction to such conditions.

6.1 Approach to compare existing discomfort glare mod-

els

Following the identification of an under-studied range of luminous conditions that

have mid to high contrast and low saturation effects in the previous chapter, we

hypothesize that contrast-driven glare models may perform better in such situations

compared to saturation-driven models. As these scenarios have low Ev levels, it also

means there is a lower adaptation level, theoretically raising the levels of contrast

according to the expression of Log_gc. In this chapter, to test this hypothesis, we

compare the performance and correlational strength of existing glare models in high

and low adaptation levels. The overall workflow is represented in Figure 6.1 graphically

and is explained in this section.

15 glare metrics and 
indicators were 

classified to hybrid, 
contrast and saturation 

driven types

Categorization of 
glare metrics 

Split test dataset into  
high and low 

adaptation levels 
using Ev = 3000 lux 

threshold

Splitting of test 
dataset

Comparing diagnostic performance 
of glare metrics to distinguish 

binary glare responses
(‘Disturbing’ glare and above on 

OsterhausBailey-4point)

Within-group 
comparisons

Comparing correlational strength of 
existing glare metrics to ordinal 

glare responses 
(OsterhausBailey-4point)

Reciever Operating 
Characteristics (ROC) Curve 

analysis and Delong’s test

Spearman’s rank correlation 
analysis

Figure 6.1: Graphical workflow of methods to compare performance and correlational strength
of existing glare models.
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6.1 Approach to compare existing discomfort glare models

We first selected 15 glare models that consider glare sources from the entire field of

view. As we hypothesize that contrast-driven models are likely to perform better than

saturation-driven models in lower adaptation levels, the first step is to categorize

these 15 glare models into three categories - if they are a hybrid model that considers

all two effects of glare or a single-effect model that considers either the saturation

effect or the contrast effect only.

For a viable test dataset, we chose to revisit the same test dataset from the cross-

validation study to compare the relative prediction performance of the chosen glare

models because it is by far the largest and most diverse test dataset (800 user eval-

uations collected in six different user studies) held in controlled office-like indoor

environments with daylight as the only source of illumination (Wienold et al., 2019).

The dataset can also be considered reliable as the HDR images were already checked

for validity, ensuring that pixel overflow issues were fixed. Most importantly, for a fair

performance comparison of the glare models, the dataset does not contain any data

used to develop any of the listed models, making it a viable test dataset for comparing

model performance.

As Log_gc and CGI use Ev as the adaptation level of the eye in their equations, and

since previous studies had found that pupil diameter changes with Ev (Bay et al., 2017;

Hamedani, Solgi, Hine, and Skates, 2020), we assume that Ev is a reasonable variable

to represent the adaptation level of the eye. In Chapter 5, we used a Ev threshold of

3000 lux to demarcate high saturation glare conditions. Since there are no known

thresholds to demarcate high and low adaptation levels within the photopic vision,

we decided to use the same Ev threshold of 3000 lux to split the test dataset into high

and low adaptation levels. The lower range is named "lr_3000" and the higher range is

named "ur_3000".

Since each group has unequal stimuli ranges, comparing results between groups

would be an unfair comparison, because absolute statistics should not be compared

between groups with different stimuli ranges. Hence, for a fair comparison, we con-

duct a within-group analysis to compare the usefulness of the 15 glare models. Binary

user responses are derived from the OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire results;

’disturbing’ glare and above constitute a positive outcome. From this information,

we investigated the relative diagnostic performance of the binary responses within
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each group. In other words, we evaluated how well the models can distinguish binary

user responses compared to each other. To do that, we used the Receiver Operating

Characteristics (ROC) curve analysis and Delong’s test to determine whether the ROC

results were significantly different. Separately, we also studied the within-group rel-

ative correlational strength of the glare models with the user responses on the full

response scale of OsterhausBailey-4point. For this, we used Spearman rank’s corre-

lation analysis because it is suitable for the glare responses which are ordinal and

non-parametric.

6.2 Categorization of glare models

We chose 12 glare models from the 22 that were investigated in a cross-validation

study (Wienold et al., 2019), by selecting models that considered the entire field of

view and not just one band or from a window area. This was because we want to

maintain a fair comparison of the glare models by ensuring that the glare models have

equivalent abilities to detect glare sources from the entire field of view. In addition to

the 12 glare models, 5 other glare models were added for the following reasons.

The first is a multiple logistic regression (MLR) model that was also generated with the

development dataset of DGP, Eccologit, as we want to investigate the potential of using

MLR models by studying how Eccologit compares to the original DGP model which is

a linear model. As the overall goal of this thesis is to extend glare prediction models to

dim daylit conditions, it was of interest to know what other mathematical models are

useful to utilize for a glare model other than a linear regression model. Since previous

studies have used multiple logistic regression (MLR) in various applications (Hirning

et al., 2014; Konis, 2014), MLR shows the potential of replacing the linear regression

model with no boundary of model outputs, as it predicts the probability of a binary

dependent outcome from multiple independent variables with an output between

0 to 1. Therefore, we generated “Eccologit” using the development dataset of DGP,

Eccobuild (DE-DK-Ecco), conducted between 2003 – 2005) with MLR with two input

variables, Ev and “Log_gc” as in the DGP equation. It has little to no collinearity with

a Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) of 1.01 in this development dataset. The Eccologit

equation is shown in Equation 6.1.
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6.3 Using Cross-validation as a test dataset

Eccologit = ea+b·Ev+c·log− g c

1+ea+b·Ev+c·log− g c
(6.1)

where the input variables Ev (lux) and Log_gc (cd 2/m ·lux) correspond to the terms

used in the DGP equation (Equation 1) and the coefficients a,b, and c were derived as

follows: a =−1.506,b = 2.685 ·10−5,c = 3.232 ·10−1

The second model added was Log_gc as we want to study the performance of the

contrast term of DGP as a separate model. Third, Daylight Glare Rating (DGR) was also

added to the list because it is related to VCP. Fourth, simplified DGP, DGPs, that rely

solely on Ev is added to be studied as a single-effect term. The fifth model added is

PGSVcon , which is a contrast term as part of PGSV, to compare to the saturation term in

PGSV, PGSVsat . At this point, we have 17 models. Due to the monotonic nature of the

statistical tests used in this study, which means that we are studying the relationship

of two variables not necessarily in a linear fashion and thus absolute values do not

matter, models with the same empirical expression with different coefficients were

merged for simplicity - UGR and UGP (model 9), as well as Ev and the Simplified DGP

(DGPs) (model 15). As a result, we end up with a total of 15 glare models to compare

in this study.

We then categorized the 15 glare models by the glare effects they account for in their

equation. For any term in the individual equations, if the term is a ratio represented by

a fraction between photometric properties (for example, log_gc), then it is considered

a contrast-driven term. If the term is a singular term relating to the overall brightness

of the scene, (for example, Ev ), then it is considered a saturation-driven term. If the

model has both a contrast-driven and saturation-driven term, it is considered a hybrid

model. Table 6.1 shows the categorized list of the 15 discomfort glare models selected

for evaluation in this chapter.

6.3 Using Cross-validation as a test dataset

To compare the relative prediction performance of the chosen glare models, we again

chose Cross-validation as the largest and most diverse test dataset available (800 data
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Table 6.1: List of discomfort glare models evaluated, classified according to whether they
account for saturation, contrast, or both.

Type No. Name of model Abbreviation Reference

Saturation and
contrast driven (Hybrid)

1 Daylight Glare Probability DGP Wienold and Christoffersen (2006)
2 Predicted Glare Sensation Vote PGSV Iwata and Osterhaus (2010) and Tokura et al. (1996)
3 Experimental Unified Glare Rating UGRexp Fisekis et al. (2003)

4
Logistic Regression model
(using DGP development dataset)

Eccologit −

Contrast-driven only

5 CIE Glare Index CGI CIE (1995) and Einhorn (1979)
6 Daylight Glare Index DGI Chauvel et al. (1982) and Hopkinson (1972)
7 Modified Daylight Glare Index DG Imod Fisekis et al. (2003)
8 Predicted Glare Sensation Vote (contrast) PGSVcon Iwata and Osterhaus (2010)
9 Unified Glare Probability/Unified Glare Rating UGP/UGR CIE (1995) and Hirning et al. (2014)
10 Logarithmic Contrast (from DGP) Log_gc Wienold and Christoffersen (2006)
11 Daylight Glare Rating DGR Rea (2000)
12 Visual Comfort Probability VCP Rea (2000)

Saturation-driven only
13 Average Luminance Lav g Van Den Wymelenberg and Inanici (2014)
14 Predicted Glare Sensation Vote (saturation) PGSVsat Iwata and Osterhaus (2010)
15 Vertical Illuminance/Simplified DGP Ev / DGPs Wienold (2009)

points from glare evaluations by 309 unique participants), compiled for a previous

cross-validation study and introduced in Chapter 5 (Wienold et al., 2019).

To further visualize the type of luminous conditions that were present in the Cross-

validation, Figure 6.2 illustrates four examples of HDR images chosen for representing

the extreme ends of the composite dataset, with combinations of high and low vertical

illuminances and contrast effects.

Each data point includes a validated HDR image taken from the user’s point of view,

which is paired with a subjective rating on glare perception. Glare perception is

based on a questionnaire using the four-point scale introduced by Osterhaus and

Bailey (1992), that asks to rate discomfort glare as either “imperceptible,” “noticeable,”

“disturbing,” or “intolerable", also introduced as OsterhausBailey-4point in Chapter 4.

Note that a mapping of glare scale responses to the four-point scale was necessary

for IL-DayVICE and JP-Office, as they used a five-point Likert scale and a linear scale

respectively. The glare responses on the OsterhausBailey-4point response scale are

also converted to binary responses, ’glare’ or ’no glare’ - glare is considered reported if

the subjects indicated "disturbing" or "intolerable," and not reported if the response

was "noticeable" or "imperceptible".

The dataset can also be considered reliable as the HDR images were checked for

validity, ensuring that their pixel overflow issues were fixed. The HDR images were

checked for pixel overflow by checking illuminance calculated from the HDR image to
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6.4 Splitting of the dataset into high and low adaptation levels

Figure 6.2: Four example HDR images with varying levels of vertical illuminance (Ev ) and
contrast (Log_gc), two terms used in the DGP equation to represent saturation and contrast
respectively.

the measured illuminance at the camera lens: data points with discrepancies of more

than 25% were omitted from the dataset. The resulting prediction values from glare

models were computed using evalglare (Wienold, 2004) with glare sources detected

via the task-driven method with a multiplier of 5 times the task area applied with the

task position adjusted for each of the scenes.

6.4 Splitting of the dataset into high and low adaptation

levels

Before splitting the dataset, we ensured that there is sufficient data points that vary

in contrast and saturation effects. As the dataset contains only laboratory studies in
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which subjects were mostly seated close to the façade, with a range of shading devices

employed, the resulting there is a wide range of vertical illuminances, from as low as

73 lux to a maximum of 13749 lux. The median and mean of the combined dataset

are 2648 and 3012 lux, respectively. As shown previously in Chapter 5, the overall

distribution of vertical illuminances in the Cross-validation dataset is diverse and is

shown in Figure 5.4. Therefore, this shows that there is sufficient data in low and high

adaptation ranges to split into groups for further analysis.

However, we also need to consider if the variation of the contrast effect is reasonably

sufficient for splitting the data. To visualize both the distribution of saturation and

contrast effects in the Cross-validation dataset, Figure 6.3 shows the distribution

of Log_gc and Ev in the Cross-validation dataset by study and by the binary glare

response (’disturbing’ and above on the OsterhausBailey-4point). The DGP thresholds

for “disturbing” glare are marked as a linear relationship between Log_gc and Ev ,

derived from the DGP equation for two DGP values: 0.34 and 0.38. Although there is

a lack of medium to high contrast scenes in the lower adaptation ranges, one study

(US-Fabrics) managed to capture some high contrast scenes in the lower adaptation

ranges. This is a good indication that we have reasonably sufficient data points that

vary in contrast and saturation in both high and low adaption levels, represented by

Ev .

To divide the Cross-validation dataset into high and low adaptation levels, we needed

to choose a suitable criterion to differentiate data points with high and low adaptation

levels. We chose Ev to represent adaptation level as it has been found to correlate

with pupil size in several studies (Bay et al., 2017; Hamedani, Solgi, Hine, and Skates,

2020), and is also used in the denominator of Log_gc to represent adaptation level.

As discussed before in Chapter 5, past studies had proposed a similar discrimination

threshold to predict disturbing glare using Ev and thus we know that above 3000

lux, where we hypothesize there are likely saturation effects of glare, which we also

interpret as an indicator of higher adaptation levels of the eye. In addition, Ev at 3000

lux also corresponds to the DGP threshold of noticeable glare (0.34) when there is no

contrast in the scene (Log_gc = 0). Hence, we used a threshold of 3000 lux to split the

Cross-validation dataset into high and low adaptation levels.
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6.5 Within-group comparisons of glare models’ prediction performance

Figure 6.3: Scatter plot of the distribution of Log_gc and Ev in the Cross-validation dataset,
colored by (a) study and (b) subjective glare (responses of ’Disturbing’ and above on the
OsterhausBailey-4point).

The lower range is named "lr_3000" and the higher range is named "ur_3000". To

visualize this, Figure 6.4 shows the splitting of the data points by 3000 lux Ev thresholds,

where the lower range (lr_3000) has user-evaluated scenes with Ev < 3000 lux and the

upper range (ur_3000) has scenes with Ev ≥ 3000 lux. The former had a total of 442

data points, while the latter had 358.

6.5 Within-group comparisons of glare models’ predic-

tion performance

After splitting the dataset into two groups of low and high adaptation levels, we then

conduct a within-group analysis for a fair comparison of the 15 glare models - because

the two groups each have different ranges, comparing absolute statistics between

the two groups is statistically unsound. As mentioned, each data point has a paired

user response from the OsterhausBailey-4point response scale (from ’imperceptible’

to ’intolerable’) to a luminance map, from which we can calculate the glare models.

Within each group of data (lr_3000 and ur_3000), we want to investigate the relative

performance of glare models in predicting the binary glare responses and correlating
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Figure 6.4: Splitting of data by a 3000 lux Ev threshold, resulting in lr_3000 (n = 442) and
ur_3000 (n = 358).

with the four-point glare responses. For the first part of the analysis, we use Receiver

Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis to test the diagnostic performance of

the glare models in predicting binary glare responses, and Delong’s test to test for the

significance of the pairwise differences in ROC Area Under Curve (AUC) amongst the

glare models. ROC curve analysis was chosen as it has been used in previous studies

to evaluate the diagnostic ability of glare models of dichotomous glare response data

(Rodriguez et al., 2017; Wienold et al., 2019). For the second part of the analysis, we

use Spearman’s rank correlation analysis to test the correlational strength of the glare

models to the full four-point glare responses (OsterhausBailey-4point). As the four-

point glare responses are ordinal and non-parametric, Spearman’s rank correlation can

be used to measure the strength and direction of a monotonic association between

two sets of ranked, ordinal data (Spearman, 1904). The results of the analysis are

presented in the following subsections.
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6.5 Within-group comparisons of glare models’ prediction performance

6.5.1 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve analysis

The diagnostic performance of the 15 glare models for binary responses was tested

within lr_3000 (n = 442) and ur_3000 (n = 358) using ROC curve analysis. Here, the

area under the curve (AUC) is used as an indicator of overall diagnostic performance.

Because ROC analysis is dependent on the data distribution, the area under ROC

curves (AUCs) associated with the glare models must be compared within each group

rather than across any two groups.

Based on the absolute AUCs, the hybrid models DGP and Eccologit emerged as the

best-performing models for predicting glare. In scenarios where vertical illuminance

is less than 3000 lux (lr_3000), the hybrid and contrast-driven models outperform

saturation-driven models, while in high-illuminance conditions with higher adapta-

tion levels (ur_3000), the hybrid and saturation-driven models outperform contrast-

driven models. However, despite being a hybrid model, UGRexp had the lowest AUCs

in both ranges. The ROC curves and relative AUCs in lr_3000 and ur_3000 are shown

in Figure 6.5.

To determine whether or not a difference in AUC values between the two models is

significant, we conducted Delong’s test. It compares the statistical significance of the

difference in the ROC AUC values while accounting for the correlational nature of

the data (DeLong et al., 1988). The alternative hypothesis of Delong’s test is that the

difference between the two ROC curves is not equal to 0. The results are shown in

Table 6.2 and Table 6.3, where the light grey colored field shows pairs of significantly

different AUC-values at a significance level of 0.05. In cases where the ROC curves have

different directions and Delong’s method cannot be used, the bootstrap test is used

instead. This occurred only for the inverted direction of the ROC curve of UGRexp ,

with an absolute AUC value close to 0.5 implying very poor prediction performance

(and that a random function would deliver better results).

According to Delong’s test in lr_3000, while a hybrid model (DGP) had the highest

absolute AUCs, the AUC was not significantly different from that of some contrast-

driven models: Eccologit, DG Imod , CGI, UGR/UGP, Log_gc, and DGI. However, more

crucial for the goal of this thesis, is that the results show that the AUCs of some contrast-

driven models, such as DG Imod , CGI, and UGR/UGP, are significantly greater than
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of ROC area under curves (AUCs) in a bar-plot (Top) and the ROC
curves of evaluated glare models for lr_3000 and ur_3000, sorted and color-coded by predictive
performance within each group (Bottom).

that of saturation-driven models such as PGSVsat , Ev /DGPs and Lav g . Therefore, this

indicates that in low adaptation levels, between single-effect glare models, contrast-

driven models predict binary glare responses significantly better than saturation-

driven ones.

Similarly, for ur_3000, a saturation-driven model (Lav g ) had the highest absolute

AUC values, but Delong’s test revealed no significant differences in its AUC to that

of Eccologit, DGP, PGSV, PGSVsat , Ev /DGPs and CGI, which is a mix of all three

categories of glare models. However, zooming in on the single-effect glare models
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6.5 Within-group comparisons of glare models’ prediction performance

Table 6.2: p-values of Delong’s test comparing the difference between ROC curves of 15 glare
models in lr_3000. Light grey values are statistically significant at a 0.05 significance level, dark
grey values indicate that a bootstrap test was performed but are not statistically significant.
White values are not statistically significant.)

DGP Eccologit DG Imod CGI UGR/UGP Log_gc DGI PGSV DGR VCP PGSVsat Ev /DGPs PGSVcon Lav g UGRexp

DGP - 7.94E-02 5.36E-01 3.57E-01 1.17E-01 1.38E-01 7.83E-02 3.34E-04 7.37E-07 7.23E-07 1.97E-04 1.97E-04 1.84E-05 6.41E-04 4.63E-08
Eccologit - - 8.70E-01 7.31E-01 3.14E-01 3.13E-01 2.06E-01 2.43E-04 2.50E-05 2.47E-05 9.25E-05 9.25E-05 1.34E-05 5.00E-04 4.55E-08
DG Imod - - - 7.47E-01 9.86E-02 4.33E-02 6.63E-03 9.99E-03 8.08E-06 7.99E-06 8.83E-03 8.83E-03 1.24E-03 1.33E-02 4.76E-06
CGI - - - - 2.72E-03 6.82E-02 9.78E-03 9.89E-03 9.72E-08 9.56E-08 1.03E-02 1.03E-02 1.17E-03 1.52E-02 2.40E-06
UGR/UGP - - - - - 7.32E-01 3.07E-01 4.09E-02 1.67E-06 1.65E-06 3.96E-02 3.96E-02 7.35E-03 4.59E-02 3.92E-05
Log_gc - - - - - - 7.72E-01 6.72E-02 3.02E-04 3.00E-04 6.49E-02 6.49E-02 1.75E-02 6.54E-02 4.31E-05
DGI - - - - - - - 6.36E-02 1.01E-04 1.00E-04 5.48E-02 5.48E-02 1.35E-02 6.27E-02 1.01E-04
PGSV - - - - - - - - 8.62E-01 8.61E-01 7.06E-01 7.06E-01 1.55E-01 3.63E-01 1.06E-02
DGR - - - - - - - - - 6.17E-01 9.92E-01 9.92E-01 7.97E-01 7.86E-01 1.43E-02
VCP - - - - - - - - - - 9.93E-01 9.93E-01 7.99E-01 7.87E-01 1.39E-02
PGSVsat - - - - - - - - - - - 1.00E+00 6.87E-01 3.42E-01 1.48E-02
Ev /DGPs - - - - - - - - - - - - 6.87E-01 3.42E-01 1.46E-02
PGSVcon - - - - - - - - - - - - - 8.75E-01 2.54E-02
Lav g - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3.06E-02
UGRexp - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Table 6.3: p-values of Delong’s test comparing the difference between ROC curves of 15 glare
models in ur_3000.

Lav g Eccologit DGP PGSV PGSVsat
Ev

/DGPs
CGI PGSVcon DG Imod UGR/UGP Log_gc DGI DGR VCP UGRexp

Lav g - 9.11E-01 7.91E-01 6.08E-01 2.91E-01 2.91E-01 2.81E-02 1.90E-02 2.14E-03 7.30E-04 1.09E-03 1.89E-04 1.73E-10 3.23E-10 8.37E-09
Eccologit - - 1.98E-01 6.34E-01 1.78E-01 1.78E-01 1.33E-03 8.98E-03 1.35E-04 8.72E-05 2.60E-05 3.30E-06 2.56E-12 4.92E-12 2.33E-08
DGP - - - 7.81E-01 3.71E-01 3.71E-01 9.98E-04 1.41E-02 9.96E-05 6.76E-05 2.02E-05 2.63E-06 2.98E-12 5.80E-12 4.11E-08
PGSV - - - - 6.73E-01 6.73E-01 4.79E-02 2.90E-03 7.17E-03 2.22E-03 7.48E-04 1.62E-04 2.07E-09 3.68E-09 1.75E-07
PGSVsat - - - - - 1.00E+00 5.80E-02 3.51E-02 7.67E-03 2.86E-03 1.50E-03 2.72E-04 4.23E-10 7.87E-10 5.19E-07
Ev /DGPs - - - - - - 5.80E-02 3.51E-02 7.67E-03 2.86E-03 1.50E-03 2.72E-04 4.23E-10 7.87E-10 3.89E-07
CGI - - - - - - - 9.75E-01 3.48E-03 2.01E-04 3.14E-05 2.17E-06 6.80E-08 1.24E-07 4.38E-05
PGSVcon - - - - - - - - 3.82E-01 1.33E-01 9.29E-02 4.04E-02 1.24E-05 1.99E-05 5.98E-05
DG Imod - - - - - - - - - 2.85E-02 1.76E-01 4.29E-03 8.99E-06 1.62E-05 3.32E-04
UGR/UGP - - - - - - - - - - 8.04E-01 4.57E-01 4.59E-04 7.60E-04 1.97E-03
Log_gc - - - - - - - - - - - 1.03E-01 3.39E-04 5.40E-04 4.11E-03
DGI - - - - - - - - - - - - 1.90E-03 2.92E-03 1.51E-02
DGR - - - - - - - - - - - - - 2.88E-02 5.70E-01
VCP - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5.01E-01
UGRexp - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

in ur_3000, we observed that the AUCs of saturation-driven models such as Lav g ,

PGSVsat , and Ev /DGPs are significantly greater than that of contrast-driven models

such as DG Imod , UGR/UGP, Log _g c, DGI, DGR, and VCP. The exception is that CGI,

a contrast-driven model, outperforms the other contrast-driven models in ur_3000.

Therefore, this indicates that in high adaptation levels, saturation-driven models tend

to predict binary glare responses significantly better than contrast-driven ones.

Overall for predicting binary glare responses, it can be said that while hybrid models

such as DGP and Eccologit seem to perform best in both groups of adaptation levels,

we found that contrast-driven models significantly outperform saturation-driven ones

in lower adaption levels and that the converse is true in higher adaptation levels.
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6.5.2 Spearman’s rank correlation analysis

We used Spearman’s rank correlation to analyze the relative correlational strength

of the 15 glare models to the glare responses on the four-point response scale of

OsterhausBailey-point. The analysis was also conducted within each group, lr_3000,

and ur_3000.

The ρ values tell us the strength of the correlation between the model values and the

glare rating on Osterhaus’s 4-point scale. First, we looked at the significance of the cor-

relation ρ values. Using a Bonferroni-adjusted significance level for 15 comparisons(
3.33 ·10−3

)
, the p-values of the correlations show that the ρ is statistically significant

for most models except DGR, VCP, and UGRexp in ur_3000 and UGRexp in Ir_3000. A

full table of p-values and ρ can be found in Appendix B.5.

Similar to ROC curve results, the hybrid models DGP and Eccologit show a high

correlation in both regions and therefore outperform the other models based on

only one effect. However for the single effect glare models, in dim scenes with low

adaptation levels (Ir_3000), the results show that the contrast-driven models have

better correlations to 4-point glare ratings than saturation-driven models. In brighter

scenes with high adaptation levels (ur_3000), saturation-driven models have better

correlations to the glare responses than contrast-driven models do. This is illustrated

in Figure 6.6. This further confirms the findings (with ROC curve results) that contrast-

driven models correlate better with glare ratings in lower light scenes (Ev < 3000 lux)

than in brighter scenes (Ev ≥ 3000 lux). Additionally, the two main terms in the DGP

equation, Ev and Log_gc, which represent saturation and contrast effects respectively,

also show a vast difference in correlation with the glare ratings. By observing absolute

ρ values, Log_gc correlates slightly better with glare ratings than Ev in lr_3000, while

Ev has a much higher correlation than Log_gc in ur_3000.

6.6 Discussion and Limitations

As a hybrid model, DGP performed best in a cross-validation study conducted (Wienold

et al., 2019), as it also considers a secondary contrast effect term in addition to the

main saturation effect term. Although this comparison study also indicates that DGP
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Figure 6.6: Spearman’s rank correlation ρ’s in lr_3000 and ur_3000, between glare models and
subjective glare responses on a 4-point scale.

performed well in both adaptation ranges, lr_3000 and ur_3000, we know that the

current Cross-validation dataset used lacks user evaluations in dim situations with

potential contrast glare as previously identified in Chapter 5. This missing range of

lighting conditions is likely to correspond to those found in post-occupancy evalu-

ations (POE) of office spaces in Malaysia, Singapore, and Indonesia, where several

researchers have found that DGP does not perform well in predicting discomfort glare

(Hirning et al., 2014; Jakubiec et al., 2021; Mangkuto et al., 2017). As these open-plan

offices are located in the tropics, occupants may have more views of the sky than

direct sun given the overhead sun paths in these locations. With lower vertical illumi-

nances, glare frequently occurs due to the contrast effect between the luminance of

the window and an overall low background/adaptation level to which the eye adapts.

This may lead to lighting conditions with lower saturation and higher contrast glare

stimuli in lower adaptation levels, such as those in the identified under-studied range

in Chapter 5. Therefore, new user evaluations are required in this particular range to

further investigate the prediction performance of DGP in this range.

The performance of DGP in this under-studied range may have been found unsat-

isfactory due to the range of user evaluations from which it was developed. In the

dataset used to develop DGP, Eccobuild, the evaluated scenes were generally brightly

lit with Ev values ranging from 153 lux to 11298 lux with a mean of 3426 lux. As shown

in Figure 6.7, the Eccobuild dataset, similar to the Cross-validation dataset, also shows
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Chapter 6. Performance of discomfort glare models in high and low adaptation levels

a lack of data points in the under-studied range previously identified in Chapter 5,

demarcated by a red dotted line. Hence, it would not be surprising that DGP does

not perform well in this particular range. To extend the prediction range of DGP to

these dim conditions, new user evaluation data in this range will be necessary to

supplement Eccobuild.

Figure 6.7: Superimposed scatter plots and contoured density plots of Eccobuild, Cross-
validation datasets, and simulated lighting conditions from an open-plan office model (Chap-
ter 5) on the axes of Log_gc and Ev

Lastly, the comparable performance of Eccologit to DGP in both adaptation levels

also indicates that multiple logistic regression (MLR) is a suitable candidate model on

which we can base our model development. However, since MLR requires the input

variables to be independent of each other, there is a need to rethink the potential

interdependence of Log_gc and Ev . While Eccologit showed little to no collinearity

(VIF = 1.01) between Ev and Log_gc, Log_gc still has a saturation bias. Since the

luminance of the glare source, Ls , has an exponent of 2 while the adaptation level, Ev ,
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6.7 Summary

has an exponent of 1.87, the overall Log_gc term increases by a power of 0.13 when Ls

increases.

We should note that the reliability of the results presented in this chapter is limited to

the data points in this Cross-validation dataset, which is one limitation of this study.

Despite having a large sample size and a diverse range of lighting conditions, the test

dataset we used in this study still lacks data points in the range of low saturation,

mid to high contrast conditions (Ev < 3000 and Log_gc values between 0.25 and

1.25), as we discovered in Chapter 5 by comparing annual simulations of lighting

conditions in a hypothetical deep-plan office space to this test dataset. Therefore, the

usefulness of this comparison study of the glare models’ prediction performance can

only preliminarily indicate that contrast-driven models predict glare responses better

in lower adaptation ranges. To confirm this indication, we will need to collect new

user evaluations in the luminous range that is currently under-studied and conduct

similar performance evaluations of the glare models.

6.7 Summary

In this chapter, we investigated the relative prediction performance of existing glare

models in high and low adaptation levels using an existing test dataset, Cross-validation,

assembled from six separate glare studies previously used in a cross-validation study

(Wienold et al., 2019). We hypothesized that contrast-driven glare models may perform

better in such situations compared to saturation-driven models in low adaptation

levels. To investigate this, we selected 15 glare models that consider glare sources

in the entire field of view to be compared by their prediction performance. We then

categorized them based on the glare effects they account for - saturation-driven,

contrast-driven, or hybrid. We split the Cross-validation dataset into two groups

of adaptation levels, using a Ev threshold of 3000 lux. From there, we studied the

within-group diagnostic performance of the glare models to binary glare responses

(’disturbing’ and above on the OsterhausBailey-4point) using Receiver Operator Char-

acteristics (ROC) curve analysis and Delong’s test to test for significant differences in

area under the curve (AUC). Following that, we also studied the correlational strength

of the glare models to the four-point glare responses on the OsterhausBailey-4point.
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Chapter 6. Performance of discomfort glare models in high and low adaptation levels

Confirming our hypothesis, the ROC curve analysis showed that of the single effect

glare models, contrast-driven glare models significantly outperformed saturation-

driven models in lower adaptation levels (lr_3000), while saturation-driven glare

models significantly outperformed contrast-driven ones in higher adaptation levels

(ur_3000). Results from the Spearman rank correlation analysis also confirmed this

result. Therefore, the results begin to indicate that the contrast effect is the driver

of discomfort glare in dimmer scenes. In addition, the analysis also indicates that

the hybrid DGP and Eccologit models perform generally well in both categories of

adaptation levels for the investigated scenarios and outperform the single effect

models. However, because the test dataset still lacks the under-studied range of

luminous conditions as identified in Chapter 5, these indications should be confirmed

with new user evaluations targeting this range. More crucial to the goal of the thesis,

the development dataset of DGP, Eccobuild also lacks user evaluations in this same

range. To extend the prediction range of DGP, we will need to supplement Eccobuild

with new user evaluations with low saturation, and mid to high contrast as identified.

Therefore in the next chapter, we will design and execute user studies to target this

under-studied range of contrast-dominant, dim daylit scenarios to extend the existing

development dataset towards the goal of improving the prediction performance of

glare models in this range.
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7 Contrast dominant discomfort glare
in dim daylit scenarios

In the previous chapter (Chapter 6), we compared the relative prediction performance

and correlational strength of existing glare models in two groups of adaptation levels

and the results indicated that contrast-driven glare models thus tend to outperform

saturation-driven ones in lower adaptation levels, although hybrid models still seem

to perform best in general. However, both the Cross-validation test dataset used for

the comparison as well as the dataset used to develop DGP, Eccobuild, lack the same

under-studied range of luminous conditions with low saturation and mid to high

contrast that we had identified in Chapter 5 from simulating a hypothetical open-plan

office model. Therefore, we need to collect new user evaluations in this particular

range to confirm these indications from the comparison results in Chapter 6 as well as

to supplement the development dataset of DGP towards improving glare prediction in

this under-studied range. As a result, in this chapter, we designed and carried out two

user studies aimed at determining the extent to which existing models can predict

occupants’ perceived discomfort glare in dim daylit environments of this luminous

range. To achieve the saturation and contrast effects in the targeted low-light range,

we held the user studies in two semi-controlled environments where we varied the

other three photometric factors - the size and luminance of the glare source in the

first experiment, and the size and position of the glare source in the second. After

combining data from the two experiments and removing data points with unstable
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Chapter 7. Contrast dominant discomfort glare in dim daylit scenarios

weather conditions, we have a total of 343 data points from 94 unique participants

in the dataset, which we named Low-light. Each data point consists of photometric

measurements coupled with user responses on glare and other indoor environmental

quality (IEQ) aspects that were solicited from a sampling questionnaire. We first

looked at the demographical distributions of the participants as well as their IEQ

evaluations during the experiment. We then evaluated the descriptive statistics of the

discomfort glare responses and then compared the trends of existing glare models to

that of user responses. Finally, we investigated the relative prediction performance

of existing glare models through diagnostic performance and correlation statistics to

verify the findings in Chapter 6.

7.1 Aim and methodology of the user studies

Two user studies were conducted to investigate the performance of existing glare

models in predicting discomfort glare in the lower ranges of photopic lighting condi-

tions. The newly generated datasets will allow us to extend the range of conditions

covered experimentally when it comes to mid to high contrast combined with low

saturation effects. The specific range of luminous conditions that are under-studied in

past laboratory studies as well as the development dataset of DGP has approximately

Ev between 100 lux to 2500 lux, and log_gc values between 0.25 to 1.25, which we

first identified in Chapter 5. Therefore, to fill this gap of missing glare stimuli, two

experiments were designed to vary all three key factors influencing discomfort glare

namely the size, luminance, and position index of the glare source, while maintaining

the adaptation level of the eye low, with a lower range of vertical illuminance according

to the missing range identified.

To achieve the identified range of mid to high contrast effects (log_gc values between

0.25 to 1.25) as well as keeping overall vertical illuminances low (Ev between 100

lux to 2500 lux), we decided to reach these ranges in two user studies by varying

two key factors influencing discomfort in each of the studies. In experiment 1, four

daylit scenes were designed to vary the size and luminance of the glare source in a

full-factorial experiment design, while keeping the overall vertical illuminance low.

We conducted this first study in a semi-controlled laboratory set up in a small test
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7.1 Aim and methodology of the user studies

room facing South, mimicking an office space from September to October 2020 and

March to April 2021 in the DEMONA facility (suggestions-side) located in the EPFL

campus in Lausanne, Switzerland.

In experiment 2, another four daylit scenes were designed but this time to vary the size

and position of the glare source in a full-factorial experiment design, while keeping the

overall vertical illuminance low. This second round of user studies was conducted from

May to July 2021 in a semi-controlled setup in a larger meeting room (IDEAS) located

in the LE building also on the EPFL campus, which we converted to a workspace. This

larger space allowed us to achieve higher contrast effects further away from the facade

compared to the first experiment. Figure 7.1 shows the exterior and interior views of

the test locations in their original state before we set up the experiments. The next

subsections will describe the experimental setups in more detail.

7.1.1 Design of Experiment 1: Varying size and luminance of glare

source

Experiment 1 has a within-subject, full-factorial experiment design with two indepen-

dent variables, the luminance, and size of the glare source at two levels each, which

makes a total of four scenes. To design these four scenes, we modeled the DEMONA

facility (suggestions-side) and used daylighting simulations to determine the design

parameters such as the number of panels and type of diffuse and neutral-density

window films required to vary contrast effects while keeping vertical illuminance low,

all while aiming for the identified luminous conditions from Chapter 5. The simu-

lations also helped us to determine the months and hours that we can conduct the

experiments, depending on when the direct sun illuminates the facade. Referencing

state-of-the-art calibration methods (Quek and Jakubiec, 2019a), a 3D climate-based

daylighting model was modeled using Rhinoceros 3D in .3dm format, based on hand-

measured physical dimensions and full spectrum colorimetric material reflectance

data measured using a Konica Minolta Spectrophotometer CM-600d and roughness

values were estimated. The material properties were converted to Radiance defi-

nitions (see Table 7.1). To simulate visualizations of the luminous conditions, we

used DIVA 4.0, a daylighting and energy modeling plug-in for Rhinoceros, based on
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Chapter 7. Contrast dominant discomfort glare in dim daylit scenarios

(a) DEMONA facility (exterior) (b) DEMONA facility (interior)

(c) IDEAS room (exterior) (d) IDEAS room (interior)

Figure 7.1: Photographs1 of the DEMONA test facility where experiment 1 was conducted,
and the IDEAS room, the meeting room on the ground floor of LE where experiment 2 was
conducted.

a validated lighting simulation tool, Radiance, developed by Greg Ward (Ward and

Shakespeare, 2004). The high dynamic range (HDR) visualizations were simulated in

clear sky with sun conditions according to the CIE sky model for Geneva, Switzerland,

with the Radiance parameters "-ab 6 -ad 1000 -as 500 -ar 500 -aa 0.1".
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7.1 Aim and methodology of the user studies

Material Radiance Definition

White Wall Paint void plastic WhiteWall
0 0 5 0.8766 0.8689 0.8202 0.0013 0.4

White Ceiling Paint void plastic WhiteCeiling
0 0 5 0.8777 0.8705 0.8233 0.0018 0.4

Brown Laminate Floor void plastic BrownLaminateFloor
0 0 5 0.2950 0.2823 0.2478 0.0075 0.4

White Parapet void plastic WhiteParapet
0 0 5 0.8738 0.8654 0.8165 0.0018 0.4

White Window Frame void plastic WhiteWindowFrame
0 0 5 0.8551 0.8454 0.7657 0.0324 0.1

Grey Desktop Laminate void plastic GreyDesktopLaminate
0 0 5 0.5483 0.5426 0.5111 0.0219 0.3

Grey Table Legs void plastic DarkGreyTableLegs
0 0 5 0.0750 0.0734 0.0727 0.0285 0.2

White Metal Door void plastic DoorWhiteMetal
0 0 5 0.8738 0.8615 0.7816 0.0345 0.1

Silver Door Frame void plastic SilverDoorFrame
0 0 5 0.6302 0.6469 0.6550 0.2126 0.2

Glazing (75%) void glass GlazingDEMONA
0 0 3 0.82 0.82 0.82

Table 7.1: List of Radiance material definitions used in simulations.

We needed to know when direct sunlight illuminated the south facade of the test room

because we planned to use diffuse window films to create glare sources that we could

control the size of. Using monthly and hourly simulations from 8h to 16h, we found

the timings were from October to March from 10h to 14h in winter (CET). A graphic of

the simulations can be found in Appendix A. We then explored iterations of design

options for the user studies by simulating the potential lighting conditions created

with diffusing window panels, we varied the size of the glare source by increasing

the number of window panels with diffusing material and lowered overall vertical

illuminance in the room by simulating low transmittance glazing on the other panels.

Based on the identified range of luminous conditions from Chapter 5, we aimed for

the scenes which are between the "imperceptible" range of DGP (DGP < 0.34), have

low vertical illuminance (Ev below 2500 lux) as well as high contrast (Log_gc above

0.5). The simulated designs that achieved these ranges had two sizes (1 or 2 panels) of

diffuse panels as well as two transmittance levels of the diffuse panels (high or low).

In reality, we had to source for diffusing window films to attach onto acrylic panels

which can then be attached to the window frames in the test room, and we compared

a few samples of diffusing window films. We found that a diffuser film, 3M™ Envision

Diffuser Film 3735-60, had a high visible transmittance of 63% while having almost

Lambertian diffusing properties, which means that it can diffuse the sun disk almost

entirely. Simulations to test the diffuser films and low transmittance neutral density
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films were run and are shown in Appendix A. The distribution of Log_gc and Ev

simulated hourly from 9 am to 2 pm from February to April is shown in Figure 7.2.

0.0
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Figure 7.2: Distribution of Log_gc and Ev simulated for Experiment 1 scenes, simulated from
February to April, hourly from 9 am to 2 pm.

Eventually, after material sourcing, the four scenes were achieved using a combination

of 3M™ Envision Diffuser Film 3735-60 (63% Tvi s), Daylight Natural 60 from Johnson

Films (63% Tvi s) and LEE 299 1.2 Neutral density window films (6.6% Tvi s) on Perspex

clear acrylic (Perspex PMMA-XT). The dark panels on the window had two layers of

neutral density films applied on each side of the acrylic panel, resulting in a calculated

visible transmittance of 0.30% after taking into account the Tvi s of the glazing (75%).

The diffused acrylic panels consisted of one layer of the 3M™ Envision Diffuser Film

and an additional acrylic with one layer of Daylight Natural 60 for the scenes with

lower transmittance, resulting in two final levels of visible transmittances, 25% and

44%. A full table of calculated visible transmittances for experiment 1 can be found

in Appendix A. To further lower the vertical illuminance, dark grey curtains were also

installed on the walls perpendicular to the facade to lower overall vertical illuminance

levels as shown in the photograph in Figure 7.4. All these finally resulted in four

experiment scenes named - “1-panel_high”, “1-panel_low”, “2-panel_high” and “2-
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panel_low” and the combinations of window films, acrylic panels, and their resulting

visible transmittances are shown in Figure 7.3.

1-panel-low 1-panel-high

2-panel-low 2-panel-high

1 x 3M™Envision Diffuser Film 3735-60 (63% Tvis)1

Attached on x no. of Perspex PMMA-XT (92% Tvis)x

1 x 3M™Envision Diffuser Film 3735-60 (63% Tvis)+ 1 x Johnson Films Daylight Natural 60 (60% Tvis)
2

1 x 3M™Envision Diffuser Film 3735-60 (63% Tvis)
+ 2 x LEE 299 1.2 Neutral density window films (6.6% Tvis)

2

2 x LEE 299 1.2 Neutral density window films (6.6% Tvis)1

43 %25 % 0.17 %0.17 %

0.3 % 0.3 % 0.3 %

25 % 25 % 0.17 %

0.3 % 0.3 % 0.3 %

0.17 %0.17 %

0.3 % 0.3 % 0.3 %

43 % 43 % 0.17 %

0.3 % 0.3 % 0.3 %

Figure 7.3: Visual transmittance of window panels for the four scenes in Experiment 1, indi-
cated on diagrams viewed from the interior.

In Figure 7.5, an overview of the design variables, independent variables, constants,

measurements, and dependent variables of experiment 1 is provided. The constants

include maintaining the position of the glare source, sufficient desktop illuminance,

a view to the outside, and thermal comfort maintained by a setpoint of 25◦C for the

radiative heating system in the facility, and in the cold mornings, it is necessary to use a

portable electric heater to bring the air temperature closer to 23-24◦C. The experiment

required stable weather conditions of clear sky with direct sun, with as little cloud

cover as possible. As the facade of DEMONA faced south, the experiments were held

during autumn, winter, and spring months because of the optimal sun positions to

sufficiently illuminate the diffuse panels (direction of sun rays closer to the normal of

the window surface) and final experiment timings were subject to facility availability.

Two sessions were held every available sunny day, with the first session from 10:00 to

12:00 and the second session from 12:30 to 14:30 (Central European Time (CET)).
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60°
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N PLAN

LMK5 HDR Camera
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Hagner Illuminance meter 
(Vertical)

Spectrophotometer

LMT illuminance meter + 
Hagner illuminance meter
Testo Indoor Climate 
Monitoring

Dark grey curtains

(a) Floor plan (b) Experiment setup

Figure 7.4: Floor plan and setup of Experiment 1 in DEMONA facility on EPFL Campus.

Independent variables

Size of glare source, ωs

No. of diffuse window 
panels [1, 2]

Luminance of glare source, Ls

Measurements

Calibrated High Dynamic 
Range (HDR) images

Tvis of diffuse window 
panels [44%, 25%]

Design variables

Constants

Low vertical illuminance (Ev)
Ev < 2500 lux

0.25 < Log_gc < 1.25
“Imperceptible” glare 
prediction by DGPDGP < 0.34

Position of glare source, PsFixed viewing direction

Eh > 300 lux
Sufficient desktop illuminance

Sky and weather condition

View to the outside

Clear sky with sun

Radiant heating/cooling on

Unobstructed view at 
eye-level

LMK (freq: 15s)

Wearable VIP (freq: 15s)

Thermal comfort maintained

Illuminance 
Hagner sensors + Keysight datalogger 

(freq: 10s)
(Ev_lmk,Ev_mon,Ev_par,Eh_l,Eh_r)

LMT pocketlux (handheld)
(Ev_before, Ev_after)

Irradiation
SPN1 pyranometer (freq: 10s)

(DNI, DHI)

Indoor Climate Monitoring
testo
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Spectral Power Distribution
Ocean Optics JAZ (freq: 30s)

Dependent variables

Discomfort glare 
perception

(Questionnaire and glare 
diagram)

Contrast Sensitivity 
(FrACT test)

Indoor comfort satisfaction
(Questionnaire)

Subjective human 
perception

Discomfort glare metrics

DGP, CGI, DGI, UGR, 
UGP, UGRexp, DGImod, etc...

Control

Figure 7.5: Experiment variables and design of experiment 1.
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7.1.2 Design of Experiment 2: Varying size and position of glare

source

In Experiment 2, we wanted to achieve higher levels of contrast by conducting user

studies in a larger room where the vertical illuminance is lower further away from the

facade. This room is located on the ground floor of the LE building on the campus

which is a multifunctional building that serves mainly as an office and atelier space

for research labs, as shown in Figure 7.7a. In this second experiment, we also wanted

to vary the position index of the glare source instead of the luminance of the glare

source, firstly because the position index was not yet varied and due to the logistics

of the available transmittance of diffuse films, higher luminances of the glare source

was not achievable. Therefore, we made two main changes from experiment 1 - we

increased the distance from the facade where the participants sat, as well as varied

the position of the glare sources while using a similar diffuser and low transmittance

films. As the facade is significantly larger, we also covered the top and bottom of the

facade with honeycomb cardboard panels as shown in the photograph in Figure 7.7b.

Experiment 2 also has a within-subject, full-factorial experiment design with two inde-

pendent variables, the position index and size of the glare sources at two levels each.

The luminance of the glare source is kept as a constant variable in this experiment

and is maintained by keeping only one level of visible transmittance for the window

panels. This results in four experimental scenarios, "Halfsquare_I", "Halfsquare_P",

"Halfsquare_2" and "Halfrect_C" as shown in Figure 7.6. Similarly, all four scenarios

in this experiment were designed to be in dim daylit conditions with predicted DGP

values below 0.34, which are associated with "imperceptible" glare, and with low

vertical illuminance below 1500 lux (lower than that of experiment 1) and contrast

effects indicated by Log_gc higher than 0.5. Similar to experiment 1, perspex clear

acrylics were used in combination with 3M™ Envision Diffuser Film 3735-60 (63%

Tvi s) and LEE 299 1.2 Neutral density window films (6.6% Tvi s) to produce the four

scenes. 18mm honeycomb cardboard panels were custom-made to the size of the

window panels to block out daylight for the upper and lower large window panels

spanning lengths of 2.3 meters. Existing black-out curtains were opened during the

experiment scenes, as shown in Figure 7.7.
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Halfsquare_I

Halfsquare_2 Halfrect_C

Halfsquare_P

*Labels are from participant A’s perspective

1 x 3M™Envision Diffuser Film 3735-60 (63% Tvis)1

Attached on x no. of Perspex PMMA-XT (92% Tvis)x

2 x LEE 299 1.2 Neutral density window films (6.6% Tvis)1

43 % 43 %
0.3 %0.3 %0.3 % 0.3 % 0.3 % 0.3 %

0.3 %

0.3 % 0.3 % 0.3 %

0.3 %

43 %
0.3 %0.3 %

0.3 %
43 %
0.3 %

43 %
0.3 %

Figure 7.6: Visual transmittance of window panels for the four scenes in Experiment 2, indi-
cated on diagrams viewed from the interior from the perspective of a participant sitting at
location A.

In Figure 7.8, an overview of the design variables, independent variables, constants,

measurements, and dependent variables of experiment 2 is shown. Similar to experi-

ment 1, the constants include maintaining the position of the glare source, sufficient

desktop illuminance, and a view to the outside, but thermal comfort was maintained

manually using electric fans and night cooling of the room by opening windows at

night, to maintain comfortable temperatures around 24-27◦C. The experiment also

required stable weather conditions of clear sky with direct sun, with as little cloud

cover as possible. As the facade of the room faced west, experiment 2 sessions were

held in the summer months of (May - July) due to optimal sun positions to illuminate

the diffuse panels. One session was held every available sunny day, from 16:00 to 18:00

(Central European Summer Time (CEST)). Due to the larger dimensions of the room

than DEMONA, two participants could simultaneously participate in the experiment

with sufficient space and measurement equipment. As such, "Halfsquare_I" for the

participant sitting at location A would be considered "Halfsquare_P" for the partici-

pant sitting at location B. "Halfsquare_2" and "Halfrect_C" are quite symmetrical in

the facade, hence it would be mirror-imaged for the two participants.
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Figure 7.7: Experiment 2 setup in LE Building, EPFL Campus.
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Figure 7.8: Experiment variables and design of experiment 2.

7.1.3 Experimental protocol

Each experimental session lasted two hours, and experiments were only conducted on

clear days with little to no cloud cover. Experiments would be canceled if there was too
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much cloud cover or unstable weather conditions. During each experimental session

(whose overview is provided in Figure 7.9), it starts with a short briefing summarizing

the experiment procedure and setting up a wearable HDR camera on their head

(for experiment 1 only). The participant is also introduced to and trials the contrast

sensitivity test, Freiburg Visual Acuity Test (FrACT) (Bach, 1996; Bach et al., 2017).

The height of the HDR cameras was adjusted to the same level as the eye level of the

participant.

Briefing
(5 min)

Debrief
(5 min)

Baseline 
Questionnaire

(5 min)

Setup 
wearable 

HDR (5 min)

Sampling
Questionnaire

(10 min)

Sampling
Questionnaire

(10 min)

Sampling
Questionnaire

(10 min)

Sampling
Questionnaire

(10 min)

Randomized Condition 
1 

+  Typing Task
(10 min)

Randomized Condition 
2

+  Typing Task
(10 min)

Randomized Condition 
3

+  Typing Task
(10 min)

Randomized Condition 
4

+  Typing Task
(10 min)

BREAK BREAK BREAK BREAK

Figure 7.9: 2-hour experiment protocol used for both experiments.

With the external Venetian blinds closed or black-out curtain) and the electric lighting

in the room, each participant then had to complete a baseline questionnaire on

basic demographic and baseline information that was kept pseudonymized as part

of the investigation design. At the end of the baseline questionnaire, the participant

undergoes the FrACT test, and also at the start of each sampling questionnaire. The

four lighting conditions were presented in a randomized order to the participant.

During the breaks between scenes, they wear an eye mask and listened to the music of

their choice through headphones while the researcher adjusts the acrylic panels to the

next scene. After the breaks, the participants first visually acclimatized to the scene

by working on a re-typing task for 10 minutes. They were then asked to complete

the FrACT test, followed by a sampling questionnaire on the indoor environmental

quality after each scenario, including six questionnaire items regarding discomfort

glare and a paper-based Glare-indication-diagram (as shown in Figure 4.2 in Chapter

4). The discomfort glare questionnaire items were also presented in a randomized

order. Full examples of the pre-selection, baseline, and sampling questionnaire are

included in Appendix A.2. The protocol was approved by the EPFL Human Research

Ethics Committee under HREC No. 005-2020, before the start of the experiments. The

participants were compensated for their participation time at a rate of 20 CHF per

hour.
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7.1.4 Photometric measurements

Illuminance data were captured continuously using Hagner SD2 Luxmeters con-

nected to a Hagner multi-channel amplifier (MCA-1600) which itself was connected

to a Keysight data acquisition system (34972A) located next door. Handheld vertical

illuminance measurements were also taken using the LMT Pocketlux 2 illuminance

meter, and a spot luminance measurement was taken on a grey card using the Konica

Minolta LS100 luminance meter. Spectral power distribution was also measured using

the Ocean Insight Jaz spectrometer, to ascertain that the resulting spectral qualities

of the luminous scene resemble that of daylight. Thermal comfort was stably main-

tained during the experiments and was measured through indoor climate monitoring

measurements on the Testo 480 Digital temperature, humidity, and airflow meter.

The positions of the measurement equipment in both experiments are indicated in

Figures 7.4 and 7.7. Figures 7.5 and 7.8 also summarize the measurements in each

experiment.

Luminance maps using HDR imaging

For experiment 1, high dynamic range (HDR) images were continuously captured

beside the participant2 every 15 seconds using the LMK 98-4 color HighRes camera

with a fisheye lens (type Dörr Digital Professional DHG, equidistant projection) with an

ND-2 filter (by a factor of 80.17) on a stable tripod (Figure 7.4). The images were taken

via the LMK LabSoft TechnoTeam software using the HighDyn capturing algorithm,

resulting in .pf images with sizes of 2034 x 2034 pixels each. The .pf images were

converted to .hdr format and were resized to 800x800 pixels using pfilt in Radiance for

faster processing. The workflow for both experiments is shown in Figure 7.10.

For experiment 2, instead of continuous captures, only two high dynamic range

(HDR) images were taken directly from the participant’s seating position on a stable

tripod, before and after each scene was shown to the participant. Two calibrated

Canon 70D cameras with SIGMA 4.5mm f/2.8 EX DC HSM Circular Fisheye lens

were used with qDSLR Dashboard to remote control the series of 13 exposures from

2We wanted a continuous capture of the HDR images in this experiment as we were testing a
wearable HDR device, adapted using the Vision-in-Package (VIP) sensor developed by the Swiss Center
for Electronics and Microtechnology (CSEM).
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1/8000 to 8 seconds. The single exposure images were taken with an aperture of f/11

and with white balance mode set to Daylight, resulting in .jpeg files of 5472 x 3648

pixels each. The single exposure images were combined into an .hdr image using a

pre-calibrated batch script after being cropped to 3070 x 3070 pixels, corrected for

vignetting, geometric correction, and the header line removed. All the HDR images

were individually scaled by custom factors to match the measured spot luminance on

the diffuse panel using pcomb in Radiance.

Experiment 2

Experiment 1

LMK

......
n = 13

1/8000 8”

Canon 70D + SIGMA 
Circular Fisheye 

4.5mm

hdr_maker script

- cropped to 3070x3070 
pixels

- vignetting correction
-geometric correction
- merged LDR to HDR 
using pre-calibrated 

response curves
- header line removed

luminance 
scaling

- scaling factor calculat-
ed from spot luminance 
on diffuse panel using 

ximage
- scaled using pcomb

.pf

.hdr

.hdr .hdr
evalglare

.hdr

pf2hdr script

- batch script to run 
pftopic2

resizing

- resized to 800x800 
pixels using pfilt

Figure 7.10: Calibration workflow of HDR images from both experiments.

7.1.5 HDR image processing

After merging and calibrating the HDR images, evalglare was run on each image with

the settings “-b 3000 -r 0.3 -C 0 -d” as shown in Figure 7.10. The evalglare settings

mean that the luminance threshold to detect a glare source is set at 3000 cd/m2 and

search radius is set at 0.3 radians, and low-light correction is disabled, with a detailed

output of the properties of detected glare sources. We chose a threshold of 3000

cd/m2 to ensure proper detection of all glare sources after inspecting the check files.

Stray glare sources (light leaks from some parts of the facade) with less than 1000

pixels (3) were re-integrated into the background luminance and the new background

luminance (Lb,new ) is calculated according to Equation 7.1 to 7.3.

3This threshold was chosen specifically for these two experiments and should be revised for other
applications, such as for direct sun disks in the field of view, for example.
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Table 7.2: Root mean square error (RMSE) and mean bias error (MBE), normalized by the
mean measured Ev , of the Ev derived from the HDR images and the measured Ev using the
LMT Pocketlux 2 illuminance meter.

Experiment Ev RMSE Ev MBE

1 13.25% 11.19%
2A 5.18% -4.32%
2B 6.79% -5.98%

Lb,new = Lb, old ·ωb,ol d +∑n
i=1 Lb, stray ·ωb, stray

ωb, new
(7.1)

where

ωb,ol d = 2π−
n∑

i=1
ωsour ces −

n∑
i=1

ωstr ay (7.2)

and

ωb,new = 2π−
n∑

i=1
ωsour ces (7.3)

Following the newly calculated background luminance, the individual glare models

were calculated per image and then consolidated into a single .csv file. The python

scripts can be found in Appendix A.3. To check the validity of the HDR images,

the Ev derived from the HDR images was checked against the measured Ev using

the illuminance meter. Figure 7.11 shows the scatterplot between these two values,

and Table 7.2 shows the RMSE and MBE errors. There is a slightly higher error in

experiment 1 where the LMK camera was used. However, the error may be explained

by the position of the illuminance meter which was handheld below the lens of the

camera, leading to lower vertical illuminances measured by the illuminance meter

compared to those derived from the HDR images.

7.1.6 Data Filtering

HDR image gatekeeping criteria

To ensure that only data points with stable weather conditions are included in the final

dataset, data points were excluded from the datasets based on gatekeeping conditions

as follows. For experiment 1, the vertical illuminance derived from the HDR images
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Figure 7.11: Scatterplot of vertical illuminance derived from calibrated HDR images against
measured vertical illuminance using the LMT Pocketlux 2 illuminance meter.

recorded every 15 seconds was used as a proxy to the indoor luminous conditions

during the timeframe of the typing task and answering the questionnaire. Datapoints

that exceeded a relative range, (Ev,max−Ev,mi n)/(Ev,mean), of 25 % were excluded from

the final dataset, as shown on Figure 7.12. For experiment 2, the global horizontal

irradiation (GHI) recorded every 1 second from a nearby weather station was used

instead, and the deviation threshold was also kept at 25%, as shown in Figure 7.13 with

reference to the previous gatekeeping conditions used by other researchers (Pierson,

2019). The number of data points before and after gatekeeping are shown in Table 7.3,

resulting in a final dataset of 343 data points from 94 unique participants.
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Figure 7.12: Scaled density estimate plot showing the deviation threshold of 25% of Ev

recorded every 15 seconds.

7.1.7 Analysis Methods

The key statistical methods used in this thesis were chosen based on their ability to

determine the predictive power of discomfort glare models. This led to the following

three: Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis, Precision-Recall Curve (PRC)

analysis, and Spearman’s rank correlation. The first two analyses indicate the level of

prediction performance of the glare models for binary glare responses, while the latter

analysis indicates the correlation of the glare models with ordinal glare responses

(more than two outcomes). Based on the findings of Chapter 4, we used collected

glare responses from the OsterhausBailey-4point and used it for the ordinal glare

responses, and for the binary glare responses we categorized the OsterhausBailey-

4point responses into binary bins based on the "Disturbing" response item – positive

if the glare response is "Disturbing" and above, and negative if it is "Noticeable" and

below.
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Figure 7.13: Scaled density estimate plot showing the deviation threshold of 25% of the global
horizontal irradiation (GHI) recorded every second from a nearby weather station.

Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) analysis

ROC analysis is used in various fields, starting from its first usage in warfare when

assessing the prediction accuracy of radar receiver operators (Egan and Egan, 1975),

to psychophysics, medical research, epidemiology, and machine learning applications

for performance diagnostics (Spackman, 1989). It is a statistical method that is used

to assess the diagnostic ability of a binary classifier system. ROC analysis was recently

used to evaluate diagnostic accuracy for daylight glare models (Rodriguez et al., 2017)

and it was also employed extensively in a comprehensive cross-validation paper on

daylight glare models (Wienold et al., 2019).

A ROC curve is plotted by computing the true positive rates (TPR) and true negative

rates (TNR) as the discrimination threshold is varied. The true positive rate, also

known as sensitivity, is the ratio of the number of true positive (TP) cases to the total

number of positive predictions by the model at a certain discrimination threshold

(as illustrated in Figure 7.14); if the glare model output is greater than the particular

discrimination threshold, glare is predicted. Likewise, the true negative rate, also
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Table 7.3: Filtering data points for experiments 1 and 2 to ensure stable sky and weather
conditions.

Experiment 1 (Demona-East) Datapoints Unique Participants

Before filtering 252 63
After filtering
(Ev [per 15 sec] deviation <25%)

204 57

Experiment 2 (IDEAS room) Datapoints Unique Participants

Before filtering 176 44
After filtering
(GHI [per 1 sec] deviation <25%)

139 37

Final dataset 343 94

known as specificity, is the ratio of the number of true negative (TN) cases to the

total number of negative predictions. In an ideal scenario where the model predicts

glare perfectly, TPR and TNR would be both maximized with a value of 1. The ROC

curve is obtained by computing the TPR and TNR while varying the discrimination

thresholds possible for each glare model. The area under the curve (AUC) summarizes

the ROC curve and is commonly used to compare the overall prediction accuracy

of the model in question (Swets and Pickett, 1982). Absolute AUC values can be

used to compare diagnostic accuracies to some extent, and a value of 0.7 and above is

considered an acceptable accuracy, while a value of 0.8 and above is excellent (Hosmer

and Lemeshow, 2000). In this thesis, a package named pROC in R was used to perform

the ROC analysis to investigate the full range of discrimination thresholds possible in

intervals of up to 0.001 (Robin et al., 2011). It is crucial not to compare ROC curves

across different datasets, as the distribution of responses changes, thus biasing the

comparison.

While comparing AUCs by their absolute values can be one method to differentiate

the prediction performance of two ROC curves resulting from two prediction models,

the correlational nature of the ROC curves should also be accounted for. Delong’s test

(DeLong et al., 1988) between two ROC curves is a non-parametric statistical approach

based on the Mann-Whitney U-statistic to analyze the area under correlated ROC

curves arising from two ROC analyses on the same dataset. The test shows whether
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Figure 7.14: Graphical explanation of the confusion matrix and the calculation of True Positive
Rate (TPR), True Negative Rate (TNR), and Positive Predicted Value (PPV). The circle represents
the actual positives, while the area outside the circle represents the actual negatives. The
predicted positives are represented by the rectangle to the left of the slider which represents
the threshold.

the difference between two correlated ROC curves is statistically significant based on

the resulting p-value.

One limitation of ROC curve analysis is that it may not be reliable in evaluating strongly

imbalanced datasets because it is not sensitive to the ratio of positives and negatives

and therefore may lead to misleading results (Saito and Rehmsmeier, 2015). In these

cases, PRC analysis is more suitable as it considers the Predicted Positive Value (PPV)

instead of the True Negative Rate (TNR), which takes into account the number of

actual positives. Imbalanced datasets here mean that the actual negatives significantly

outweigh the actual positives, and the example that Saito and Rehmsmeier (2015)

gave had a ratio of 1:10 between actual positive to actual negative outcomes. We do

not know if there is a strict threshold for a dataset to qualify as imbalanced, however,

Krawczyk (2016) stated that most research on imbalanced datasets focuses on ratios

ranging from 1:4 to 1:100, while severely imbalanced datasets dealing with extreme

events could have imbalanced ratios ranging from 1:1000 to 1:5000.
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Precision Recall Curve (PRC) analysis

PRC analysis is similar to ROC analysis, but instead calculates Precision/Predicted

Positive Value (PPV) and Recall/True Positive Rate (TPR) while varying the discrimi-

nation threshold. The AUCs of the PRC analysis (PRC-AUC) also provide a basis for

comparing classifiers, in this case, discomfort glare models. PRC analysis was found to

be more sensitive to the performance evaluation of classifiers in imbalanced datasets,

where the number of actual negatives significantly outweighs the number of actual

positives (Saito and Rehmsmeier, 2015). In this thesis, an R package named PRROC is

used to run PRC analysis (Grau et al., 2015).

Spearman’s rank correlation

Spearman’s rank correlation is a non-parametric statistical test that measures the

strength of a monotonic relationship between paired variables. Unlike Pearson’s

correlation, Spearman’s rank correlation can be applied to data that may not have a

normal distribution. The data can be ordinal but is not required to be of equidistant

ordinal nature (Siegel, 1957). Since the glare responses are of categorical, ordinal

nature, we analyzed Spearman’s rank correlation between the raw responses on the

four-point scale and the predicted values from the glare models in question. This

can tell us how well the glare models generally describe the users’ glare responses

on the four-point scale without categorizing the responses into binary bins. Like

the ROC-AUCs, the results of Spearman’s rank correlation should only be compared

within each group. They cannot be used across groups because one group might have

a wider range of data than the other, which can bias the correlational strength which

is represented by Spearman’s rank correlation ρ.

7.2 Demographical and baseline information

Potential participants were sent a broadcasted invitation email including a pre-selection

form and a Doodle form to indicate as many times as possible that they could be

available. Participants were recruited if they fulfilled the pre-requisites of at least

C1 English as defined by the CEFR (Common European Framework of References

for Languages) and were within the age range of 18 to 30 years old, with generally
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healthy conditions with normal eye health (correction eyewear was allowed). Their

participation was confirmed via email and participants were requested to wear a face

mask due to the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic at the time of the experiments.

7.2.1 Demographical information

Once recruited, demographical questions were asked to the participants before the

session (baseline questionnaire) regarding their age, height, gender, eye color, cor-

rective eyewear, handedness, native language, country of origin, how long they have

been living in Switzerland, and country in which they lived most for the last five years.

The age of the participants ranged from 18 to 29 years old, with a median age of 23

years old. The height of the participants ranged from 153 to 195 centimeters with a

median height of 175 centimeters. Figures showing the distribution of age and height

can be found in Appendix B.6. Figure 7.15 shows the pie charts of the demographi-

cal data of the participants. There were more males (64%) than females (36%). The

majority of the participants were right-handed and had brown eyes. During the ex-

periment, most of the participants wore corrective eyewear, with 71% wearing glasses

and 17% wearing contact lenses. The majority of participants have French as their

native language, followed by English, Arabic, Mandarin Chinese, and Italian. French

nationalities account for 23% of the dataset, followed by Swiss nationalities which

made up 11% of the dataset. However, the majority of participants lived mostly in

Switzerland for the past five years.

7.2.2 Baseline information of participants

The participants completed the baseline questionnaire in a default setting where the

blinds or curtains are closed, with electric light turned on, as shown in Figure 7.17.

Other than demographical information, baseline questions included self-assessed

sensitivity to indoor environmental qualities (IEQ), current IEQ evaluations, and open-

ended questions. Figure 7.15 provides the distribution of the collected responses to

how sensitive the participants report themselves to be towards bright light, noise,

odor, heat, cold, humid air, dry air, and draft. On the 4-point Likert scale, participants
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Figure 7.15: Pie charts showing the demographical data of participants: a) gender, b) eye color,
c) handedness, and d) corrective eyewear (n=94).

reported being more sensitive to heat, bright light, noise, and odor, as compared to

cold, humid air, dry air, and draft.
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Figure 7.16: Self-assessed sensitivity rating towards common indoor environmental qualities
(n=94).
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Figure 7.17: Photograph of the default setting with external blinds are closed in DEMONA.

Self-assessed sensitivity to bright light was asked in two other questionnaire items in

the baseline questionnaire – on a binary Yes-No response scale and also on a response

scale of 0 to 10. 52% of participants reported themselves to be sensitive toward bright

light on the 4-point Likert scale (Figure 7.16). Similarly, 48% of participants reported

themselves to be sensitive to bright light on a binary response scale and 55% of

participants marked 6 and above on the response scale from 0 to 10. Detailed figures

can be found in Appendix B.6.

Participants rated the baseline IEQs of the default scene (electric lights on, blinds

closed) before the sampling scenes. The purpose of including these IEQs ratings is

such that we check for any confounding factors influencing the participants’ rating

of discomfort due to glare. Overall, 91% of participants reported that the indoor

environment was comfortable (see Appendix B.6). Some common reasons reported in

the open-ended question by the nine participants who reported being uncomfortable

or very uncomfortable in the baseline questionnaire include the background noise,

ventilation, screen luminance, and a lack of natural light in the baseline scene. Figure

7.18 shows the participants’ satisfaction with the thermal condition, air quality, and

acoustics in the baseline scene. The general satisfaction with the three IEQs was
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generally high (greater than 50%). There is a slightly higher dissatisfaction with the

acoustics of the room than the thermal condition and air quality. As shown in Figure

15, 51% of participants rated the thermal perception on a 7-point scale (Cold to Hot) to

be “just right”, followed by 35% of participants reporting “slightly warm" (see Appendix

B.6).

14% 23% 46% 15%

35% 46% 15%

24% 57% 16%

0 20 40 60 80

acoustic_satisfaction

airquality_satisfaction

thermal_satisfaction

IEQ Satisfaction (Baseline)

Responses

−1 (Dissatisfied)
−2 (Very Dissatisfied)
0 (Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied)
1 (Satisfied)
2 (Very satisfied)

Figure 7.18: Satisfaction with the thermal condition, air quality, and acoustics reported in the
baseline scene (n=94).

7.3 Descriptive statistics of discomfort glare responses

Each of the participants evaluated four scenes in each experiment (different partic-

ipants were recruited for each experiment), resulting in eight evaluated scenes in

total. An example of each of the eight scenes resulting from these two experimental

setups is shown in Figure 7.19. Six questionnaire items concerning the degree of glare

experienced were administered within a sampling questionnaire after a typing task to

allow adaptation of the eye to the scene. A large proportion (44.1% of participants)

described the discomfort glare as "disturbing" in the scene Halfsquare_I versus a

very minor one (2.8% in Halfsquare_P). We only looked at the OsterhausBailey-4point

results because they are currently widely used in daylight glare studies, and we discov-

ered in Chapter 4 that ordinal questionnaire items are substantially interrelated. A

comparison of the output of the other five questionnaire items asked can be found in

Appendix B.7.
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Figure 7.19: Example HDR images from the two user studies, varying size, and luminance of
the glare source in experiment 1 and varying size and position of the glare source in experiment
2.
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7.4 Evaluation of measured glare models based on discomfort glare responses

Scenes ranked by discomfort glare responses for both experiments

We analyzed the distribution of users’ glare responses of the eight evaluated scenes,

ranked from most to least discomfort glare, as shown in Figure 7.20. Halfsquare_I,

with the glare source directly in front of the participant, has the highest percentage

of participants reporting discomfort from glare. Halfsquare_P, the scene with the

lowest percentage of participants reporting discomfort glare, had the glare source

in the participant’s peripheral field of view. The primary distinction between these

two scenes is the location of the glare source, which changes the position index of

the glare source from around 1 to 3. Following Halfsquare_P, 2-panel_high and 2-

panel_low ranked second and third for least discomfort glare. Both scenes have a

lower percentage of discomfort glare reported, likely due to the larger size of the glare

source which also meant that the adaptation level of the eye is higher. Halfsquare_2,

Halfrect_C, 1-panel_high, and 1-panel_low have similar rankings.

Surprisingly, Halfsquare_2 has half the percentage of discomfort glare reported than

Halfsquare_I, even though it has one more glare source of similar luminance compared

to Halfsquare_I. We hypothesize that this is because the second glare source in the

periphery contributes more to the adaptation level instead of acting like a secondary

glare source which increases the overall degree of glare perceived. If this is the reason,

the current method of addition should be revised. We will discuss this further with

additional analyses in the upcoming Section 7.6 regarding this topic.

7.4 Evaluation of measured glare models based on dis-

comfort glare responses

7.4.1 Distributions of contrast and saturation effects in user studies

Through collecting new user evaluations in Experiments 1 and 2 targeting low satu-

ration and mid to high contrast scenarios, we managed to cover the under-studied

range of luminous conditions we uncovered in Chapter 5 by simulating a hypothetical

open-plan office model and comparing the Cross-validation dataset. Moreover, the

new user studies also help to extend the dataset used for developing DGP, Eccobuild,
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Figure 7.20: Percentage of discomfort glare responses in each scene ordered by descending
number of "disturbing" and above responses from the OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire
item.

which also lacks this range of data, to ultimately aid in extending discomfort glare

prediction to this range. As shown in Figure 7.21, experiment 1 and 2 extends both the

Cross-validation and Eccobuild datasets to a luminous range with Ev ranging from 78

lux to 2180 lux with a median Ev of 484 lux, while Log_gc values ranged from 0.27 to

1.35 with a median of 0.70. We name the combined dataset of experiments 1 and 2 as

Low-light.

To zoom into the luminous range of the eight scenes, we plot the 343 measured data

points colored by the scene in Figure 7.22. In general, data points from experiment 2

have a higher contrast effect than data points from experiment 1: while the former has

a mean Log_gc of 1.04, the latter has a mean log_gc of 0.54. The distribution of Log_gc

and Ev values for the individual eight experiment scenes are shown as violin and box

plots in Figure 7.23a and Figure 7.23b respectively. From these plots, we observe that

Halfsquare_I from experiment 2 had the highest median Log_gc values, while the

2-panel scenes in experiment 1 had the lowest Log_gc median values. 2-panel_high in

experiment 1 had the highest median Ev while Halfsquare_P had the lowest median

Ev .
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7.4 Evaluation of measured glare models based on discomfort glare responses

Figure 7.21: Scatter plots and contoured density plots of experiment 1, 2, Eccobuild and
Cross-validation dataset on the logarithmically scaled axes of Log_gc vs. Ev . Green lines
represent the DGP thresholds for noticeable, disturbing, and intolerable glare (0.34, 0.38
and 0.4, respectively). A or B refers to the two seating positions of the participants during
Experiment 2 as shown in Figure 7.7.

7.4.2 Descriptive trends of discomfort glare models

In this section, the trends of discomfort glare models derived from the measured HDR

images are descriptively compared with the participants’ responses using superim-

posed trend lines over user responses from the OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire

item. To visualize the closeness of the trend at the same scale, each trend line of

the median model values is linearly scaled by a factor before being superimposed

onto the glare user responses, scaling the model trend lines to force-fit the highest

and the lowest-rated scenes. This factor is defined by the fraction of the range of

the percentage of disturbing glare reported in the eight scenes, and the range of the

median values of the individual models for each scene. The full violin plots can be

found in Appendix C.3. We visually observed the closeness of the super-imposed
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Figure 7.22: Scatterplot showing the relationship of Log_gc and Ev values colored by scene
and shaped by experiment, shown in logarithmic scale for the x-axis. The contoured density
plot for each scene is also shown. A or B refers to the two seating positions of the participants
during Experiment 2 as shown in Figure 7.7.
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Figure 7.23: Violin and overlayed box plots showing the distribution of Log_gc and Ev values
in the eight scenes in experiments 1 and 2. Violin plots show the smoothed probability density
of the data, while box plots depict summary statistics. The red trend lines show the trend
between the median values.

trendlines to the glare responses and proposed some preliminary explanations for the

observations.
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7.4 Evaluation of measured glare models based on discomfort glare responses

Hybrid models

Hybrid glare models are models that account for both the saturation and contrast

effects of glare. We superimposed the median trend lines of DGP and UGRexp af-

ter linearly scaling it to fit the highest and lowest percentages of disturbing glare

responses. As shown in Figure 7.24, compared to the trend of user responses, DGP

predicts a general downward trend peaking at Halfsquare_I in line with the user re-

sponses, while UGRexp mostly overpredicted the trend of user responses peaking

at 2-panel_high. However, DGP underpredicts the 1-panel scenes in experiment 1,

especially 1-panel_low. This shows that the contrast effect causing discomfort glare

in these scenarios may be under-represented in the DGP equation while giving more

weight to the saturation term, Ev . Also, there is a spike of DGP median values at

Halfsquare_2, where it appears to over-predict glare responses in that scene, where

we had hypothesized that the second glare source at the periphery contributes more

to the adaptation level than contributing as a glare source.
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Figure 7.24: Median trend lines of DGP and UGRexp , normalized from 0 to 1 then linearly
scaled to fit the scenes with the highest and lowest percentages of discomfort glare reported
by the participants (Halfsquare_I and Halfsquare_P), and superimposed on the distribution of
discomfort glare responses across the eight scenes from the OsterhausBailey-4point question-
naire item.

UGRexp predicts a higher value in 2-panel scenes than in the 1-panel scenes in ex-

periment 1, although the lesser participants reported discomfort glare in the 2-panel

scenes. Halfsquare_I was also not well differentiated from the other scenes based on

UGRexp . This could be due to the saturation term being given more weight in UGRexp ,

reflecting the peak in Ev at 2-panel_high as shown in Figure 7.23b. A second reason
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may also be that the luminance of the glare source is excluded from the adaptation

level calculation because Lb is used to represent the adaptation level in the contrast

term. Hence, the increased adaptation level in 2-panel_high and 2-panel_low is not

accounted for, as the luminance of the glare source itself increases the adaptation

level in these two scenes. Overall, this can raise the calculated contrast effect in the

UGRexp equation, slightly overpredicting glare responses in these situations due to

the under-represented adaptation level of the eye.

Contrast-driven models

Contrast-driven models are models that account for only the contrast effect of glare.

We superimposed the median trend lines of CGI, DGI, DG Imod , UGP, and UGRexp

after linearly scaling it to fit the highest and lowest percentages of disturbing glare

responses as shown in Figure 7.25. CGI predicted the trend of glare responses rela-

tively well, where Halfsquare_I has the highest median CGI, and Halfsquare_P with

the lowest median CGI. However, 2-panel_high has a higher median CGI than 1-

panel_low, inconsistent with glare responses which show that 2-panel_high has a

lower percentage of discomfort glare than 1-panel_low. Since CGI essentially uses

Ev as its adaptation level, the luminance of the glare source is taken into account

in the adaptation level. Hence under-representation of adaptation level cannot ex-

plain the above phenomenon. The next plausible reason is the slight saturation effect

accounted for by the Edi r term included in the numerator.

The prediction trends of both DGI and DG Imod generally correspond to the glare

responses. In experiment 1, 1-panel_high and 2-panel_low. 2-panel_high and 2-

panel_low were also predicted in a similar trend as in the glare responses in descending

order. This may be due to the adaptation level being represented by a sum of the

Lb and a weighted luminance of the glare source. However, Halfsquare_2 is over-

predicted by both DGI and DG Imod in experiment 2, even though it should have

a lower prediction value, based on the glare responses. Instead, the DGI values of

Halfsquare_2 are almost exceeding that of Halfsquare_I, which should have the highest

prediction value based on the glare responses. As hypothesized, this phenomenon

may be due to the method of additivity of the two glare sources in Halfsquare_2, which

currently adds up both the contrast terms of the two sources.
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Figure 7.25: Median trend lines of CGI, DGI, DG Imod , Log_gc, UGP and UGR, normalized
from 0 to 1 then linearly scaled to fit the scenes with the highest and lowest percentages of
discomfort glare reported by the participants (Halfsquare_I and Halfsquare_P), and super-
imposed on the distribution of discomfort glare responses across the eight scenes from the
OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire item.

The prediction trends of UGR and UGP, both having a similar contrast term but

formulated differently, follow a similar downward trend like the user responses but

seem to over-predict some scenes. In 2-panel_high, the median UGR/UGP is higher

than that of 1-panel_low, which is inconsistent with the glare responses. Similar to

UGRexp , the plausible explanation for the small increase in 2-panel high may be the

to insufficiency of Lb used as the adaptation level because it does not account for the

increased luminance of the glare source itself contributing to the eye’s adaptation

level.

Log_gc predicts the glare responses relatively well within the experiments but severely

underpredicts all scenes in experiment 1 in relation to experiment 2, such that the

results are clipped outside of 7.25. As the position indexes in experiment 1 are higher

than that of experiment 2, this could be due to the relative weight of the position index

to the rest of the expression, making it too sensitive to the position index. Violin plots

of Ls , ωs , P and Lb can be found in Appendix C.3.

Saturation-driven models

Saturation-driven models are models that account only for the saturation effect of

glare. We superimposed the median trend lines of Ev and Lav g after linearly scaling it
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to fit the highest and lowest percentages of disturbing glare responses as shown in Fig-

ure 7.26. The saturation-driven models both follow a similar trend but overpredict all

the other scenes relative to Halfsquare_I and Halfsquare_P. Despite having the second

lowest median Ev out of the eight scenes, Halfsquare_I had the highest percentage of

participants reporting discomfort glare. This shows that the saturation effect, ruled by

the overall luminances of the scene, is not the dominant effect of discomfort glare in

these scenes in low photopic ranges.
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Figure 7.26: Median trend line of Ev and Lav g , normalized from 0 to 1 then linearly scaled
to fit the scenes with the highest and lowest percentages of discomfort glare reported by the
participants, Halfsquare_I and Halfsquare_P, superimposed on the distribution of discomfort
glare responses across the eight scenes from the OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire item.

7.5 Relative performance of existing glare models in low

light situations

The relative strength of correlation between existing glare models and glare responses

from the OsterhausBailey-4point can be preliminarily examined using the Spearman

rank correlation ρ for non-parametric data. Existing glare models were normalized

from 0 to 1. To study the prediction performance of existing glare models based on

the binary glare responses, the Area Under Curve (AUC) from ROC analysis is used as

an estimate of how well the glare models predict user responses correctly. For this, we

use the borderline threshold of "disturbing" and above on the OsterhausBailey-4point

questionnaire item.
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7.5.1 Relative correlations between glare models and user responses

Figure 7.27 shows a barplot of Spearman’s rank correlation ρ’s between the normalized

glare models and the user responses from the OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire

item. The full table of results with p-values of the Spearman’s rank correlation test

(alternative hypothesis, h1: True ρ is not equal to 0) can be found in Appendix C.4.

Based on a default significance level of 0.05, UGRexp , Ev and Lav g do not have a

significant ρ value.

However, we are also more interested in the relative correlational strength of the glare

models with user responses. Hence, we compare the Spearman’s rank correlation ρ’s

using Pearson and Filon’s z test (which also takes into account intercorrelations be-

tween models), at a significance level of 0.05. As shown in Figure 7.27, the correlational

strength of DGI to the user responses is equivalent to that of DG Imod , UGP, UGR, CGI,

and Log_gc. Despite having a larger ρ than Log_gc, DGP had a significantly lower

correlation than DGI. This is likely due to the heavier reliance on Ev in DGP compared

to Log_gc. Ev and Lav g both have small and negative ρ’s in this dataset, which shows

that the saturation effect cannot explain the glare perceived in low adaptation levels

such as in these two user studies. Overall, this analysis shows us that contrast-driven

models significantly correlate better to users’ perceptions of discomfort glare than

saturation and hybrid models on a 4-point scale.

7.5.2 Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) analysis

Figure 7.28 shows a barplot of the ROC-AUCs between the normalized glare models

and the binary glare responses, binned by the threshold of "disturbing" and above

on the OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire item, sorted in descending order. The

full table of results can be found in Appendix C.4. Given that the AUC threshold for

acceptable accuracy is 0.7 or higher, none of the existing glare models achieved an

acceptable level of diagnostic accuracy to predict glare responses in either experiment.

However, since the dataset is too narrow in the range of glare stimuli for comparing

absolute values, we should compare the relative performances between the glare

models instead. Based on the ROC curve analysis, DGI and DG Imod demonstrated

the best diagnostic performance.
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Figure 7.27: Barplot of the spearman rank correlation rhos between glare models and subjec-
tive glare responses from OsterhausBailey-4point, sorted in descending order. Dark grey bars
indicate that ρ is not equal to zero, based on a significance level of 0.05. Asterisks indicate that
the correlational strength is significantly different, according to Pearson and Filon’s z-test at a
significance level of 0.05.

We then run Delong’s test to see whether the ROC-AUCs of the glare models are signifi-

cantly different from that of DGI, using a significance level of 0.05. As shown in Figure

7.28, similar to the results of relative correlational strengths in the previous section,

the performance of DG Imod , UGP, UGR, CGI, and Log_gc are not significantly different

from that of DGI. On the other hand, DGP and UGRexp have a significantly lower

ROC-AUC than DGI. This confirms the above finding that contrast-driven models

predict binary glare responses significantly better in low-light situations than hybrid

models like DGP and UGRexp .

7.5.3 Precision-Recall Curve (PRC) analysis

Since a Precision-Recall curve (PRC) works better for imbalanced datasets with sig-

nificantly positive outcomes than negative outcomes (Saito and Rehmsmeier, 2015),

we also conducted a PRC analysis on our collected user data. Figure 7.29 shows a

barplot of the Precision-Recall AUCs between the normalized glare models and the

binary glare responses, binned by the threshold of "disturbing" and above on the
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Figure 7.28: Barplot of the ROC-AUCs between glare models and binary glare responses
("disturbing" and above on OsterhausBailey-4point), sorted in descending order. Asterisks
indicate that the ROC-AUCs are significantly different from each other, according to Delong’s
test. The test is excluded for ROC curves with a different direction, with a negative correlation
in this case.

OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire item, sorted in descending order. The full table

of results can be found in Appendix C.4. Based on absolute PRC-AUC values, Log_gc

has the best diagnostic performance, followed by UGP and UGR. Since PRC analyses

the precision of the model, which translates to the number of true positives out of

the predicted positives, it may be said that Log_gc has the potential to be a robust

glare model in low-light situations. However, there are no known statistical tests to

compare PRC-AUC values as of yet, hence we did not conduct further analysis on the

significance of the absolute differences between PRC-AUCs.

7.6 Discussion and Limitations

The findings indicate that contrast effects are more prevalent in low-light conditions,

as contrast-driven models predict discomfort glare better than saturation-driven

models. This result corroborates the findings of Chapter 6 and continues the same

line of investigation of which type of glare models have a better prediction in dimmer

conditions. This is important for researchers and practitioners to keep in mind when
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Figure 7.29: Barplot of the Precision-Recall AUCs between glare models and binary glare
responses ("disturbing" and above on OsterhausBailey-4point), sorted in descending order.

using simplified illuminance-based models because saturation is not the dominant

effect in these scenes with low photopic ranges, which could lead to misleading results.

This would be the case for the simplified DGP (DGPs), where Ev is the only variable

(Wienold, 2009), or models like Useful Daylight Illuminance Excessive (UDIe) based on

horizontal illuminance thresholds. These models may be useful to detect saturation

glare, but not contrast glare. As these illuminance-based models are widely used

in practice as they allow to reduce simulation times significantly especially when

dealing with annual glare evaluations, this reservation is worth noting. However, with

newer and more efficient methods of luminance map simulations, contrast-based

models should be within reach even for annual and spatial simulations at faster and

more acceptable speeds (Quek, Wienold, Khanie, et al., 2021; Wasilewski et al., 2022;

Wasilewski et al., 2021).

Researchers should also consider the additivity of glare sources, as it has been dis-

covered that the addition of contrast effects does not always reflect discomfort glare

responses. Surprisingly, Halfsquare_2 has a higher percentage of discomfort glare

reported than Halfsquare_I, as it has one more glare source of similar luminance com-
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pared to Halfsquare_I. The summation of the contrast term per glare source results in

over-prediction of Halfsquare_2 due to the addition of contrast effects of both central

and peripheral glare sources. To start investigating the impact of the summation of

contrast effects, we kept only the largest glare source (with the largest value of Ls*ωs)

and the reduction in the median value of predicted glare models as shown in Figure

7.30. Since the reduction in glare model values does not fully bring down the median

values directly to fit the glare responses, this may mean that other factors may play a

role in over-predicting glare responses in such a scene. Nonetheless, more research is

needed to address glare source additivity, such as how and when glare sources should

be summed as a disturbing source or treated as a contribution to the adaptation level.
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Figure 7.30: Trend of median values of glare models super-imposed on the distribution of
glare responses from OsterhausBailey-4point. Solid lines represent results using the current
summation method of all detected glare sources. Dotted lines represent the results when only
the largest glare source (with the largest value of Ls*ωs) is kept and other glare sources are
re-integrated into background luminance.

While contrast models typically contain a singular term describing the contrast effect

through a ratio of luminance and solid angle to the adaptation level and position index

of the glare source, contrast models may also have a saturation bias. This happens

when the contrast term has a positive interaction effect with the saturation term, for

example in DGP, the contrast term Log_gc increases with the saturation term Ev due to

the exponent of the luminance of the glare source in the numerator being 0.13 greater

than that of Ev in the denominator. Researchers should consider such interaction

effects between multiple variables when formulating new glare models. It should also

be noted that while absolute glare model threshold recommendations are outside
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the scope, the accuracy of glare models based on current thresholds might be worth

looking into in future investigations. For example, all scenes were predicted to be

“imperceptible” glare given the currently recommended thresholds of DGP (DGP<0.34)

to describe glare, although the dominating glare response was “noticeable”.

The influence of other indoor environmental quality (IEQ) factors on the glare re-

sponses (OsterhausBailey-4point) was examined. Using the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum

test, the self-assessed sensitivities of bright light were found to not influence glare

responses significantly, with a p-value of 0.2438 (see Appendix C.6). Table 7.4 displays

the results of the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test, which was used to determine whether

there were any significant differences between groups of glare responses grouped by

the responses to other IEQ factors. It is not surprising that overall comfort, light satis-

faction, and light level significantly affect glare responses. However, although thermal

perception did not show a significant effect on the glare responses, the amount of

thermal satisfaction did. Although the experimental conditions were controlled using

radiative heating (in winter) and ventilation fans to maintain a reasonable range of

indoor dry-bulb temperature for thermal comfort, a range of subjective thermal satis-

faction was discovered, which was found to influence the glare responses. Additional

stacked bar plots may be found in Appendix C.5.

In addition, view satisfaction and view clearness had a significant influence on the

glare responses. The facility in which experiment 1 was held had a better view, towards

Lac Léman and some mountains, while that of experiment 2 had views towards

surrounding buildings on the campus. While the access to view was maintained

for all the experiment scenes, the use of neutral-density films attached to acrylic

pieces to cover some of the windows likely affected the subjective perception of view

satisfaction and clearness.

Another limitation of the user studies is the displacement of the HDR camera in

experiment 1, but we have compensated for it as follows. As mentioned in Section

7.1.5, ωi , the solid angle of the glare sources in experiment 1 was adjusted for the

horizontally displaced position of the LMK HDR camera from the participant’s point

of view by 0.4 meters to the left of the participant. Assuming that the average eye

level of the participants is 1.2 meters, all ωi for experiment 1 was adjusted by -2.95%

to account for the displaced position of the LMK camera (see Table C.6 in Appendix
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Table 7.4: Influence of other IEQ factors on the glare responses (OsterhausBailey-4point)
based on the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test. "***" means a significant difference in glare
responses between treatment groups in IEQ factor, based on Bonferroni corrected p-value for
8 comparisons: 0.05/8 = 0.00625.

IEQ Factors chi-squared df p-value Significance

Overall comfort 85.987 3 <2.2e-16 ***
Thermal perception 10.504 6 0.105 -

Air quality satisfaction 0.99345 4 0.9108 -
Thermal satisfaction 20.499 4 0.000398 ***
Acoustic satisfaction 5.0723 4 0.28 -

Light satisfaction 139.68 4 <2.2e-16 ***
Light level 78.996 6 5.76e-15 ***

View satisfaction 29.106 4 0.000007438 ***
View clearness 26.089 10 0.003622 ***

C.7) before the analysis. Also due to the displacement of the LMK camera from the

participant’s point of view, the position index was adjusted by -5.42% assuming the

typical eye level of the participants is 1.2m (see Table C.7 in Appendix C.7).

Although the position of the glare source was intended to be kept as a constant

variable in experiment 1, there was still a variation of Pi . For example, the Pi in the

1-panel_high scene had a standard deviation of 0.39. To test this, a simulation varying

the y-position of the eye level from 1 to 1.4 meters was carried out, and the standard

deviation in Pi was found to be 0.46 (see Appendix C.7). As a result, because the height

of the LMK HDR camera was adjusted to that of the participant’s eye level, variation

in the position index of the glare source can be explained by the adjustment of the

camera height according to the participant’s height.

7.7 Summary

In this chapter, we produced new data from two targeted user studies conducted in

contrast-dominant dim daylit conditions. The first experiment varied the luminance

and size of the glare source, while the second varied the position and size. After

processing and filtering out unstable weather conditions, this Low-light dataset con-

sists of 343 data points from 94 participants. The descriptive results of the collected

user responses were presented, beginning with demographic and baseline question-
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Chapter 7. Contrast dominant discomfort glare in dim daylit scenarios

naire results and progressing to a trend analysis of glare responses and a preliminary

performance evaluation of existing glare prediction models for both studies.

From the user evaluations we conducted in the low saturation, mid to high contrast

scenes, we found that median values of contrast-driven models describe the trend

of user responses better than saturation-driven models through descriptive analysis.

Based on comparing the Spearman’s rank correlation ρ’s of the models with four-point

glare responses, we also found them to correlate with glare responses significantly

better than saturation and hybrid models by comparing ρ’s using the Pearson and

Filon’s z test. Comparing the diagnostic performance of the models to predict binary

glare responses using ROC and PRC analysis, we found that contrast-driven models

significantly outperform hybrid models by comparing ROC-AUCs using Delong’s test.

The results of this chapter show that contrast-driven models significantly outperform

saturation-driven ones in dim daylit conditions, confirming the indications from

Chapter 6. Additionally, we also found that contrast-driven models significantly

outperformed hybrid models in this range. As mentioned before, the wider implication

of this finding is that over-simplified glare models, which are usually saturation-driven,

are not suitable for predicting dim conditions with contrast glare effects.

Our findings also suggest that hybrid models that have not accounted for these scenar-

ios in the development dataset, such as DGP, do not perform as well as contrast-driven

models in these scenarios. For example, DGP was found to underpredict 1-panel

scenes in Experiment 1. In addition, the collinearity effects between the two effect

terms in hybrid models should be minimized to account for each glare effect more

effectively. Although not within the research scope of this thesis, results highlight that

the additivity of contrast terms in glare sources may over-predict discomfort glare

using the current summation method as seen in Halfsquare_2.

Based on the findings so far in this thesis, we know that in dimmer conditions, the

contrast term has the potential to better account for contrast effects, whereas the

saturation term can be used in brighter conditions when excess light is the main glare

effect rather than contrast. In other words, the two terms in a hybrid model should

theoretically provide flexibility for these effects between low and high adaptation

levels, where each effect can take priority. In the next chapter, we will build an

extended development dataset, including this Low-light dataset, to train and test new
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7.7 Summary

glare prediction models that attempt to prioritize predicting contrast effects in low

adaptation levels while maintaining saturation effects in higher adaptation levels.
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8 Extending a daylight glare model to
low light conditions

In the previous chapter, we produced new data from two user studies in dim daylit

conditions, (Low-light), in controlled laboratory setups, and deduced that contrast-

driven models significantly outperform saturation-driven ones and current hybrid

models like DGP and UGRexp . This demonstrates that there is room to improve the

reliability of hybrid models in dim lighting conditions while maintaining saturation-

driven predictions in bright conditions. These scenarios, for example, have not been

accounted for in the most robust hybrid model for daylight glare to date, DGP. It is

hence not unexpected to find that DGP performed less well than purely contrast-

driven models in dim daylit conditions in our user studies. Therefore, the question

we now ask is: How should glare models be reformulated to extend glare prediction

ranges to dim daylit conditions? The goal of this chapter is to propose an improved

discomfort glare prediction model for a larger range of scenarios through a re-weight

of contrast and saturation variables to accommodate for different adaptation levels.

To this end, we build an extensive development dataset by revisiting the development

dataset of DGP, Eccobuild, extending it using the Low-light dataset we produced in

Chapter 7, as well as two other datasets with high contrast scenes, yielding a large

and diverse dataset (n = 986). Using this newly compiled development dataset, we

first preliminarily explore new contrast term variations and their fit in Eccobuild and

Low-light. Following this, 20,000 multiple logistic regression (MLR) models with two
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Chapter 8. Extending a daylight glare model to low light conditions

variables were tested with 10,000 contrast terms and 2 saturation terms. We analyze

the fit of these MLR models to the training dataset, and propose two best-fit models

for further validation, P1 and P2. A preliminary performance check of the two models

was done using the Cross-validation dataset as a test dataset as well as a pseudo-test

dataset created by adding randomly sampled data from the training dataset. More

data in the dim range is required in the test dataset before a full validation study can

be conducted.

8.1 Schematic workflow

The schematic workflow of the process to propose a new discomfort glare prediction

model using multiple logistic regression (MLR) models that extend to low light con-

ditions is shown in Figure 8.1. First, to determine if a contrast term is sufficient to

be used for model training, a preliminary exploration of contrast term variations is

studied using the Low-light and Eccobuild datasets. These two datasets were chosen

because they contain two data spectrums that primarily represent low and high adap-

tation levels, respectively. New variations of Log_gc terms were then generated from

the training dataset by varying the exponents of luminance of the glare source (Ls)

and adaptation level (Ev ).

The training dataset is compiled using the development dataset of DGP, Eccobuild

(Wienold and Christoffersen, 2006), the new dataset produced in Chapter 7, Low-light,

and two additional datasets with higher contrast scenes, Colorneu (Jain et al., 2022)

and Fabrics (Karmann et al., 2022), both developed by close colleagues and based

on studies conducted in parallel in our lab, yielding a large and diverse dataset (n =

986). In Colorneu, four scenes were evaluated by the participants where the researcher,

Sneha Jain, varied the luminance and size of glare sources created using different

combinations of diffuse films and low-transmittance neutral density films. In Fabrics,

generated by Dr. Caroline Karmann, the participants evaluated four scenes with varia-

tions of fabric blinds (completely covering the whole window) with different openness

factors with direct sun in the field of view. After that, multiple logistic regression (MLR)

models were generated with the full training dataset with 10,000 contrast variations
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8.1 Schematic workflow

and two variations of the saturation term, namely Ev as well as log Ev , based on the

disturbing threshold on the OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire item.

To derive the best fit models, the MLR models, as well as existing glare models, are

then evaluated by their fit to the training dataset using Spearman’s rank correlation,

Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve, and Precision-Recall curve (PRC)

analysis. We performed both as we do not consider the datasets to be imbalanced,

having a ratio of actual positives to negatives above 1:4 (Krawczyk, 2016). Two best-fit

models, P1 and P2, are shortlisted from each group of MLR models using Ev and

log Ev as their saturation terms respectively. Finally, a preliminary performance check

of shortlisted MLR models and existing glare models are done on the previous Cross-

validation dataset (Wienold et al., 2019). Since this dataset does not contain the low

saturation and higher contrast scenes now included in the development dataset, we

create a pseudo-test dataset, Cross-validation+, by adding randomly sampled data

from the training dataset to the Cross-validation dataset.
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8.2 Training dataset

8.2 Training dataset

For the training dataset, data points from experiments 1 and 2, Low-light (n = 343),

were added to the development dataset used to develop DGP, Eccobuild (n= 359). As

shown in Figure 8.2, two other datasets were added to supplement the dataset with

data containing high contrast, high saturation scenes that were previously sparse in

Eccobuild. These two datasets are from user studies conducted with low transmission

color-neutral window films, Colorneu (n = 185) and fabric roller blinds that covered the

whole window, Fabrics (n = 99). This yields a diverse dataset (n = 986) of daylit scenes

evaluated in low light with diffuse panels causing glare, as well as scenes evaluated

in bright light with white Venetian blinds, specular reflective blinds, foil shading, low

transmission color neutral filters, and fabric roller blinds.

For each dataset, the detailed output from evalglare was collated, which quantifies

every glare source separately. The glare source detection threshold was varied for each

dataset to ensure that the main glare source was detected and treated as a glare source

in the calculation of the glare models. For the Eccobuild dataset, the glare source

detection threshold was set to five times the luminance of the task area, while the

Colorneu and Fabrics dataset used the default threshold in evalglare (2000 cd/m2).

For Low-light, we employ a 3000 cd/m2 threshold, as the lower limit of the luminance

of the diffuse panels was approximately 4000 cd/m2. Stray glare sources were also

re-integrated into the background luminance with thresholds customized for the types

of glare sources present in each dataset, as described in Chapter 3. Again, different

thresholds were used for each dataset to make sure that the main glare sources were

correctly detected. This process was visually checked on the hdr images by displaying

the detected glare sources using the -c option in evalglare. For the Eccobuild dataset,

stray glare sources below a total of 10 pixels were re-integrated into the background

luminance, while a threshold of 1000 pixels was used for detecting stray glare sources

for Low-light. For Colorneu and Fabrics, a luminance threshold was used instead;

glare sources were considered stray if they have a luminance of less than 10000 cd/m2.

This results in a cleaner dataset containing only the main sources of discomfort glare,

from which the glare models can be calculated (n = 986).
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Chapter 8. Extending a daylight glare model to low light conditions

Figure 8.2: Contoured density plot and scatter plot of the training dataset (Low-light, Eccobuild,
Colorneu and Fabrics) on the axes of Ev (scaled logarithmically) vs. Log_gc. The scatter plot
of the simulated data points representing glare effects in an open-plan office in Chapter 5 is
plotted in the background for reference.

By simulating glare effects that occur in a typical deep-plan office from Chapter

5, we were able to identify the missing range of stimuli in past laboratory studies.

The Low-light dataset was collected through user studies in Chapter 7 that were

designed to focus on this missing range, and we managed to successfully collect

sufficient data points in that range. By adding Colorneu and Fabrics, we managed to

cover the higher contrast and saturation ranges of glare effects found in offices when

electrochromic glazing or fabric blinds are utilized. The diversity of Ev and contrast in

the four datasets that comprise the training dataset is depicted in Figure 8.2. While the

Eccobuild dataset contains data points in the higher ranges of Log_gc (approximately

> 1.5), the dataset is most concentrated around Log_gc < 1.5 and Ev approximately

between 1000 to 10000. The Low-light extends the Eccobuild dataset to the lower Ev

ranges (approximately from 300 to 2000 lux) and with a higher Log_gc range from

approximately 0.25 to 1.4, which corresponds to typical conditions simulated in typical

deep open plan offices without electric lighting. The Colorneu and Fabrics datasets

add both high contrast and high Ev scenes which occur with electrochromic glazing

or typical fabric roller blinds with opening factors of 1-5 to the training set, extending
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8.3 Preliminary exploration of contrast term variations

the sparser data points from Eccobuild to these ranges. The example HDR images

from all five datasets are shown in Figure 8.3, demonstrating the range of luminous

distributions with various sun shading devices available in the compiled training

dataset.

8.3 Preliminary exploration of contrast term variations

To extend the glare prediction of the range of DGP, we first investigated options

for the contrast term in its equation, Log_gc, as it is a reasonable starting point to

generate contrast term variations given the use of Ev as the adaptation level and also

its comparable performance with other contrast models in the Low-light scenarios

as we found in Chapter 7. Hence, we generated an array of new contrast terms by

varying the exponents of Ls and Ev in the Log_gc expression. To generate the contrast

term variations, exponents i and k in Equation 8.1 were varied starting from 1 and

ending at 3 with a step of 0.02, generating 10,000 variations while exponents j and l

are kept constant at 1 and 2 respectively. The exponent of solid angle (ω), j, was kept

constant to ensure mathematical consistency when adding the glare sources (Einhorn,

1979), and the exponent of the position index, l, is also retained because it was not

extensively studied in the training dataset.

Log _g cvar = log

(
1+

n∑
i=0

Li
sω

j

Ev
k P l

)
(8.1)

For this exploration of contrast term variations, we used a part of the training dataset

containing only Low-light and Eccobuild data points, to focus on the extension to low-

light lighting conditions from the original developmental dataset of DGP. A preliminary

test of fit for the generated contrast terms from Low-light and Eccobuild was evaluated

by three models as indicators of fit: the Spearman’s rank correlation ρ between each

generated contrast term and the OsterhausBailey-4point responses, the ROC-AUC and

PRC-AUC between each contrast term and the binary glare responses (binned positive

if ≥ Disturbing on OsterhausBailey-4point). All contrast terms were normalized from

0 to 1 before the analysis. From Figure 8.4, it can be seen that for the same contrast

terms generated for each dataset, the ρ and ROC-AUC values mostly have a positive
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Figure 8.3: Sample HDR images from each dataset in a falsecolor scale from 0 to 15000 cd/m2.
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correlation in Low-light, but have split behaviors in Eccobuild with both positive and

negative correlations. The ρ turned negative for a group of contrast terms in Eccobuild,

which means that these contrast terms had an inverse relationship with the discomfort

glare reported. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 8.5, PRC-AUC values have a

positive correlation with the ρ and do not show a split behavior.
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Figure 8.4: Scatter plot of Spearman’s rank correlation ρ and ROC-AUC, colored by PRC-AUC.
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Figure 8.5: Scatter plot of Spearman’s rank correlation ρ and PRC-AUC, colored by ROC-AUC.

To investigate why ρ becomes negative in the Eccobuild dataset, Figure 8.6 depicts

the relationship between exponent I and j with the resulting ρ. Specifically shown in

Figure 8.6b, ρ becomes negative in the Eccobuild dataset when exponent i is less than

2 and when exponent k is greater than 1.5. However, ρ stays positive in the Low-light

dataset, as seen in Figure 8.6a and C.23a. This is likely due to the higher Ev values

present in the Eccobuild dataset compared to Low-light - when exponent k of Ev in

the variations (Log _g cvar ) is raised to a higher value than exponent i of Ls , the overall
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contrast term decreases as Ev increases, leading to a negative correlation represented

by ρ.
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Figure 8.6: Scatter plot of Spearman’s rank correlation ρ and exponent i (of Ls), colored by
exponent k (of Ev ).
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Figure 8.7: Scatter plot of ROC-AUC and exponent i (of Ls), colored by exponent k (of Ev ).

Exploring best fit contrast terms in Low-light and Eccobuild

The best-fit contrast terms based on the top ρ, PRC-AUC, and ROC-AUC for each

dataset are displayed in Table 8.1. In the Low-light dataset, when the best fit is deter-

mined by ρ, the top Log _g cvar (lg_1.08_1_1.0_2) has exponents i and k are both close

to 1. The similar exponents i and k form a contrast term that is independent of satura-

tion. As shown in Figure 8.6a, the contrast terms with the highest ρ with the subjective

glare responses (OsterhausBailey-4point) is when exponents i and k are both around

1. When the best fit is determined by ROC-AUC, a similar result is found where the
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Figure 8.8: Scatter plot of PRC-AUC and exponent i (of Ls), colored by exponent k (of Ev ).

top contrast term variation has exponents close to 1 and are balanced against each

other, except that exponent k is raised slightly to 1.2 (lg_1.04_1_1.2_2). When the best

fit is determined by PRC-AUC, the top contrast variation is lg_1.42_1_1.44_2, where

exponents i and k are both raised to a higher value, but still have an approximate 1:1

ratio, thus maintaining independence from the saturation effect.

Table 8.1: Best fit contrast terms in each dataset based on three indicators of fit; ρ, ROC-AUC,
and PRC-AUC. The contrast terms are written in the format of "lg_i_j_k_l" where i, j, k, and l
are the corresponding exponents in Equation 8.1.

Indicator of fit Low-light Eccobuild Low-light + Eccobuild

ρ lg_1.08_1_1.0_2 lg_1.66_1_1.0_2 lg_1.66_1_1.0_2
ROC-AUC lg_1.04_1_1.2_2 lg_1.0_1_2.98_2 lg_1.0_1_2.98_2
PRC-AUC lg_1.42_1_1.44_2 lg_2.58_1_1.0_2 lg_2.36_1_1.32_2

In the Eccobuild dataset, the top contrast term variations determined by ρ and

PRC-AUC have a positive saturation bias, as exponent i outweighs exponent k in

lg_1.66_1_1.0_2 and lg_2.58_1_1.0_2 respectively. The saturation effect in these con-

trast term variations seems to have a better fit to the Eccobuild dataset, which consists

of a larger range of Ev . Given the fit of these top-heavy contrast terms, it could be

said that the saturation effect of glare drives the amount of discomfort glare perceived.

Some contrast term variations in the Eccobuild dataset have a negative correlation (ρ)

with the subjective glare responses (Figure 8.6b), when exponent k greatly outweighs

exponent i, resulting in bottom-heavy contrast terms that have a negative saturation

bias. Meanwhile, it can be observed that these contrast term variations fit better
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according to ROC-AUC as an indicator of fit, as shown in Figure 8.7b. However, this

shows that there is a tendency for a better fit of contrast variations with an interaction

effect with saturation, or in other words, have a saturation bias. As the Eccobuild

dataset contains brighter scenes with high adaptation levels, the saturation effect is

likely dominant and in this case, the saturation-biased contrast term variations thus

show a better fit. This highlights the need to consider both saturation and contrast

effects but as separate terms in the model.

When the two datasets are merged, the top contrast term variations according to ρ,

ROC-AUC, and PRC-AUC are lg_1.66_1_1.0_2, lg_1.0_1_2.98_2, and lg_2.36_1_1.32_2

respectively, as shown in Table 8.1. Figure 8.9 plots the three indicators of fit to the

ratio of exponents i and k for the merged dataset of Low-light and Eccobuild. A ratio

that is greater than 1 shows a positive saturation bias, and a ratio smaller than 1 shows

a negative saturation bias. ρ and PRC-AUC show similar results, where both indicators

peak for contrast terms around a ratio (i to k) of about 1. On the other hand, ROC-AUC

shows peak behavior when the ratio of i to k is less than 1 and the contrast term with

the highest ROC-AUC is lg_1.0_1_2.98_2, where Ev would outweigh Ls in the contrast

term. Additional plots can be found in Appendix C.8.
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Figure 8.9: Scatter plot of indicators of fit and ratio of exponent i to exponent k in the merged
dataset (Low-light and Eccobuild).

As a result, this preliminary examination of contrast term variations reveals two

things. First, the saturation effect of glare should be accounted for separately from the

contrast term, as we found that optimized contrast terms by themselves usually have

a positive or negative saturation bias. Furthermore, bottom-heavy contrast terms
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with a negative saturation bias may perform better on their own but have a negative

correlation with glare responses in saturation-driven scenes like the Eccobuild dataset.

Second, because saturation-biased contrast term variations can cause collinearity

within multiple logistic regression equations, we should aim for minimal collinearity

in a hybrid model while maintaining separate contrast and saturation terms. There

is potential for contrast term variations with equal exponents I and k because they

should have little to no collinearity with saturation terms and fit well in the Low-light

dataset in this section. In the following section, we will use these insights to guide the

model derivations.

8.4 Multiple logistic regression (MLR) models derivation

Following the insights formed in the previous section, a total of 20,000 MLR models

were generated to predict the binary subjective glare responses (≥ Disturbing on

OsterhausBailey-4point) with two observation variables - each of the Log _g cvar and

log Ev or Ev to account for the saturation effect of glare. The logarithmic version of

Ev was included as a variation because of Weber-Fechner’s law (Fechner, 1860), which

states that the human visual system perceives stimuli logarithmically, and Hirning

et al. (2014) also previously observed high correlations of the logarithmic vertical

illuminance to discomfort glare responses. This was done individually for each of the

four datasets (Low-light, Eccobuild, Colorneu and Fabrics), then for the full training

dataset. The fit of the top two MLR models using either log Ev or Ev as the saturation

term was then tested using the indicators of fit (ρ, PRC-AUC, and ROC-AUC) in the

merged training dataset.

8.4.1 Testing MLR Models using logarithmic vertical illuminance

In this section, we discuss the results of the 10,000 MLR models generated using the

logarithmic vertical illuminance as the saturation term, log Ev . Table 8.2 displays the

Log _g cvar and log Ev variables of the best fit MLR models generated and tested for

fit on the same dataset from which they were generated, according to three indicators

of fit, ρ, PRC-AUC, and ROC-AUC.
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Table 8.2: Best fit MLR models (Log _g cvar + log Ev ) based on three indicators of fit; ρ, ROC-
AUC and PRC-AUC. The contrast terms are written in the format of "lg_i_j_k_l" where i, j, k,
and l are the corresponding exponents in Equation \ref{eqn:loggc}.

Indicators Low-light Eccobuild Colorneu Fabrics Training

ρ lg_1.34_1_1.2_2 + logEv lg_1.78_1_1.14_2 + logEv lg_1.58_1_1.14_2 + logEv lg_1.34_1_1.04_2 + logEv lg_1.2_1_1.34_2 + logEv

PRC-AUC lg_1.72_1_1.8_2 + logEv lg_1.0_1_2.98_2 + logEv lg_1.68_1_1.06_2 + logEv lg_1.02_1_1.76_2 + logEv lg_2.06_1_2.38_2 + logEv

ROC-AUC lg_1.34_1_1.12_2 + logEv lg_1.0_1_2.22_2 + logEv lg_1.58_1_1.14_2 + logEv lg_1.2_1_1.16_2 + logEv lg_1.0_1_1.92_2 + logEv

Table 8.3: Ratio (i/k) of Log _g cvar in best fit MLR models generated from each dataset with
log Ev in the merged training dataset, rounded to the nearest two decimal places. The cells
are colored based on a color scale from 0 (red) to 2 (blue) with 1 as a neutral point (white).

Indicators Low-light Eccobuild Colorneu Fabrics Training

ρ 1.12 1.56 1.39 1.29 0.90
PRC-AUC 0.96 0.34 1.58 0.58 0.87
ROC-AUC 1.20 0.45 1.39 1.03 0.52

As we are interested in the positive or negative saturation bias that these top models

may have, Table 8.3 shows the ratios of exponents i to k in Log _g cvar term in the

corresponding best fit models from Table 8.2. From the individual datasets, based

on PRC-AUC, we can deduce that contrast terms with an i/k ratio close to 1 perform

best in Low-light situations, while bottom-heavy contrast terms perform better in

Eccobuild and Fabrics. Top-heavy contrast terms tend to perform better in Colorneu

(Table 8.3). Also, after accounting for the saturation effect with a separate term, ρ does

not become negative in Eccobuild anymore as it did in the previous section (Section

8.3) when only Log _g cvar was used. Additional plots of the indicators of fit for the

four individual datasets can be found in Appendix C.9.

Now, in the training dataset, it can be seen that both ρ and PRC-AUC indicated that

the best fit MLR model has an i/k ratio close to 1, while ROC-AUC indicated a bottom-

heavy contrast term with a ratio of 0.52. The relationship between i/k ratios of the

Log _g cvar and the three indicators of fit is depicted in Figure 8.10. It is optimistic that

ρ and PRC-AUC both peak when the i/k ratio is approximately 1 because such terms

do not increase or decrease with the luminance of the glare source and thus can be

good candidates for a contrast term with independence from saturation.

It should be noted that the key difference is that ρ measures correlational strength

between the MLR models and the full range of glare responses from "imperceptible"
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Figure 8.10: Scatter plot of indicators of fit and ratio of exponent i to exponent k for MLR
models with Log _g cvar and l og Ev in the training dataset.

to "intolerable", while ROC-AUC and PRC-AUC measure the diagnostic performance

of the models based on a fixed threshold, which is "disturbing" and above responses.

As the MLR models are generated using the latter, achieving a high ρ is also beneficial

so that the discrimination threshold for other response items from OsterhausBailey-

4point may also be extracted from the models. The relationships between ρ, and

ROC-AUC or PRC-AUC are depicted in Figure 8.11. There is a slight diversion for ρ

and ROC-AUC, where contrast term variations with ratios lower than 1 (bottom heavy)

have higher ROC-AUCs while equal ratio contrast terms have the highest ρ. There is a

greater agreement in the results between ρ and PRC-AUC, terms with ratios near to

one have both high ρ and PRC-AUC values.

8.4.2 Testing MLR Models using linear vertical illuminance

In this section, Ev , instead of l og Ev , was used alongside the variations of Log _g cvar

to generate 10,000 MLR models. Table 8.4 shows the variables of these MLR models

with the best fit in each dataset based on the three indicators of fit. Similarly to before,

the fit of the models to the training and individual datasets was investigated.

The top MLR models are largely similar to when log Ev was used according to PRC-

AUC, except that a top-heavy contrast model with an i/k ratio of 2.23 fit best in the

Low-light dataset instead of a ratio close to one. Table 8.5 shows the ratios of exponents

i to k in Log _g cvar term in the corresponding best fit models from Table 8.4. Similar to
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Figure 8.11: Scatter plot of ρ and PRC-AUC and ROC-AUC for MLR models with Log _g cvar

and l og Ev in the merged dataset, colored by the ratio of exponents i and k.

Table 8.4: Best fit MLR models (Log _g cvar + Ev ) based on three indicators of fit; ρ, ROC-AUC
and PRC-AUC. The contrast terms are written in the format of "lg_i_j_k_l" where i, j, k, and l
are the corresponding exponents in Equation \textbackslash{}ref{eqn:loggc}.

Indicators Low-light Eccobuild Colorneu Fabrics Training

ρ lg_1.34_1_1.0_2 + Ev lg_1.78_1_1.4_2 + Ev lg_1.46_1_1.08_2 + Ev lg_1.34_1_1.0_2 + Ev lg_1.21_1_1.1_2 + Ev

PRC-AUC lg_2.54_1_1.14_2 + Ev lg_1.0_1_2.98_2 + Ev lg_1.62_1_1.14_2 + Ev lg_1.04_1_1.32_2 + Ev lg_1.28_1_1.3_2 + Ev

ROC-AUC lg_1.34_1_1.0_2 + Ev lg_1.0_1_2.16_2 + Ev lg_1.46_1_1.08_2 + Ev lg_1.22_1_1.02_2 + Ev lg_1.04_1_1.34_2 + Ev

when log Ev is used, bottom-heavy contrast terms fit better in Eccobuild and Fabrics

while top-heavy contrast terms fit better in Colorneu. Overall in the full training

dataset, we find that an i/k ratio close to 1 fits best according to ρ and PRC-AUC while

a bottom-heavy contrast term fits better according to ROC-AUC.

We observe the trend of indicators of fit for all MLR models graphically in Figure 8.12,

according to their i/k ratios. It can be seen that there is a peak of ρ when the ratio is

near 1.1, while ROC-AUC peaks around 0.78 and PRC-AUC around 0.98, following what

is shown in Table 8.5. Additional plots of the indicators of fit for the four individual

datasets can be found in Appendix C.9.

Again, we observe that the results based on ρ and PRC-AUC are more in agreement

with each other than that of ρ and ROC-AUC. Figure C.22 depicts their paired relation-
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Table 8.5: Ratio (i/k) of Log _g cvar in best fit MLR models with Log _g cvar and Ev generated
from each dataset in the merged training dataset, rounded to the nearest two decimal places.
The cells are colored based on a color scale from 0 (red) to 2 (blue) with 1 as a neutral point
(white).

Indicators Low-light Eccobuild Colorneu Fabrics Training

ρ 1.34 1.27 1.35 1.34 1.10
PRC-AUC 2.23 0.34 1.42 0.79 0.98
ROC-AUC 1.34 0.46 1.35 1.20 0.78

ships through a scatter plot. In the next section, we continue to investigate the fit of

MLR models with i/k ratios of 1 from the full training dataset, with the goal of minimal

collinearity of the saturation and contrast variables in mind.
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Figure 8.12: Scatter plot of indicators of fit and ratio of exponent i to exponent k for MLR
models with Log _g cvar and Ev in the full training dataset.

8.4.3 MLR Models with equal ratios of exponent i and k

As Log _g cvar with exponent i/k ratios of 1 results in the least collinearity with the

saturation terms (Ev and log Ev ), they make better candidates for developing a viable

MLR model with two independent variables. Therefore, from the two pools of MLR

models with Log _g cvar and Ev or log Ev , we filter the MLR models with exponent i/k

ratios of 1 and investigate their fit in the respective datasets.

For MLR models that use log Ev , Table 8.7 shows the top candidate MLR models

optimized by ρ, PRC-AUC, ROC-AUC, the sum of ρ and ROC-AUC, the sum of ρ
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Figure 8.13: Scatter plot of ρ and PRC-AUC and ROC-AUC for MLR models with Log _g cvar

and Ev in the merged dataset, colored by the ratio of exponents i and k.

and PRC-AUC as well as the sum of all three indicators of fit. Similarly, for MLR

models that use Ev , Table 8.7 shows the top candidate MLR models optimized by the

various indicators of fit. One can observe that the results differ slightly when different

combinations of indicators of fit are optimized.

Although we do not consider our datasets to be imbalanced (with a ratio of actual

positives to negatives less than 1:4 (Krawczyk, 2016), we still decided to prioritize PRC-

AUC to be more conservative, instead of ROC-AUC, as it is a more suitable measure of

fit for imbalanced datasets (Zou et al., 2016). On top of that, we want to prioritize ρ as

well, such that the chosen model can correlate well with the full magnitude range of

discomfort glare perception on the OsterhausBailey4-point, making future extraction

of various discrimination thresholds a possibility. Therefore, we settled on optimizing

a sum of ρ and PRC-AUC values. Based on this, two models are revealed as best fit

models from the two groups and are highlighted in Tables 8.6 and 8.7 respectively.

In general, models that use Ev have a slightly better fit than those that use log Ev ,

as depicted in Figure 8.14. However, even though the correlational strength of P2 is

significantly greater than that of P1 according to Pearson and Filon’s z test, both models

will be kept for further investigation as the logarithmic version could still reflect the

human response system better according to the Weber-Fechner’s law (Fechner, 1860).
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Table 8.6: Table of best fit MLR models in each dataset with log Ev as the saturation term,
based on various fit indicators or the sum of. P1 is shortlisted as one of the best fit models by
the highest sum of ρ and PRC-AUC and is highlighted in orange.

Indicators Low-light Eccobuild Colorneu Fabrics Training

Sample size 343 359 185 99 986

% ≥Disturbed 20.0% 38.7% 33.5% 19.0% 29.6%

ρ lg_1.28_1_1.28_2 + logEv lg_2.1_1_2.1_2 + logEv lg_1.84_1_1.84_2 + logEv lg_1.22_1_1.22_2 + logEv lg_1.2_1_1.2_2 + logEv

PRC-AUC lg_1.7_1_1.7_2 + logEv lg_1.0_1_1.0_2 + logEv lg_1.02_1_1.02_2 + logEv lg_1.22_1_1.22_2 + logEv lg_2.02_1_2.02_2 + logEv

ROC-AUC lg_1.28_1_1.28_2 + logEv lg_1.88_1_1.88_2 + logEv lg_1.84_1_1.84_2 + logEv lg_1.22_1_1.22_2 + logEv lg_1.16_1_1.16_2 + logEv

sum(ρ+ROC-AUC) lg_1.28_1_1.28_2 + logEv lg_1.92_1_1.92_2 + logEv lg_1.84_1_1.84_2 + logEv lg_1.22_1_1.22_2 + logEv lg_1.18_1_1.18_2 + logEv

sum(ρ+PRC-AUC) lg_1.44_1_1.44_2 + logEv lg_2.2_1_2.2_2 + logEv lg_1.84_1_1.84_2 + logEv lg_1.22_1_1.22_2 + logEv lg_1.24_1_1.24_2 + logEv

sum(all3) lg_1.44_1_1.44_2 + logEv lg_2.2_1_2.2_2 + logEv lg_1.84_1_1.84_2 + logEv lg_1.22_1_1.22_2 + logEv lg_1.24_1_1.24_2 + logEv

Table 8.7: Table of best fit MLR models in each dataset with Ev as the saturation term, based
on various fit indicators or the sum of. P2 is shortlisted as one of the best fit models by the
highest sum of ρ and PRC-AUC and is highlighted in orange.

Indicators Low-light Eccobuild Colorneu Fabrics Training

Sample size 343 359 185 99 986

% ≥Disturbed 20.0% 38.7% 33.5% 19.0% 29.6%

ρ lg_1.1_1_1.1_2 + Ev lg_1.98_1_1.98_2 + Ev lg_1.66_1_1.66_2 + Ev lg_1.08_1_1.08_2 + Ev lg_1.16_1_1.16_2 + Ev

PRC-AUC lg_1.46_1_1.46_2 + Ev lg_2.04_1_2.04_2 + Ev lg_1.88_1_1.88_2 + Ev lg_1.06_1_1.06_2 + Ev lg_1.28_1_1.28_2 + Ev

ROC-AUC lg_1.1_1_1.1_2 + Ev lg_1.76_1_1.76_2 + Ev lg_1.88_1_1.88_2 + Ev lg_1.06_1_1.06_2 + Ev lg_1.14_1_1.14_2 + Ev

sum(ρ+ROC-AUC) lg_1.1_1_1.1_2 + Ev lg_1.76_1_1.76_2 + Ev lg_1.86_1_1.86_2 + Ev lg_1.08_1_1.08_2 + Ev lg_1.16_1_1.16_2 + Ev

sum(ρ+PRC-AUC) lg_1.1_1_1.1_2 + Ev lg_2.04_1_2.04_2 + Ev lg_1.88_1_1.88_2 + Ev lg_1.08_1_1.08_2 + Ev lg_1.22_1_1.22_2 + Ev

sum(all3) lg_1.1_1_1.1_2 + Ev lg_2.04_1_2.04_2 + Ev lg_1.88_1_1.88_2 + Ev lg_1.08_1_1.08_2 + Ev lg_1.16_1_1.16_2 + Ev

8.5 Two best fit MLR models, P1 and P2

After ranking the best-fit MLR models from the two groups of models that use l og Ev

and Ev respectively, we select the two best-fit MLR models in this section. Henceforth,

the two models shall be named P1 and P2, and are defined in Equations 8.2 and 8.3

respectively.

P1 = 1

1+e
−(a·l og10Ev+b·log10

(
1+∑n

i=0
Li

sω

Ev k P2

)
+c)

(8.2)

where a = 1.7208, b = 8.794, c = -7.1063, i = 1.24, k = 1.24

P2 = 1

1+e
−(a·Ev+b·log10

(
1+∑n

i=0
Li

sω

Ev k P2

)
+c)

(8.3)

where a = 3.996e-04, b = 8.127, c = -2.459, i = 1.22, k = 1.22
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Figure 8.14: Scatter plot of ρ and PRC-AUC and ROC-AUC of MLR models with Log _g cvar

and either l og Ev or Ev in the training dataset, with only the Log _g cvar with ratios equal to 1.

Figure 8.15 depicts the two top models that were derived by best fit in the train-

ing dataset, using log Ev and Ev respectively. In the figures, the logistic regression

lines show a few sample logistic curves colored according to the contrast values

(lg_1.24_1_1.24_2 or lg_1.22_1_1.22_2), and their confidence intervals. The collinearity

between variables was checked for both top MLR models and the results are tabulated

in the Appendix C.10. In both models, the variance inflation factors (VIF) were below
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5, which shows a low correlation between the variables (Gareth et al., 2013). This

confirms that the Log _g cvar with a ratio of 1 does not exhibit collinearity in the MLR

models.
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Figure 8.15: Plot showing top MLR models with the above-mentioned independent variables
to predict the probability of discomfort glare (disturbing glare on the OsterhausBailey-4point
response scale). Five curves are plotted for P1 and P2, to show the influence of the contrast
term variable which is colored continuously from 0 to 0.4.
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To visualize the output of the two models according to their independent variables,

Figure 8.16 depicts the output values of both MLR models as 3D surface plots plotted

on the axes of Ev and their respective contrast terms, with a range of 0 to 1 for the

contrast term, and 0 to 10000 lux for Ev . The colors indicate the predicted model

values, which is the predicted percentage of disturbing glare. By comparing these

plots, we can observe that P1 predicts glare in a curvilinear fashion because it uses

log Ev instead of Ev . Overall, both models show that the contrast effect drives the

predicted probability of discomfort glare in dimmer scenes while the saturation effect

drives the predicted values in brighter scenes.

Figure 8.17 shows the scatter plots of the training dataset according to the variables

in MLR models P1 and P2, colored by dataset. As these contrast terms have less

dependence on Ev , we can see a difference from the contrast categorization compared

to the original Log_gc, as shown previously in Figure 8.2. Contrast levels for Colorneu

and Fabrics have decreased, while the Low-light and sparse data points from Eccobuild

remain higher than the rest. This demonstrates that the two contrast terms in P1 and

P2 are likely a better representation of contrast effects as they are not saturation biased

and have low collinearity with Ev in the model.

On the same axes, Figure 8.18 shows the filled contour plots for the above-mentioned

range of the contrast and saturation terms in P1 and P2, and the color and contour

lines correspond to the percentage of disturbing glare that both models predict. It can

be seen that P2 categorizes the training data points in a linear space as it considers Ev

linearly, while P1 categorizes the data points with logarithmic curves as it considers

log Ev in its equation.

To analyze the trend of existing glare models in Chapter 7, we plot Figure 8.19 to depict

the predicted rankings of the eight scenes from Low-light by the median values of P1

and P2 alongside other glare models. It shows that P2 follows the ranking of the scenes

closer than P1 does. Both models can be seen to still overpredict Halfsquare_2, as the

summation method of contrast terms of all detected glare sources is still used as per

state-of-the-art methods in the protocol to add glare sources. This suggests that more

sophisticated methods of glare source summation may be required in future research,

as secondary glare sources may contribute to the adaptation level and reduce the

contrast effect of glare, rather than adding to the contrast effect. This is not always
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Figure 8.16: 3D surface plot of both MLR models on the axes of their contrast terms, Ev , and
their predicted model values.

(a) P1 (b) P2

Figure 8.17: Scatter plots of variables in P1 and P2 models from the training dataset, colored
by the individual datasets.
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Figure 8.18: Filled contour plot of both MLR models with their respective variables as axes.
Data points from the training dataset are plotted as points for reference.

the case, as multiple glare sources with very high contrast are likely to amplify the

contrast effect and should then be summed up. More research is needed in this area to

ascertain when a glare source should be considered to contribute to the contrast (and

summed in the contrast term), and when it begins to contribute to the adaptation level

only (omitted from contrast term summation or omitted as a glare source entirely).

For practical usage of the two models, we derived discrimination thresholds for both

P1 and P2 for "disturbing" and above on the OsterhausBailey-4point. Although we

do not consider our dataset to be imbalanced, we used the F1 score which is suitable

to derive thresholds for imbalanced datasets (Zou et al., 2016). Hence we derived

thresholds selected based on optimizing the F1 score, which is the harmonic mean of

precision and recall. We derived values of 0.244 and 0.267 from the training dataset

for P1 and P2 respectively, as shown in Table 8.8. The discrimination threshold is a

cut-off point where predictor values equal to or above this value would be classified

as disturbing glare according to the training dataset. This also means that the clas-

sification threshold for each lighting condition corresponds to around ≥ 24-27% of

people being discomforted by glare.
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Figure 8.19: Median trend line of P1 and P2 linearly scaled to fit the scenes with the highest
and lowest percentages of discomfort glare reported by the participants, Halfsquare_I and
Halfsquare_P, superimposed on the distribution of discomfort glare responses across the eight
scenes from the OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire item.

Table 8.8: Derived discrimination thresholds for P1 and P2 in the training dataset based on F1
score.

Threshold P1 P2

Disturbing 0.244 0.267

Figure 8.20 and 8.21 show the confusion matrices from using P1 and P2 to classify the

training dataset at thresholds of 0.244 and 0.267 respectively. We can note that these

thresholds are on the conservative end, causing more False Positives (FP). Higher

thresholds will cause fewer FPs but fewer True Positives (TP). Further research is

needed for validation of this threshold, for example on external validation datasets

that cover the same ranges of contrast and saturation as the training dataset. Other

discrimination thresholds for the disturbing threshold were also derived using four

methods (Youden’s Index, Closest top left, TPR=TNR, and F1), from each dataset, as

well as for the noticeable threshold can be found in Appendix C.13.
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Figure 8.20: Confusion matrix of P1 at a discrimination threshold of 0.244 showing the number
of True Negatives (TN), False Negatives (FN), False Positives (FP), and True Positives (TP).
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Figure 8.21: Confusion matrix of P2 at a discrimination threshold of 0.267 showing the number
True Negatives (TN), False Negatives (FN), False Positives (FP), and True Positives (TP).

8.6 Comparing fit of top MLR models in training dataset

In this section, we compare the fit of the two top MLR models, P1 and P2, to that of

other glare models in the merged training dataset. We compare the models’ fit to

DGP because the goal is to improve discomfort glare prediction models to dim daylit

lighting conditions, and DGP was shown to be most robust in brightly lit conditions

which have been commonly studied (Wienold et al., 2019).

Table C.10 compares the indicators of fit of P1 and P2 and other common glare models

that were also studied in Chapter 7. Based on ρ and ROC-AUC, both MLR models rank
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first and second, showing a better fit than all the other glare models tested, and in

particular exceeding the fit of DGP, which was developed using the Eccobuild dataset.

However, if PRC-AUC is used to rank the fit of the models, P2 performs best in absolute

values. Overall, P2 emerges with the best fit compared to all other glare models, with

the highest ρ of 0.37, highest ROC-AUC of 0.72, and highest PRC-AUC of 0.55. All the

numerical table of fit results in this section can be found in Appendix C.11.

Aside from absolute values, to compare if each of the fit of P1 and P2 are significantly

better than DGP, we ran comparison tests of two overlapping correlations (ρ’s with

OsterhausBailey-4point) based on dependent groups using cocor (Diedenhofen and

Musch, 2015). The null hypothesis is that both ρ’s are equal, while the alternative

hypothesis is that one is greater than the other (one-sided test). Based on a significance

level of 0.05, the null hypothesis was rejected for all statistical tests in cocor. The results

show that in the training dataset, both P1 and P2 correlate significantly better with

glare responses compared to DGP. This is depicted by the asterisks indicated in Figure

8.22.

A Delong’s test for two correlated ROC curves was also performed to check if there for

significant differences between the ROC-AUCs. The null hypothesis is that the true

difference between the AUCs is zero. Based on a significance level of 0.05, the results

show that the ROC-AUCs of P1 and P2 are both individually significantly greater than

that of DGP in the training dataset. Because there is no known test for determining

the significance of PRC-AUC differences, no comparison test was performed.

Similar to the analysis done in Chapter 6, we split the training dataset into high and

low adaptation levels to see the relative fit of P1 and P2 as compared to DGP. As can be

seen in Figure 8.23, both P1 and P2 correlate with glare responses significantly better

than DGP in low adaptation levels (Ev < 3000 lux), with P2 having the highest absolute

ρ. While DGP has the highest ρ in higher adaptation levels (Ev ≥ 3000 lux), there is

no statistically significant difference in the correlational strength of DGP with P2 and

P1. In both groups of adaptation levels, there is also no significant difference between

the ROC-AUCs of DGP with P2 and P1. This shows that P1 and P2 have a better fit

in the training dataset than DGP, particularly in the lower adaptation ranges with

Ev less than 3000 lux, where we added key missing data points in the development

dataset. Meanwhile, both models have a similar fit to DGP at higher adaptation levels,
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Figure 8.22: Bar plot of indicators of fit for P1 and P2 with current glare models in the training
dataset.

indicating that their fit is not compromised at those levels either. Additionally, P1 and

P2 were also tested for their fit in the individual datasets compared to other existing

glare models and the results can be found in Appendix C.11. These promising results

are as expected since we are using the same training dataset for testing for fit, but they

still show that we have reached our goals of achieving a good fit in the training dataset.

In the next section, we will do preliminary performance checks of P1 and P2 using

other data that is not used in this analysis, as well as a hybrid dataset containing both

test and training data.

8.7 Preliminary performance check of best-fit models

In the previous section, we tested the fit of P1 and P2 in the training dataset from

which they were developed. In this section, we conduct preliminary checks of the

performance of both MLR models and DGP in the Cross-validation dataset, from

which none of the models were developed from. There are limited "low saturation
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Figure 8.23: Bar plot of indicators of fit for P1 and P2 with current glare models in the low
and high adaptation groups in the training dataset. The dotted lines indicate that there is no
significant difference between the indicators of fit.

and medium to high contrast" data points in the Cross-validation dataset available to

use as a test dataset. As shown in Figure 8.24, the Cross-validation covers the range of

lighting conditions of the Eccobuild dataset from which DGP was developed, however,

it does not cover the same range of lighting conditions as the training dataset for P1

and P2. Hence in addition to the existing Cross-validation dataset, a modified Cross-

validation dataset with the addition of an equal number of randomly sampled data
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points from the training dataset, Cross-validation +, will also be used as a pseudo-test

dataset.

Figure 8.24: Scatter plot and normalized contoured density plot of training data, Eccobuild
and Cross-validation dataset on the axes of lg_1.22_1_1.22_2 (contrast term in P2)and Ev .

8.7.1 On the Cross-validation test dataset (n =800)

According to Pearson and Filon’s z-test, there is a significant difference in DGP’s

correlational strength with OsterhausBailey-4point glare responses as compared to

those of P2 and P1, rejecting the null hypothesis at a significance level of 0.05. The

glare prediction performance of DGP as represented by ROC-AUC is also significantly

greater than that of P2 and P1 according to Delong’s test. However, one has to keep

in mind that the Cross-validation test dataset contains predominantly brightly lit

conditions, and therefore such results are not surprising that DGP still performs best

in the Cross-validation dataset as shown in Figure 8.25. A second reason is that the

Cross-validation overlaps the type of lighting conditions found in the development

dataset of DGP, Eccobuild, as previously mentioned.

When the Cross-validation dataset is split into low and high adaptation levels, the

relative prediction performance of DGP is still significantly higher than that of the

new MLR models in both ranges, as shown in Figure 8.26. This is due to the lack of

data points with Ev < 3000 lux and contrast values of 0.25 and above in the test dataset,
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Figure 8.25: Bar plot of indicators of fit for P1 and P2 with current glare models in the Cross-
validation dataset.

as previously shown in Figure 8.24. For a fair comparison between DGP and the new

MLR models, the test dataset should overlap both development datasets. Therefore,

more data points are needed in this range for a fairer comparison.

8.7.2 On the Cross-validation+ pseudo-test dataset (n =1600)

Due to the current lack of data points in the test dataset, an expanded pseudo-test

dataset, Cross-validation+, is formed by adding an equal number of randomly sampled

data points from the training dataset to the Cross-validation dataset, making a total

of 1600 pseudo-test data points. This is only a preliminary performance check of

the relative prediction performances of DGP (since development data for P1 and P2

are included) and the new MLR models; for actual model validation, future research

should use a properly compiled validation dataset that does not include data points

used for any model development but should cover a wide range of lighting conditions.

This analysis aims to emphasize the importance of keeping a diverse set of lighting

conditions in test datasets during validation processes through a pseudo-test dataset.
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Figure 8.26: Bar plot of indicators of fit for P1 and P2 with current glare models in the low and
high adaptation groups in the Cross-validation dataset.

From the analysis, it was found that DGP’s correlational strength was significantly

better than P1 and P2 in the pseudo-test dataset, Cross-validation+ as shown in Figure

8.27. While there is a significant difference between DGP and P1’s prediction perfor-

mance, there is no significant difference prediction performance of DGP and P2 when

their ROC-AUCs are compared with the Delong’s test. This demonstrates that DGP

and P2 perform equally well on the diverse dataset that tries to cover a wider range

of data points, particularly in dimmer conditions such as those found in open-plan

offices.
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Figure 8.27: Bar plot of indicators of fit for P1 and P2 with current glare models in the Cross-
validation dataset with the addition of randomly sampled data points from the training dataset
(n=1600), doubling the size of the preliminary validation test dataset.

When the same analysis is done while splitting the dataset into high and low adap-

tation levels, the performance of DGP and P2 are largely similar, with no significant

differences found in their correlational strength and prediction performance. On the

other hand, DGP has significantly better correlational strength than P1 but equivalent

prediction performance.

Overall, this shows that P2 and DGP have consistently good correlation and prediction

performance in general as well as in both low and high adaptation ranges. The

difference in results between this and in the existing Cross-validation dataset can be

attributed to the wider range of adaptation levels in the expanded Cross-validation+

dataset. Therefore, this analysis exemplifies the need for a more complete dataset that

includes enough data points in a wide range of scenarios to validate the new MLR

models.

To summarize, Table 8.9 and 8.10 depicts the overall relative performance of P1 and P2

to DGP in all three datasets - training dataset, Cross-validation and Cross-validation+
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Figure 8.28: Bar plot of indicators of fit for P1 and P2 with current glare models in the low and
high adaptation groups in the Cross-validation dataset with randomly sampled data points
from the training dataset (n=1600).

dataset. In the training dataset, both P2 and P1 were found to have significantly

better correlational strength and prediction performance than DGP in general and

in the lower adaptation levels while maintaining no performance difference to DGP

in the higher adaptation ranges. P2 stands out as the model with more potential for

further development so far, given that it maintains similar performance to DGP in the

Cross-validation+ dataset (in general and in dimmer ranges).
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Table 8.9: Table of p-values (Pearson and Filon’s z, 1898) from comparing the correlational
strength (Spearman’s rank correlation ρ) of P1 and P2 with OsterhausBailey-4point glare
responses with that of DGP in a pairwise comparison using cocor. Green represents that
the correlation of the model with glare responses is significantly greater than that of DGP.
Yellow represents that the correlation is neither significantly better nor worse than that of DGP.
Orange represents that DGP has a significantly better correlation than the model. "LR_3000"
refers to data with vertical illuminances below 3000 lux, while "UR_3000" refers to data above
3000 lux.

Pearson and Filon’s z (1898) p-values

Dataset Training Training LR_3000 Training UR_3000 CV CV LR_3000 CV UR_3000 CV+ CV+ LR_3000 CV+ UR_3000

Size 986 705 281 800 442 358 1600 1008 592

P1 0.0004 0.0001 0.0652 <2.2E-6 <2.2E-6 <2.2E-6 <2.2E-6 0.0025 <2.2E-6
P2 <2.2E-6 <2.2E-6 0.1795 <2.2E-6 <2.2E-6 <2.2E-6 <2.2E-6 0.0848 0.0003

Table 8.10: Table of p-values (Delong’s test) from comparing the prediction performance
(ROC-AUC’s) of P1 and P2 with OsterhausBailey-4point glare responses with that of DGP in
a pairwise comparison using cocor. Green represents that the correlation of the model with
glare responses is significantly greater than that of DGP. Yellow represents that the correlation
is neither significantly better nor worse than that of DGP. Orange represents that DGP has
a significantly better correlation than the model. Grey represents that Delong’s test was not
suitable as ROC curves were in opposing directions. "LR_3000" refers to data with vertical
illuminances below 3000 lux, while "UR_3000" refers to data above 3000 lux.

Delong’s test p-values

Dataset Training Training LR_3000 Training UR_3000 CV CV LR_3000 CV UR_3000 CV+ CV+ LR_3000 CV+ UR_3000

Size 986 705 281 800 442 358 1600 1008 592

P1 0.0003469 - 0.1488 4.80E-14 0.0001292 4.40E-10 0.0007525 0.8377 5.50E-08
P2 1.08E-07 0.06141 0.3401 3.20E-10 2.90E-05 1.63E-06 0.4776 0.3279 1.85E-04

8.8 Discussion

Following the previous chapters’ confirmation that the contrast effect can better ex-

plain discomfort glare in low light situations with low saturation effects, we explored

variations of contrast terms, Log _g cvar , by varying the exponents of Ls and Ev . Nega-

tive correlations of some of the Log _g cvar with bottom-heavy variations (where i-k

ratio < 1) were found in Eccobuild but not in Low-light. This is probably due to the

higher Ev found in the Eccobuild dataset as compared to Low-light, giving rise to the

negative correlations with bottom-heavy variations of contrast terms. Furthermore,

this highlighted the importance of the saturation effect being accounted for in the

model, but it should be separate from the contrast term and with minimal collinearity.
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The best-fit MLR models varied depending on the dataset we studied. For example,

MLR models with bottom-heavy contrast terms showed the best fit in Eccobuild again,

while MLR models with top-heavy contrast terms showed the best fit in Colorneu.

Negative correlations did not occur with the addition of a saturation term to account

for excessive brightness. Nevertheless, bottom-heavy or top-heavy contrast terms

have some collinearity with the saturation term and is thus not ideal in multiple

logistic regression where independence of its variables is a pre-requisite. Therefore,

only MLR models with equal ratios of exponents i and k are considered potential

model candidates.

From the pool of MLR model candidates that used log Ev , P1 emerged with the best

fit, while P2 emerged with the best fit from the pool of MLR models that used Ev . Both

models have an equal ratio of exponents i and k, which means that Ls and Ev are

raised to the same weight in the contrast term. This results in little to no collinearity of

the contrast and saturation terms since the contrast term no longer has a positive or

negative bias due to the equal weighting of the source luminance and overall vertical

illuminance. Surprisingly, the MLR models that used Ev as the saturation term had a

better fit than models that used l og Ev . We would expect models using log Ev should

better describe the human perception of brightness according to the Weber-Fechner

law (Fechner, 1860), however, models using Ev fit better in the training dataset and

showed better performance according to the preliminary performance checks. This

aligns with previous research, where Wienold (2010) also previously found that Ev

showed a better correlation than l og Ev to the percentage of disturbing glare reported.

It is still debatable which indicator of fit should be used in such circumstances where

the results may not agree while using different indicators of fit. Spearman’s rank

correlation rho may indicate a good fit with the four points of glare responses in

OsterhausBailey-4point and indicates the possibilities of determining multiple thresh-

olds for different levels of glare according to the response items in the questionnaire,

such as noticeable, disturbing, and intolerable glare levels. Meanwhile, ROC-AUC and

PRC-AUC focus on the prediction performance of binary classifiers, which in our case

we use a threshold from "Disturbing" and above on the OsterhausBailey-4point to

train and validate the models. In addition, while PRC-AUC could be more suitable than

ROC-AUC for imbalanced datasets (where the number of true positive cases holds a
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smaller fraction of the full dataset with approximately 1:4 and above) (Krawczyk, 2016;

Saito and Rehmsmeier, 2015), the downfall is that there is no equivalent test of De-

long’s test to compare differences between PRC-AUCs. Although our training dataset

does not qualify as an imbalanced dataset (with a ratio of 1:2.4), we chose to prioritize

the sum of PRC-AUC (rather than ROC-AUC in the case of a slight imbalance in the

dataset) and Spearman’s ρ when finding the best fit models, such that we consider

both the prediction performance of the models to predict both binary and four-point

glare responses.

8.8.1 Perspectives on future research

Several other questions remain open for discussion in future discomfort glare research.

One of them is the definition of a glare source and how it is detected in a luminous

scene. While a cut-off threshold such as 2000 cd/m2 is the default threshold used

in evalglare, other methods such as detecting glare sources based on a luminance

threshold that is five times the main task area also exist. While these detection methods

and thresholds may be customized to detect glare sources in individual laboratory

user studies, one hard and fast rule for glare source detection may not be applicable in

all situations. Furthermore, a cut-off threshold would detect a larger solid angle than

the actual peaks of (or scattering of) the direct sun disk. Thus, the detailed methods

for peak extraction for direct sun disks transmitted through low-transmission glazing

(such as in Colorneu) or scattering of the sun disks through fabric roller blinds (such

as in Fabrics) may also change the extracted luminance and solid angle of the sun

disk.

Separate from the detection of glare sources, the summation method in glare models

should also be evaluated further. The addition of the contrast terms of all detected

glare sources relative to their solid angles is currently practiced, but what happens

if one glare source is the main source, and the other glare sources contribute to the

background luminance instead of being secondary glare sources? This requires more

research to ascertain, as in some cases the secondary glare sources contribute to

discomfort, but in other cases, they may contribute to the adaptation level instead.

For example, in the case of Halfsquare_2 in Figure 8.19 and as discussed in Chapter 7,

the model predicts a higher ranking of discomfort glare than reported by participants.
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This may be due to the peripheral glare source not being perceived as a second

glare source and may be omitted from the summation. However, this may not hold

in cases where both glare sources have high luminances and where both sources

contribute to discomfort glare. In this chapter, the Halfsquare_2 scene was retained

in the training dataset using the current summation methods as further research is

needed to ascertain how much the secondary glare source contributes to glare or the

adaptation level.

Finally, since logistic regression models output the odds of disturbing glare being

perceived, it can alternatively be interpreted as the percentage of people experiencing

discomfort from glare in a particular instance. Hence in terms of application, one

may, for example, design or operate shading devices for a space using a threshold of

0.3 for the P1 model, which corresponds to discomforting 30% of occupants and thus

satisfying the other 70%. A higher or lower threshold could then be chosen for the

needs of the occupants in said space. Furthermore, if the occupants in the said space

are more sensitive to discomfort glare, a lower threshold can be applied instead. In

addition, in terms of maintaining visual comfort in a space, it is pertinent to note that

in applications, occupants should have the control to override automatic algorithms

and their thresholds used for operating shading devices, for instance, as pleasure

and satisfaction are also derived from continuously interacting with the space and

controls of the luminous environment (Lolli et al., 2020).

8.8.2 Limitations

One of the limitations of this study is that only user studies conducted only under

daylit conditions in semi-controlled laboratory facilities were included in the training

dataset, and electric lighting was not considered in this study. In real office spaces, a

range of luminaires can be found, such as recessed or hanging fluorescent luminaires

and LED panels, as well as floor-standing and desktop task lighting lamps, and these

were not considered in this study as we wanted to isolate the glare effects of daylight.

Therefore the proposed MLR models are only suitable for predicting discomfort glare

from daylight. More research should be done on the combination of daylight and

electric lighting in the same scene, for example, with electric lighting turned on it

raises the adaptation level of the eye, and may reduce the effect of contrast glare from
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daylight. Furthermore, in that case, it is also unknown if the electric light sources may

be a source of discomfort, and tolerance levels for glare from daylight and electric

lighting sources are also likely to vary - and hence researchers may want to control for

these in such studies.

Outliers were not removed for generating the MLR models as in daylight glare research,

these data points are also valid and should not be considered stray points, as long

as they pass the data filtering criteria which is stable weather conditions throughout

the exposure time of the typing task and survey. In addition, validation of the MLR

models proposed in this study is out of scope in this thesis but should be considered

in future research where datasets are either compiled from another set of laboratory

studies or compiled from a collection of real-world conditions in the field that also

overlaps/covers the training dataset. The poorer performance check results of P1 and

P2 using the Cross-validation dataset are expected as there is still a mismatch in the

range of luminous situations in the current training dataset and the Cross-validation

dataset - there is a lack of data points in the dim conditions, in particular with mid to

high contrast as found in Chapters 5 and 6.

It should be noted that the validation process of the MLR models is only exploratory

at this stage, as we were using a pseudo-test dataset, Cross-validation+. Currently, the

existing Cross-validation dataset lacks data points in the low saturation and medium to

high contrast ranges, similar to the data points that were collected in this thesis. Given

the results of the example analysis in Section 8.7.2 differing from that of the existing

Cross-validation dataset in Section 8.7.1. Hence, new data points should be collected

and added to the validation test dataset, to make a comprehensive validation dataset,

without any data points used for any model developments, for a fair comparison

between glare prediction models. Following the same idea, high saturation scenes

could also be over-predicted, and adding more user evaluations in that range should

be considered (McNeil and Burrell, 2016). A comprehensive validation dataset can

also help to determine and calibrate discrimination thresholds for the MLR models in

future research, perhaps including data collected in real buildings and not just in test

rooms, for a wider and more realistic range of lighting conditions.

Since these glare prediction models are developed for predicting glare at a point in

time, temporal discomfort glare models in terms of annual occurrences based on
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occupancy also need more research to be recommended. Currently, the European

Standards (European Committee for Standardization, 2019) recommends that DGP

should not exceed a certain value (0.35, 0.4, or 0.45) for more than 5% of occupied

time (08:00-18:00 for example) depending on the level of glare protection needed

(minimum, medium or high). One may question why is 5% of occupied time taken as

a threshold for highlighting annual occurrences of disturbing glare. More research is

likely needed to ascertain these proposed thresholds and their validity.

8.9 Summary

In this chapter, an extensive training dataset was compiled using the development

dataset of DGP, Eccobuild, the Low-light dataset which extends the dataset to the low

saturation and medium to high contrast ranges, and two additional datasets which

supplement the dataset in the higher saturation and contrast levels, Colorneu and

Fabrics. First, we explored contrast term variations based on the contrast term of DGP,

Log _g cvar , and studied for fit individually in the Eccobuild and Low-light datasets.

High negative correlations of bottom-heavy Log _g cvar ’s demonstrated that a second

saturation term is necessary for a glare model as the contrast term variations were

compensating for the saturation effect in Eccobuild. Following this, a total of 20,000

multiple logistic regression (MLR) models were generated with all 10,000 Log _g cvar

in two groups, with either Ev or log Ev as the saturation term. The fit of the resulting

MLR models was investigated in the training dataset, and two best-fit models, P1 and

P2 were shortlisted from the models that used equal ratios of the exponents for Ls and

Ev for least multicollinearity.

Overall, the fit of P1 and P2 both surpassed the fit of other existing glare models

in the training dataset. Their correlational strength and prediction performance

with glare responses (OsterhausBailey-4point) is significantly greater than that of

DGP in the training dataset. In low adaptation levels of the training dataset, the

correlational strength of both MLR models was significantly higher than that of DGP,

while maintaining similar correlational strength and prediction performance in the

higher adaptation levels. P2, which uses Ev as its saturation term, had the best fit

in the training dataset and promising performance in the preliminary checks and
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should be further studied and validated before deployment in the field. We also found

that using Ev linearly instead of logarithmically showed better fit and diagnostic

performance with the glare responses, which aligns with Wienold (2010)’s findings

from the Eccobuild dataset.

For a preliminary performance check of the MLR models, we used the Cross-validation

dataset as well as a modified version of it with additional data points sampled from the

training dataset, Cross-validation+ as test datasets. As the existing test dataset, Cross-

validation, has the same range of saturation and contrast effects as Eccobuild, but has

a lack of data points in lighting conditions now accounted for in the training dataset

(such as the low saturation and mid-high contrast situations contributed by the Low-

light dataset), DGP still performs significantly better in the existing Cross-validation

dataset. In the pseudo-test dataset, Cross-validation+, which attempts to cover a wider

range of lighting conditions, P2 and DGP performed best and showed no significant

differences in terms of correlational strength and prediction performance. Therefore,

this demonstrates the need for a comprehensive test dataset for future validation

studies and to ascertain discrimination thresholds to use to classify disturbing glare.

The chapter then concludes with discussions and limitations of the study. We dis-

cussed the topic of which indicator of fit is most appropriate for different analyses,

detection thresholds for detecting a glare source, continuing the topic of the addition

of glare sources which was also previously mentioned in Chapter 7, and the implica-

tions of discrimination thresholds in logistic regression models. Several limitations

of the study were acknowledged, such as the lack of the addition of electric lighting,

outliers not being removed, the need for a more comprehensive test dataset for a full

validation study, and the need to extend point-in-time glare models to annual models.

In the following and final chapter, we will summarize the thesis’ main findings and

provide an outlook on current and future glare prediction research for the indoor built

environment.
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Glare prediction models have the potential to assist building designers and managers

in achieving nearly glare-free and well-lit working environments by allowing them to

predict the likelihood and temporal frequencies of discomfort glare, and hence make

informed design decisions. This thesis was motivated by the research gaps found in the

field of predicting discomfort glare from daylight in indoor environments. By building

on current knowledge of glare prediction models and employing psychophysical

methods and mathematical modeling, we aimed to broaden the prediction range of

discomfort glare in dim lighting conditions commonly found in deep-plan buildings.

To that end, we proposed a best-fit glare prediction model with significantly improved

diagnostic performance compared to the reference model DGP in lower adaptation

levels.

The improved glare prediction model can predict the probability of disturbing glare

from daylight from a wider range of luminous conditions. We developed from a

comprehensive training dataset including new glare evaluations in dimmer conditions

which were targeted in the new user studies in this thesis, as well as the dataset used

to develop DGP, and two other datasets with fabric blinds and low-transmission

windows generated by Sneha Jain and Dr. Caroline Karmann. Using a multiple

logistic regression format, the model better accounts for contrast and saturation
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effects overall as well as in dimmer conditions, compared to DGP as a reference model

in the preliminary performance checks. In this model, the two terms that represent

contrast and saturation effects have minimal collinearity with each other, allowing

them to account for the two effects almost independently, as opposed to DGP, where

there is a slight positive correlation between the two terms. In this concluding chapter,

we summarize the key research findings and research contributions of this thesis, set

future research directions, and conclude the thesis with a final outlook.

9.1 Key findings and contributions

Glare models have been developed to predict subjective discomfort glare in one’s

visual field, but their performance is typically limited to the range of scenarios present

in the dataset from which they were developed. We identified that most models

developed in predominantly brightly lit conditions and they do not reliably predict

discomfort glare in lighting conditions outside of this range, particularly in dimmer

conditions where contrast effects are the dominant cause of discomfort glare. As a

result, in this thesis, we attempted to broaden the prediction range of discomfort glare

models to include the range of dim luminous conditions found in dim conditions,

which are likely to occur in deep spaces like open-plan office buildings. This section

will discuss the contributions of this thesis in a broader research context.

9.1.1 New foundations for discomfort glare studies

Influence of glare questionnaire choice

Since most discomfort glare research relies heavily on the use of questionnaires to

collect subjective glare responses, it is important to know whether the type of ques-

tionnaire item chosen by researchers captures similar distributions of glare responses

before planning new studies or re-evaluating the findings of previous studies. The

general lack of objective studies on how participants answer various types of ques-

tionnaire items motivated this investigation. For this investigation, we analyzed

participants’ responses from three user studies that administered the six chosen ques-

tionnaire items in a randomized order for every glare evaluation. In a larger research
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context, these findings allow us to understand more objectively how participants

respond to different questionnaire types and could provide objective evidence for

researchers in the field when choosing discomfort glare questionnaire items to use for

glare evaluations or future discussions on standardizations of questionnaire usage

across studies.

We found that the outputs between the four ordinal questionnaire items we tested

generally correlate well and describe the same latent variable, but the same cannot

be said for binary questionnaire items. This means that the distribution of glare

responses on the ordinal questionnaire items was found to correspond to each other,

which indicated that the commonly used OsterhausBailey-4point in glare experiments

with category-rating procedures could be valid to be used as the basis of analysis

in this thesis. This interchangeability of ordinal questionnaire items implies that

glare responses between user studies that employed different ordinal questionnaire

items could be comparable given the close association of their output but should be

calibrated or "translated" by matching their equivalent response items. For example,

"Disturbing" on the OsterhausBailey-4point could be translated to "Moderately" on

the Likert-4point which could be equivalent to "6" on the Interval-0-10’s response

scale.

In addition, it was found that, contrary to what one would expect, null responses

in the binary questionnaire item do not correspond to the null responses in ordinal

questionnaire items. In other words, participants who answered "No" to the binary

questionnaire item may not always answer "No" to the null equivalent in other ques-

tionnaire items, and half of them may even answer "Slightly" in the latter. Therefore,

researchers should take caution when using binary questionnaires as the first question

in skip-sequencing questions may cause non-response errors in the subsequent ques-

tion (where participants who answered "No" may not be able to answer the second

question) and could lead to a skewed distribution of glare responses in the subsequent

question.
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Determined plausible range of under-studied luminous conditions

To improve the prediction performance of existing models to luminance ranges that

have been under-studied in the literature, we ascertained the plausible range of miss-

ing data points that are required to supplement existing datasets using an annual

simulation of a hypothetical open-plan office model. When the simulated saturation

and contrast effects were compared to an existing dataset, Cross-validation, from

user studies conducted in office-like test conditions (and its data points were qual-

ity controlled for no pixel overflow in their HDR images) (Wienold et al., 2019), we

managed to identify a plausible missing range of scenarios that may be currently

under-studied in past glare studies so far. This identified luminous range has Ev

approximately between 500 lux to 2500 lux, and log_gc values between 0.25 to 1.25.

The spatial analysis also revealed that frequent contrast effects can occur even when

there is enough daylight on the horizontal workplane and are not limited to very dim

areas near the building’s core. Because of the prevalence of these conditions, it is

critical to improve and extend daylight glare prediction to these luminous conditions.

Given a large number of view directions with high contrast glare potential (38%), from

locations further away from the facade, compared to saturation glare potential (6-8%),

the findings suggest that saturation-driven metrics may not be useful when predicting

glare in these situations, which may be relevant to such deep-plan offices as the one

we studied. We hypothesize that in these dim daylit situations, contrast-driven metrics

could predict glare better.

Relative performance of glare models in high and low adaptation ranges

To gain some preliminary insights on which type of glare models perform better in

dimmer conditions, the relative performance of existing glare models in low and

high adaptation levels was investigated using the Cross-validation dataset - the re-

sults could only be taken as indications because the dataset still had limited data

points in low saturation, high contrast situations as identified before. From this, we

found that although hybrid glare models outperform single-effect models overall, in

low-adaptation environments, contrast-driven models outperform saturation-drive

models. Saturation-driven models outperform contrast-driven models in bright envi-

ronments with higher adaptation levels. As a result, the findings pointed us to investi-
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gate reweighing of terms in the equations of hybrid glare prediction models, and being

versatile depending if the luminous conditions are bright or dim. More importantly,

glare models that only take into account one effect should be used with caution be-

cause the prediction performance of single-effect models is likely to vary depending

on the adaptation levels. For example, using oversimplified illuminance-based mod-

els for glare prediction may reduce prediction reliability in dimmer conditions with

lower adaptation ranges, where contrast effects are predominant. On the contrary,

purely contrast-driven glare models may be less effective in brightly lit conditions with

higher adaptation, because excessive light is likely to be the primary cause of glare in

those conditions, and thus saturation-driven metrics would be more useful. However,

these foundational insights needed to be ascertained by new glare evaluations in the

identified missing range of glare stimuli as we had identified.

9.1.2 Findings on evaluating discomfort glare in dim daylit condi-

tions

To supplement existing datasets with dimmer luminous conditions towards extending

daylight glare prediction to these ranges, two user studies in contrast-dominant dim

daylit conditions in office-like test rooms were designed and conducted. In this

new Low-light dataset that was collected, new glare evaluations considering the

targeted luminous range determined before were produced by varying the main

influencing factors of glare - size, position, and luminance of the glare source. By

analyzing the newly collected glare evaluations in the dim daylit luminous range, we

confirmed previous indications that in dim daylit conditions, contrast-driven models

do indeed outperform saturation-driven ones. Therefore, the findings confirm that

while the contrast term was shown to better account for contrast effects in dimmer

conditions, the saturation term was shown to be more useful and can be used in

brighter conditions as shown from the investigation of relative prediction performance

of glare models in higher adaptation ranges. In other words, the two terms accounting

for contrast and saturation effects in a hybrid model should be reweighted based on

low and high adaptation levels, providing flexibility for these effects to take priority

depending on the overall luminous conditions.
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In addition, findings from the user studies also suggest that hybrid models, such as

DGP that have not accounted for these dimmer lighting conditions in their develop-

ment dataset, do not perform as well as contrast-driven models. This highlighted

the need to reformulate hybrid models using a wider range of luminous conditions

including those collected in these dimmer ranges. Furthermore, because the two

effects in hybrid models may correlate and thus cannot be independently accounted

for in a mathematical model, minimal collinearity between saturation and contrast

terms in a hybrid model should be the goal.

Interestingly, the results of the user studies also showed that the presence of two glare

sources may be perceived as less glary than when one glare source is present. This

could be due to the second glare source, rather than being perceived as a second glare

source, instead, it increased the adaptation level which could reduce the perception of

discomfort glare from a glare source of the same luminance. Perhaps, the uniformity

of lighting that resulted from the addition of the second glare source could also

contribute to lower discomfort from glare. Therefore, the additivity of contrast terms

in glare sources may sometimes over-predict discomfort glare when using the current

summation method, revealing a research gap for future research. The newly collected

user evaluations in this dataset, Low-light, can also be used for future research studies

on glare and its interactions with other aspects such as view quality, thermal comfort,

and spectral qualities of diffused lighting, amongst others.

9.1.3 An extended best-fit glare prediction model

A comprehensive training dataset was compiled using the development dataset of

DGP, the new Low-light dataset which extends the dataset to the low saturation and

medium to high contrast ranges, and two additional datasets which supplement the

dataset in the higher saturation and contrast levels collected by research colleagues

in the lab. This training dataset’s diverse set of luminous conditions was pertinent

in broadening the valid prediction range of the envisaged glare prediction model,

especially towards the targeted luminous range (low saturation, mid to high contrast

effects). Through exploring the fit of pure contrast-driven terms in the first two

datasets, negative correlations of bottom-heavy (where the adaptation level is given

more weight than the luminance of the glare source) to the glare responses highlighted
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the need to account for the saturation effect separately and to minimize collinearity

with the contrast term such that the two effects can be almost independent in the

development of a hybrid glare model.

Two best-fit models, P1 and P2, were selected from each pool of MLR models that used

two formats of the saturation effect (linear and logarithmic). Overall, the fit of P1 and

P2 both surpassed the fit of other existing glare models in the training dataset. With

reference to DGP as a benchmark, both their correlational strength and prediction

performance with glare responses were found to be significantly higher than that

of DGP in the training dataset. P2, which uses Ev as its saturation term, had the

best fit in the training dataset and promising performance in the preliminary checks.

Preliminary performance checks were conducted based on an existing test dataset but

the luminous range does not fully overlap that of the development dataset. Hence, a

pseudo-test dataset was formed by randomly sampling data points from the training

dataset to add to the existing test dataset. In particular, P2 showed significantly

stronger correlational strength than DGP in low adaptation levels of the training

dataset, while maintaining similar correlational strength and prediction performance

in higher adaptation levels. It should be further studied and properly validated with

a comprehensive test dataset before deployment in the field. It is also likely that

the development dataset needs to be extended to high saturation conditions as well

(McNeil and Burrell, 2016). Before implementing this model in practice, we must fully

validate it, which means expanding the validation test dataset by adding experimental

data from different settings that contain glare situations in dim environments. In the

next section, we will discuss more of the future research directions that emerged from

the findings of this thesis.

9.2 Future research directions

This thesis pushed for a better understanding of which type of model (saturation

versus contrast driven) works better in different ranges and proposed a reformula-

tion of a hybrid glare model, DGP, towards better prediction of discomfort glare in

dimmer scenes by prioritizing the contrast effect in these ranges. When it comes

to implementing glare models, the reliability of different glare models is based on
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the luminous range it was initially derived from, which is by nature bounded by the

range of saturation and contrast effects of the dataset used to develop it. Various glare

models may have differing range validities as well as strengths and weaknesses in

predicting discomfort glare. For example, the proposed model from this thesis, P2

may perform well up to a certain range of vertical illuminance (approximately 10000

lux), while a purely saturation-based model like Ev may perhaps take precedence

in higher vertical illuminances above that range. Therefore, to formally propose an

improved glare prediction model that builds upon P2, more data points in higher

vertical illuminance ranges might be necessary to add to the training dataset, as well

as a full validation of the proposed model by testing its prediction performance against

other models using a test dataset (not used for the development of the tested models).

As exemplified in Chapter 8, the variety of light conditions in the test dataset is crucial

for meaningful comparisons of glare models’ relative performance. For validation

studies, test datasets should at least cover the range of lighting conditions from which

the tested glare models were developed. In future research, we should aim to com-

pile an extensive glare database containing lighting conditions unique for testing the

diagnostic performance of glare models.

Currently, the contrast term in P2 is optimized for the full range of lighting conditions

available in our training dataset, with more focus on dimmer conditions, and could

also stand to improve its prediction in high saturation scenes as well. Adding more

data points to high saturation ranges (Ev > 6000 lux), which exist but sparingly in the

existing training dataset, is another potential enhancement to P2. In those circum-

stances, the saturation term takes precedence in the current equation, but as seen

in Chapter 8, the ideal contrast term varies across datasets that investigated distinct

groupings of lighting situations. More discussions should be held on how the model

can extend its prediction range even further. In addition, research on annual glare

models should also be extended and validated in occupied buildings for example.

As previously mentioned, we observed that the addition of contrast effects does not

necessarily generate more uncomfortable glare responses, hence future researchers

should further examine the additivity of glare sources, as mentioned before. More

research is needed to address how and when glare sources should be summed in the
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equation of glare models - as a disturbing source or treated as a contribution to the

adaptation level.

Along with glare source additivity, another topic to look into is the detection of a glare

source. Researchers typically use customized glare detection thresholds, either by a

fixed luminance threshold or by a multiple of the task luminance. These methods

help to detect potential glare sources for the calculation of glare models, but there are

no known methods to ascertain glare sources reliably. Firstly, we need to ask - What

is a glare source? After answering that, then how can we effectively detect them in

a variety of conditions? Although researchers currently choose custom thresholds

to detect glare sources for their datasets or use the default (2000 cd/m2 luminance

threshold) in evalglare, future research may consider investigating what characterizes

a glare source other than its luminance, propose and validate other methods to detect

glare sources.

Discomfort glare prediction in this thesis is based on daylight sources of discomfort

glare only and does not currently account for the effect of electric lighting in these

scenarios. This is because in practice, daylighting simulations for building standards

or early design processes usually only calculate the effects of daylight without elec-

tric lighting. Although design goals should aim to use daylight only to reach visual

performance and comfort criteria, the usage of electric lighting is at times inevitable

when daylight is not available. Furthermore, the inclusion of electric lighting raises

the adaptation level of the eye, which reduces the contrast effects of glare. Therefore,

future glare research may aim to understand this interaction between discomfort glare

and electric lighting usage, and glare sources from both daylight and electric lighting

could also be considered in the development of future glare models.

Towards more open and accessible research in this field, setting up a glare evaluation

database is also a possible direction in which the glare research community can take.

Having several obstacles overcome, such as the fact that the cultural backgrounds of

participants do not influence glare responses (Pierson et al., 2022), and that the output

of several non-binary glare questionnaire items are highly associated and correlated

with each other, compiling an ever-growing database could be a possibility and may

be beneficial for accumulating glare evaluations, such that new studies can attempt

to supplement the existing ones. The aim could be to compile a comprehensive and
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reliable dataset that is readily available, perhaps continually update glare models

with data points used for training models, and another separate dataset used for

validation purposes, hence continually pushing the boundaries of discomfort glare

research. However, this idea does not come without logistical obstacles. The glare

database will have to involve strict gatekeeping criteria, require proper documentation

of experimental protocol for all data points, and rules to tag data used for developing

models versus data used for validating models such that they do not overlap.

9.3 Discussion and outlook

Predicting visual (dis)comfort on the vertical plane at the eye is more important than

ever, as work has shifted from paper to screen-based in the digital age. Desktop

illuminance may not be as important as vertical illuminance at the eye, and the

uniformity of luminances in one’s field of view becomes more important when it

comes to visual comfort and performance. This thesis’ findings shed light on what

type of luminous effects contribute to discomfort glare in office work environments

and reformulated a hybrid glare model to predict the probability of discomfort due to

glare. Although better predictions of occupants’ discomfort due to glare can help us

make more reliable predictions of occupant behavior regarding their use of external

or internal sun-shading devices, there are still many other factors that influence

occupant behavior, such as the preference for a view to the outside, maintaining

privacy, and other issues like avoiding overheating in the space. In addition, there

is a huge variability between individual occupants when it comes to their comfort

thresholds as well as preferences. To fully harness the benefits of daylight in indoor

spaces, facade design should be as acceptable as possible to occupants. Therefore,

realistically, in the implementation of any control algorithms for sun-shading devices,

there are many factors to take into account as well as individual preferences and needs.

Control algorithms can also use continual learning methods to continually train

occupant behavior models, learning the specific needs and preferences of occupants.

The ultimate goal of such sun-shading control algorithms should be to maximize

daylight and views to the outside while minimizing negative effects of daylight such

as overheating and discomfort glare and to constantly learn the behavioral habits of
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occupants when they choose to override the algorithm, for example when they want

to maintain privacy indoors.

Following a better understanding of occupant behavior on sun-shading, other building

simulations like thermal and energy simulations, as well as simulations of non-visual

effects of light can also be better modeled and thus enabling more realistic simulations

of occupants’ light exposures, in terms of quantity of light, spectral qualities, time of

day and duration. For example, the usage of sun-shading devices or glazings with

different overall and spectral transmittances, such as electrochromic glazing, to avoid

discomfort glare (and other factors) may reduce daylight received by occupants. This

then alters the non-visual effects of daylight on occupants which are likely to affect

their ipRGC-induced effects of light, entrainment of our biological rhythms through

light exposure as well as acute alertness.

As flexible work arrangements have also become common after the onset of the

COVID-19 pandemic, workers may now demand higher comfort levels in office en-

vironments as they would have in their home offices, where the degree of freedom

to customize and interact with their immediate surroundings was higher than in a

communal office space. When they return to their office environment, they may have

higher expectations and demands for more occupant controls, aspiring for more con-

trol over their personalized comfort in terms of indoor environmental qualities (visual,

thermal, acoustic, ventilation, and air quality). However, the variability of comfort lev-

els and preferences between individuals is always quite high and it is difficult to satisfy

everyone with a single comfort threshold. The question of how to design for occupant

comfort and health remains and is more pertinent than ever, to keep people comfort-

able, healthy and productive in shared office spaces, accounting for their variabilities

on comfort thresholds, all while using minimal energy consumption used to temper

the indoor environment. The findings of this thesis may appear to solve only a small

piece of the puzzle, which is to better understand occupants’ visual discomfort from

daylight, but it has a domino effect - when there is discomfort from glare, occupants

tend to close the blinds and turn on electric lighting as daylight is greatly reduced in

the space, leading to increased energy consumption. Furthermore, reduced daylight

may negatively affect occupants’ health because it reduces non-visual effects from

daylight that are required to entrain their biological rhythms.
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Chapter 9. Conclusions

At first glance, the aim of this thesis seemed to be a narrow one, that of extending

the prediction range of daylight glare models. However, several necessary research

gaps surfaced - whether the choice of the questionnaire affected distributions of glare

responses, what is the luminous range that are currently understudied, and which

type of model performed better for these ranges - all of which broadened the research

scope and were essential to answer to gain key insights for the design, planning, and

execution of the two user experiments toward improving daylight glare prediction. As

the physiological pathway of discomfort glare is unknown, the research had to start

by addressing some of the uncertain assumptions on which psychophysical research

on discomfort glare is based. The findings in this thesis on discomfort induced by

daylight can also then be used to extend to real scenarios which are highly likely

to include electric lighting which may be of diverse types of technology, designs,

and installations in real office spaces. The addition of electric lighting is likely to

increase the adaptation level to which the eye adjusts, and thus may reduce some

of the contrast effects that were studied in this thesis. Since the tolerance towards

glare from daylight and electric lighting is likely not the same, electric lighting may

itself be perceived as a glare source at much lower luminances. The handling of glare

sources from two sources of illumination, one from natural daylight and one from

electrically powered luminaires may prove to be a challenge. Other visual factors may

also interact with visual comfort, such as perceptual effects of space, view quality,

amount of view out, and glazing color altering the daylight spectrum (such as blue

electrochromic glazing), and could be studied further for their impact on discomfort

glare in particular. In addition to understanding the prediction of discomfort glare by

itself, other IEQ aspects such as thermal comfort, air quality, acoustics, and ventilation

may also influence the degree of discomfort glare.

The future of visual comfort research is getting more exciting because with parallel

advances in sampling methods to increase computation speeds for accurate lumi-

nance maps simulations such as Raytraverse (Wasilewski et al., 2022), designers will

also be able to iterate building designs more quickly and at a higher resolution than

before. When coupled with parallel advances in improved glare prediction models,

researchers and practitioners will have access to more reliable glare prediction models

that can be applied across a wide range of indoor lighting conditions to use. De-

signers will also be able to iterate daylighting conditions during the design stages
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9.3 Discussion and outlook

more quickly, reliably, and at a higher resolution than before. This can hopefully lead

to better building and facade designs to harness the benefits of daylight in indoor

environments by mitigating negative effects like discomfort glare and overheating

while giving occupants sufficient exposure to daylight for their physiological needs.
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A Supplementary methodology details

In this appendix, supplementary details on the methodology of this thesis is enclosed

regarding the planning of user studies, examples of questionnaires and HDR process-

ing scripts.

A.1 Planning of user studies setup

When planning the schedule of the user studies at the DEMONA facility, luminance

visualizations from the participant’s point of view were simulated from September

to March to locate the timings where the position of the sun will be seen from the

window, as shown in Figure A.1. This helped to determine when the sun will be able

to illuminate the facade well, since the idea was to use diffuse window films to create

glare sources on the facade when seen from the interior.

Then, design options were also simulated to test if the luminous ranges fall into the

range that we identified and were targeting for. Some example are shown in Figure

A.2. As for the final materials chosen for the user studies, they were only confirmed

after prototyping in reality, and the final combinations are shown in Table A.1.
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Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

16h15h13h11h9h 14h12h10h8h

0 35k

Luminance (cd/m2)

when there is 
direct sun in 
view

Figure A.1: Luminance visualizations in DEMONA facility to determine when direct sun
illuminates the south facade.
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A.1 Planning of user studies setup

(a) 1-panel-low (b) 1-panel-high

(c) 2-panel-low (d) 2-panel-high

Figure A.2: Simulated daylight visualizations to test design options for experiment 1. Note that
the materials indicated are not the final combinations, as they were confirmed after prototype
tests in reality.
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Table A.1

GlarePanel_high Tvi s

Glazing_Demonasuggestions 0.75
Perspex_Clear 0.92
Diffuse_Envision_60 0.63
TOTAL 43.47%

GlarePanel_low Tvi s

Glazing_Demonasuggestions 0.75
Perspex_Clear 0.92
Perspex_Clear 0.92
Daylight Natural 60 0.63
Diffuse_Envision_60 0.63
TOTAL 25.20%

Reduced_top Tvi s

Glazing_Demonasuggestions 0.75
Diffuse_Envision_50 0.63
Perspex_Clear 0.92
Lee_6 0.066
Lee_6 0.066
Perspex_Clear 0.92
TOTAL 0.17%

Reduced_bottom Tvi s

Glazing_Demonasuggestions 0.75
Perspex_Clear 0.92
Lee_6 0.066
Lee_6 0.066
TOTAL 0.30%
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A.2 Examples of Pre-selection, Baseline and Sampling Questionnaire

A.2 Examples of Pre-selection, Baseline and Sampling

Questionnaire

The three documents in the following pages are examples of the preselection, baseline

and sampling questionnaire used in both user studies.
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Pre-selection Questionnaire - Expt 2

What is your age? *

What is your gender? *

Male

Female

Prefer not to say

What is your height? (cm) *

From which country are you originally from? *
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How long have you been living in Switzerland?
  *

Less than 6 months

From 6 to 12 months

From 1 to 2 years

From 2 to 5 years

More than 5 years

In which country have you lived the most in the last 5 years? *

What is your native language? *

What is your English Proficiency level? *

Advanced (C1)

Proficient (C2)

Native Language
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Are you color blind? *

Yes

No

I am not sure

If yes, choose one: *

Red-green

Blue-yellow

Is your sight limited by an eye disease or eye disorder, even when you wear
glasses or contact lenses? (For example cataract) *

Yes - Please specify (Required)  

No

Do you require corrective eyewear? *

Yes

No
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Yes No I don't know

Cold

Heat

Bright light

Noise

Odour

If yes, what kind of corrective eyewear do you wear daily? *

Glasses

Contacts

None

Does your glasses/contacts have transition lenses? *

Yes

No

Are you sensitive to the following: *

Have you been involved with LIPID laboratory in any way (course,
seminar, experiment)? *

Yes (please specify to what in particular):  

No
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(untitled)

Do you study/work in the sustainable building sector? *

Yes

No

Please provide the following information so that we can contact you if you are
an eligible volunteer for this study: *

First name Email address

Mobile phone (+41
...)
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Baseline Questionnaire - Expt 2 - POSITIONB

1. Participant Index *

2. Consent obtained *

Yes

No

What is your age? *

What is your gender? *

Male

Female

Prefer not to say

What is your height? (cm) *
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From which country are you originally from? *

How long have you been living in Switzerland?
  *

Less than 6 months

From 6 to 12 months

From 1 to 2 years

From 2 to 5 years

More than 5 years

In which country have you lived the most in the last 5 years? *

What is your native language? *

Are you left or right handed?
  *

Left

Right

Both
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Do you require corrective eyewear? *

Yes

No

Are you wearing corrective eyewear right now? *

Glasses

Contacts

None

What color are your eyes?
  *

Blue/Green/Grey

Brown

Hazel

Other - (Required)  

Are you in healthy conditions right now? *

Yes

No
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Not
Sensitive

Slightly
Sensitive Sensitive

Very
Sensitive I don't know

Bright
light

Cold

Heat

Noise*

Odour

Dry air

Humid
air

Draft*

Does your usual workday consist of predominantly screen-based tasks? *

Yes

No

Please assign a rating for your sensitivity to the following items: *

Are you sensitive to bright light in general? *

Yes

No

I don't know
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 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

Not
sensitive

Very
sensitive

Indoor Environmental Quality Perceptions

Very uncomfortable Uncomfortable Comfortable Very comfortable

Cold Cool
Slightly

cool Just right
Slightly
warm Warm Hot

Very
dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied Satisfied Very satisfied

Please rate your sensitivity to bright light: *

How would you rate the overall indoor environmental comfort (light,
temperature, noise and air quality): *

At this precise moment, how are you feeling thermally*? *

How satisfied are you with the thermal* situation in this room? *
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Very
dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied Satisfied Very satisfied

Very
dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied Satisfied Very satisfied

Open-ended

How satisfied are you with the acoustics* in this room? *

How satisfied are you with the air quality in this room? *

You have said that you are not comfortable with the overall environment.
Why? *
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(untitled)

(untitled)

Is there any specific reason why you find the overall indoor environment
comfortable?
  *

Is there anything about the physical environment that disturbs you at this
moment? (Answer "No", if you are not disturbed by anything.) *

Have you done the contrast test for the second time? *

Yes

No
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Sampling Questionnaire - Expt 2 - POSITIONB

Details

(untitled)

Very uncomfortable Uncomfortable Comfortable Very comfortable

Cold Cool
Slightly

cool Just right
Slightly
warm Warm Hot

Participant Index *

Is there anything about the physical environment that disturbs you at this
moment? (Answer "No", if you are not disturbed by anything.) *

How would you rate the overall indoor environmental comfort (light,
temperature, noise and air quality): *

At this precise moment, how are you feeling thermally*? *
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Very
dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied Satisfied Very satisfied

Very
dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied Satisfied Very satisfied

Very
dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied Satisfied Very satisfied

How satisfied are you with the thermal* situation in this room? *

How satisfied are you with the acoustics* in this room? *

How satisfied are you with the air quality in this room? *

You have said that you are not comfortable with the overall environment.
Why? *
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Very uncomfortable Uncomfortable Comfortable Very comfortable

Very
dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied Satisfied Very satisfied

Very low Low
Slightly

low Just right
Slightly

high High Very high

Is there any specific reason why you find the overall indoor environment
comfortable?
  *

How do you find the current visual environment? *

How satisfied are you with the overall lighting quality in this space? *

How do you perceive the light level on your desk in this moment? *
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Strongly
Disagree Disagree

Neither
agree nor
disagree Agree

Strongly
Agree

I am comfortable with the
brightness of light in my field
of view

I am comfortable with the
contrast of light in my field of
view

You have said that you are not comfortable with the visual environment.
Why?
  *

Is there any specific reason why you find the visual environment in the room
as comfortable?
  *

To what extent do you agree/disagree with the following statements:
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Imperceptible Noticeable Disturbing Intolerable

Yes No

Not at all Slightly Moderately Very much

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Not
at
all

Very
much

Unacceptable Just unacceptable Just acceptable Acceptable

At the moment, how would you describe glare in your field of view? *

Are you experiencing any discomfort due to glare at the moment? *

How much discomfort due to glare are you experiencing at the moment? *

On a scale of 0-10, how much discomfort due to glare are you experiencing at
the moment? *

How acceptable is the glare you are experiencing at the moment, if any? *
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Yes No

Do not turn on electric
lighting

Turn on electric lighting a
little

Turn on and increase
electric lighting a lot

Very
dissatisfied Dissatisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied Satisfied Very satisfied

Do you think it is necessary to change the current facade setup? *

Why do you think it is necessary to change the facade setup? (Check all that
apply) *

Glare

Too bright

Too dark

View to the exterior

Other  

 *

How would you adjust electric lighting in this space in order to improve the
current lighting environment? *

Take a look outside the window. How satisfied are you with the amount of
view to the outside? *
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 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  

Not
clear
at all

Very
clear

How clear is your view to the outside? *
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A.3 HDR processing scripts

A.3 HDR processing scripts

This section shows the python scripts that were written to batch process the HDR

images from the user studies: 1. To re-integrate stray glare sources into background

luminance, 2. To re-calculate glare models from the detailed output of evalglare, and 3.

To consolidate re-calculated glare models from the previous script to a single .csv file.

Listing A.1: 1. Python script to re-integrate stray glare sources into background luminance.

Note that the threshold to detect stray glare sources depends on the type of experiments. In

the case of experiments 1 and 2 in this thesis, we used <1000 pixels as a threshold to detect

stray glare sources.

1 " " "

2 Spyder Editor

3 This program reads the −d detai led output from evalglare f o r each t x t f i l e and

d e l e t e s " s t r a y " glare sources ( <500** p i x e l s ) and updates the background

luminance accordingly .

4

5

6 NOTES:

7 ** p i x e l value should be changed depending on what i s considered " s t r a y " in

dataset .

8

9 Written by : Geraldine Quek

10 Date written : 18/11/2021

11 Last e d i t : 25/08/2022

12

13 input : d i r e c t o r y of f o l d e r s of detai led output . t x t f i l e s

14 output : _ d e l e t e d s t r a y . t x t f i l e s with background luminance updated , and l a s t

l i n e of evalglare metrics kept .

15 " " "

16

17 import os , sys

18 import subprocess

19 import math

20

21 #input : f o l d e r of f o l d e r s of t x t f i l e s

22 #output : c r e a t e s new t x t f i l e s of detai led evalglare r e s u l t s with new

background luminance ( new_lb ) calculated from the weighted old background

luminance and the s t r a y glare sources with t h e i r r e s p e c t i v e
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23

24

25 # expt_1 = ’ ’ #####CHANGE INPUT#####

26 # os . chdir ( expt_1 )

27

28 # expt_2a = ’ ’

29 # os . chdir ( expt_2a ) ##CHANGE ACCORDINGLY##

30

31 expt_2b = ’ ’

32 os . chdir ( expt_2b ) ##CHANGE ACCORDINGLY##

33

34

35 for t x t f i l e in os . l i s t d i r ( os . getcwd ( ) ) :

36 i f t x t f i l e . endswith ( ’ _deletedstray . t x t ’ ) :

37 os . remove ( t x t f i l e )

38 e l i f t x t f i l e . endswith ( ’ _glaremetrics . t x t ’ ) :

39 os . remove ( t x t f i l e )

40 e l i f t x t f i l e . endswith ( ’ _ r e s u l t s . t x t ’ ) :

41 os . remove ( t x t f i l e )

42

43 for t x t f i l e in os . l i s t d i r ( os . getcwd ( ) ) :

44 i f t x t f i l e . endswith ( ’ . t x t ’ ) :

45 newhdrtxt = open( os . path . s p l i t e x t ( t x t f i l e ) [ 0 ] + ’ _deletedstray . t x t ’ , ’w’ )

46 ftmp = open( t x t f i l e , ’ r ’ ) #to read the t x t f i l e output

47

48 f i r s t l i n e = ftmp . readline ( ) #read f i r s t l i n e of f i l e

49 i f len ( f i r s t l i n e ) != 0 :

50 # print ( f i r s t l i n e )

51 pcs = f i r s t l i n e . r s t r i p ( ) . s p l i t ( ’ ’ )

52 numsource = pcs [ 0 ] #number of glare sources detected

53 newhdrtxt . w r i t e l i n e s ( f i r s t l i n e ) # write header

54 # i f j u s t 1 glare source i s detected , then simply write that l i n e in the

newhdrtxt f i l e

55 i f int (numsource) == 1 :

56 secondline = ftmp . readline ( )

57 print ( secondline )

58 newhdrtxt . w r i t e l i n e s ( secondline )

59 t h i r d l i n e = ftmp . readline ( )

60 newhdrtxt . w r i t e l i n e s ( t h i r d l i n e )

61
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62 # i f more than 1 glare source i s detected , i n t e g r a t e them by change Lb and Wb in

f i r s t l ine , then write f i r s t l i n e to newhdrtxt f i l e

63 e l i f int (numsource) > 1 :

64 l w _ l i s t = [ ] # l i s t of weighted luminances by s o l i d angle to add to new Lb

65 stray_wb_l ist = [ ]

66 g l a r e s o u r c e s l i s t = [ ] # w i l l be a nested l i s t

67 Ws = 0 # t o t a l sum of source omega

68 count = 0

69 for (num, l i n e ) in enumerate ( ftmp ) : # glare source detai led c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s (1

No p i x e l s x−pos y−pos L_s Omega_s Posindx L_b L_t E_vert Edir Max_Lum Sigma

xdir ydir zdir Eglare_cie L v e i l _ c i e t e t a glare_zone )

70 pieces = l i n e . r s t r i p ( ) . s p l i t ( ’ ’ ) # f o r each of the next l i ne s , s p l i t by space

71 # print ( p i e c e s [ 0 ] )

72 i f pieces [ 0 ] == "dgp , av_lum , E_v , lum_backg , E_v_dir , dgi , ugr , vcp , cgi , lum_sources ,

omega_sources , Lvei l , Lvei l_cie , dgr , ugp , ugr_exp , dgi_mod , av_lum_pos , av_lum_pos2 ,

med_lum, med_lum_pos , med_lum_pos2 , ugp2 : " :

73 evalglaremetrics = l i n e

74 else :

75 # print ( p i e c e s [ 1 ] )

76 i f f l o a t ( pieces [ 1 ] ) < 1000: # i f glare source s i z e i s l e s s than 500 p i x e l s

77 l w _ l i s t . append( f l o a t ( pieces [ 4 ] ) * f l o a t ( pieces [ 5 ] ) ) #weighted luminance by s o l i d

angle (omega)

78 print ( pieces [ 5 ] )

79 stray_wb_l is t . append( f l o a t ( pieces [ 5 ] ) )

80 old_Lb = f l o a t ( pieces [ 7 ] )

81 count += 1

82

83 e l i f f l o a t ( pieces [ 1 ] ) >= 1000: # i f glare source s i z e i s more than 500 pixels ,

there might be 2 because of the 2 half square scenes

84 g l a r e s o u r c e s l i s t . append( pieces ) # t h i s i s what to print in the main f i l e , but

with Lb r e v i s e d

85 print ( g l a r e s o u r c e s l i s t )

86 old_Lb = f l o a t ( pieces [ 7 ] )

87 Ws += f l o a t ( pieces [ 5 ] )

88

89 print ( "old_Lb = " + s t r ( old_Lb ) )

90 old_Wb = 2*math . pi − Ws − sum( s tray_wb_l ist )

91 new_Wb = 2*math . pi − Ws

92 new_Lb = ( ( old_Lb *old_Wb) + sum( l w _ l i s t ) ) /new_Wb

93 print ( "new_Lb = " + s t r (new_Lb) )
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94

95 for l i n e in g l a r e s o u r c e s l i s t : # f o r each of the main glare sources , replace Lb

with new Lb and then write to output f i l e

96 print ( "Appending main glare source with updated Lb" )

97 l i n e [7]=new_Lb # replace new Lb

98 newhdrtxt . write ( ’ ’ . join ( s t r ( v ) for v in l i n e ) )

99 newhdrtxt . write ( ’ \n ’ )

100

101 # print l a s t l i n e of glare metrics from evalglare

102 newhdrtxt . write ( s t r ( evalglaremetrics ) )

103

104 newhdrtxt . close ( )

105

106 ftmp . close ( )

Listing A.2: 2. Python script to re-calculate glare models from the detailed output of evalglare.

In this script, the exponents of log_gc were also varied for the Ls and Pi terms. Note: PGSV is

not made for addivity of glare sources, and was done in the script for testing purposes only.

1 " " "

2 Spyder Editor

3 This program reads _ d e l e t e d s t r a y . t x t f i l e s in each scene f o l d e r and c a l c u l a t e s

glare metrics , then outputs in a _glaremetrics . t x t f i l e with one glare metric

hdr per row .

4

5 Written by : Geraldine Quek

6 Date written : 18/11/2021

7 Last e d i t : 25/08/2022

8

9 input : d i r e c t o r y of f o l d e r s of _ d e l e t e d s t r a y . t x t f i l e s

10 output : c a l c u l a t e s glare metrics f o r each scene , and outputs them in a

consolidated _glaremetrics . t x t f i l e with one row per hdr ( p1s1_glaremetrics .

t x t ) f o r each scene

11 " " "

12 import os , sys

13 import subprocess

14 import math

15 import numpy as np

16

17

18
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19 expt_1 = ’ ’ #####CHANGE INPUT#####

20 os . chdir ( expt_1 )

21

22

23 i _ s t a r t = 1

24 i_stop = 3

25 i_step = .02

26

27 j = 1

28

29 k _ s t a r t = 1

30 k_stop = 3

31 k_step = .02

32

33 l = 2

34

35 # a _ s t a r t = 0.1

36 # a_stop = 1

37 # a_step = 0.05

38

39 for t x t f i l e in os . l i s t d i r ( os . getcwd ( ) ) :

40 i f t x t f i l e . endswith ( ’ _glaremetrics . t x t ’ ) :

41 os . remove ( t x t f i l e )

42

43 for t x t f i l e in os . l i s t d i r ( os . getcwd ( ) ) :

44 i f t x t f i l e . endswith ( ’ _deletedstray . t x t ’ ) :

45 #Make g l a r e m e t r i c s f i l e

46 g l a r e m e t r i c s f i l e = open ( ( os . path . s p l i t e x t ( t x t f i l e ) [ 0 ] + ’ _glaremetrics . t x t ’ ) , ’

w’ )

47 g l a r e m e t r i c s f i l e . write ( ’ participant , ev , edir , eindir , log_gc , dgp , cgi , dgi , dgi_mod ,

av_lum , med_lum, ugr , ugp , ugr_exp , av_lum_cie , Ls , P ,w, Lb , pgsv_con , pgsv_sat , pgsv ,

t e s t l g 2 , ’ )

48 for i in np . arange ( i _ s t a r t , i_stop , i_step ) . round ( 2 ) :

49 for k in np . arange ( k_start , k_stop , k_step ) . round ( 2 ) :

50 # f o r a in np . arange ( a_start , a_stop , a_step ) . round ( 2 ) :

51 nm = ’ _ ’ . join ( [ ’ l g ’ , s t r ( i ) , s t r ( j ) , s t r ( k ) , s t r ( l ) ] ) + ’ , ’

52 g l a r e m e t r i c s f i l e . write (nm) #Writing header f o r each of the variations of loggc

53 g l a r e m e t r i c s f i l e . write ( ’ \n ’ )

54 p1 = t x t f i l e . s p l i t ( ’ s ’ ) [ 0 ]

55 p = p1 . s p l i t ( ’p ’ ) [ 1 ] #change ’p ’ to ’ a ’ f o r experiment 2A , and ’ b ’ f o r 2B .
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56 ## print (p)

57

58 #make empty l i s t s

59 l o g g c _ l i s t = [ ]

60 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t = [ ]

61 c g i _ l o g l i s t = [ ]

62 d g i _ l o g l i s t = [ ]

63 dgi_mod_loglist = [ ]

64 ugr_exp_logl is t = [ ]

65 pgsv_con_loglist = [ ] # f o r PGSV

66 p g s v _ s a t _ l o g l i s t = [ ] # f o r PGSV

67 p g s v _ l o g l i s t = [ ] # f o r PGSV

68 t e s t l g 2 _ l o g l i s t = [ ]

69

70 dictionary = { }

71 #Create dictionary f o r making empty l i s t s f o r varying exponents in loggc

72 for i in np . arange ( i _ s t a r t , i_stop , i_step ) . round ( 2 ) :

73 for k in np . arange ( k_start , k_stop , k_step ) . round ( 2 ) :

74 nm = ’ _ ’ . join ( [ ’ l g ’ , s t r ( i ) , s t r ( j ) , s t r ( k ) , s t r ( l ) ] )

75 dictionary [nm] = [ ]

76

77 ftmp = open( os . path . join ( os . getcwd ( ) , t x t f i l e ) , ’ r ’ )

78 for (num, l i n e ) in enumerate ( ftmp ) :

79 pieces = l i n e . r s t r i p ( ) . s p l i t ( ’ ’ )

80 i f pieces [ 0 ] == ’dgp , av_lum , E_v , lum_backg , E_v_dir , dgi , ugr , vcp , cgi , lum_sources ,

omega_sources , Lvei l , Lvei l_cie , dgr , ugp , ugr_exp , dgi_mod , av_lum_pos , av_lum_pos2 ,

med_lum, med_lum_pos , med_lum_pos2 , ugp2 : ’ :

81 av_lum = f l o a t ( pieces [ 2 ] )

82 ev = f l o a t ( pieces [ 3 ] )

83 med_lum = f l o a t ( pieces [ 2 0 ] )

84 # print ( ’ avlum acquired ’+ s t r ( av_lum ) )

85 ftmp . close ( )

86

87 ftmp = open( os . path . join ( os . getcwd ( ) , t x t f i l e ) , ’ r ’ )

88 l o g g c 2 _ l i s t = [ ]

89 count = 0

90 for (num, l i n e ) in enumerate ( ftmp ) :

91 pieces = l i n e . r s t r i p ( ) . s p l i t ( ’ ’ )
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92 i f pieces [ 0 ] == ’dgp , av_lum , E_v , lum_backg , E_v_dir , dgi , ugr , vcp , cgi , lum_sources ,

omega_sources , Lvei l , Lvei l_cie , dgr , ugp , ugr_exp , dgi_mod , av_lum_pos , av_lum_pos2 ,

med_lum, med_lum_pos , med_lum_pos2 , ugp2 : ’ :

93 av_lum = f l o a t ( pieces [ 2 ] )

94 ev = f l o a t ( pieces [ 3 ] )

95 med_lum = f l o a t ( pieces [ 2 0 ] )

96 e l i f num > 0 : # l i n e 0 i s the header −− (1 No p i x e l s x−pos y−pos L_s Omega_s

Posindx L_b L_t E_vert Edir Max_Lum Sigma xdir ydir zdir Eglare_cie L v e i l _ c i e

t e t a glare_zone )

97 filename = os . path . s p l i t e x t ( t x t f i l e ) [ 0 ]

98 ev = f l o a t ( pieces [ 9 ] ) # E_vert

99 l s = f l o a t ( pieces [ 4 ] ) #Ls

100 omega = ((100 −2.95) /100) * f l o a t ( pieces [ 5 ] ) #omega s o l i d angle in steradians WITH

CORRECTION FACTOR

101 pos = ((100 −5.42) /100) * f l o a t ( pieces [ 6 ] ) # posit ion index WITH CORRECTION FACTOR

102 bigomega = omega/ ( pos * * 2 ) # f o r DGI

103 edir = f l o a t ( pieces [ 1 0 ] ) # d i r e c t illuminance f o r CGI

104 lb = f l o a t ( pieces [ 7 ] ) #background luminance

105 l t = f l o a t ( pieces [ 8 ] ) # task luminance f o r PGSV

106 eindir = math . pi * lb # f o r CGI

107 loggc_t1 = ( l s * * 2 ) *omega

108 loggc_t2 = ev **1.87

109 loggc_t3 = pos **2

110 loggc= loggc_t1 /( loggc_t2 * loggc_t3 ) #summation term in loggc

111 l o g g c _ l i s t . append( loggc ) #square of luminance of source multiplied by omega (

s o l i d angle of source )

112

113

114 cgi_log = ( ( l s * * 2 ) *omega) / ( pos * * 2 ) # log term in c g i

115 c g i _ l o g l i s t . append( cgi_log )

116 dgi_log = ( ( l s * * 1 . 6 ) * ( bigomega * * 0 . 8 ) ) /( lb + ( 0 . 0 7 * (omega* * 0 . 5 ) * l s ) )

117 d g i _ l o g l i s t . append( dgi_log )

118 av_lum_cie = ev/math . pi

119 dgi_mod_log = ( ( l s * * 1 . 6 ) * ( bigomega * * 0 . 8 ) ) /( av_lum_cie **0.85 + ( 0 . 0 7 * (omega

* * 0 . 5 ) * l s ) )

120 dgi_mod_loglist . append( dgi_mod_log )

121 ugr_exp_log = ( l s *omega) / ( lb * ( pos * * 2 ) )

122 ugr_exp_logl is t . append( ugr_exp_log )

123 pgsv_con = 3.2*math . log10 ( l s ) + ( 0 . 7 9 *math . log10 (omega) − 0.61) * (math . log10 ( lb )

) − 0 . 6 4 * (math . log10 (omega) ) − 8.2
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124 pgsv_con_loglist . append( pgsv_con )

125 pgsv_sat = ( −0.57 −3.3) /(1+( av_lum_cie /1250) * * 1 . 7 ) + 3.3

126 p g s v _ s a t _ l o g l i s t . append( pgsv_sat )

127 a = ( l s / lb )

128 b = av_lum/ l t

129 i f a>b :

130 pgsv = pgsv_con

131 p g s v _ l o g l i s t . append( pgsv )

132 e l i f b >= a :

133 pgsv = pgsv_sat

134 p g s v _ l o g l i s t . append( pgsv )

135 t e s t l g 2 _ t 1 = ( l s * * 5 . 8 9 4 ) * (omega* * 5 . 6 5 4 )

136 t e s t l g 2 _ t 2 = ev **6.593

137 t e s t l g 2 _ t 3 = pos **5.061

138 t e s t l g 2 = t e s t l g 2 _ t 1 /( t e s t l g 2 _ t 2 * t e s t l g 2 _ t 3 )

139 t e s t l g 2 _ l o g l i s t . append( t e s t l g 2 )

140

141 for i in np . arange ( i _ s t a r t , i_stop , i_step ) . round ( 2 ) :

142 for k in np . arange ( k_start , k_stop , k_step ) . round ( 2 ) :

143 nm = ’ _ ’ . join ( [ ’ l g ’ , s t r ( i ) , s t r ( j ) , s t r ( k ) , s t r ( l ) ] )

144 ## print ( dictionary [ ’ _ ’ . join ( [ ’ l g ’ , s t r ( i ) , s t r ( j ) , s t r ( k ) , s t r ( l ) ] ) ] ) #empty l i s t

c al l ed

145 t1 = ( l s ** i ) * (omega** j )

146 t2 = ( ev ** k ) * ( pos ** l )

147 log_ex= t1 / t2 #summation term in loggc

148 dictionary [nm] . append( log_ex )

149

150 count += 1

151

152 # participant

153 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append(p)

154 # print ( ’ p= ’+ s t r (p) )

155 #ev

156 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( ev )

157 # print ( ’ Ev= ’+ s t r ( ev ) )

158 # edir

159 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( edir )

160 # print ( ’ edir = ’+ s t r ( edir ) )

161 # eindir

162 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( eindir )
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163 # print ( ’ e indir = ’+ s t r ( eindir ) )

164 # loggc

165 log_gc = math . log10 (1 + sum( l o g g c _ l i s t ) )

166 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( log_gc )

167 # print ( ’ log_gc = ’+ s t r ( log_gc ) )

168 #DGP

169 dgp_c1 = 5.87*(10** −5)

170 dgp_c2 = 9.18*(10** −2)

171 dgp_c3 = 0.16

172 dgp = dgp_c1* ev + dgp_c2* log_gc + dgp_c3

173 # print ( ’DGP= ’+ s t r ( dgp ) )

174 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append(dgp)

175 #CGI

176 cgi_t1 = (1+( edir /500) ) /ev

177 cgi_t2 = sum( c g i _ l o g l i s t )

178 cgi_t3 = 2* cgi_t1 * cgi_t2

179 i f cgi_t3 <= 0 :

180 cgi = 0

181 else :

182 cgi = 8*math . log10 ( cgi_t3 )

183 # print ( ’ CGI= ’+ s t r ( c g i ) )

184 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( cgi )

185 #DGI

186 dgi_t1 = sum( d g i _ l o g l i s t )

187 i f dgi_t1 > 0 :

188 dgi = 10*math . log10 (0.478* dgi_t1 )

189 else :

190 dgi = 0

191 # print ( ’ DGI= ’+ s t r ( dgi ) )

192 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( dgi )

193 #DGImod

194 dgi_mod_t1 = sum( dgi_mod_loglist )

195 i f dgi_mod_t1 > 0 :

196 dgi_mod = 10*math . log10 (0.478* dgi_mod_t1 )

197 else :

198 dgi_mod = 0

199 # print ( ’DGI_mod= ’+ s t r ( dgi_mod ) )

200 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( dgi_mod )

201 #Average lum ( mathematical average )

202 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( av_lum )
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203 # print ( ’ Av_lum= ’+ s t r ( av_lum ) )

204 #median luminance

205 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append(med_lum)

206 # print ( ’Med_lum= ’+ s t r (med_lum) )

207 #UGR

208 ugr_t1 = 0.25/ lb

209 ugr_t2 = sum( c g i _ l o g l i s t )

210 i f ugr_t2 ! = 0 :

211 ugr = 8*math . log10 ( ugr_t1 * ugr_t2 )

212 else :

213 ugr = 0

214 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( ugr )

215 # print ( ’UGR= ’+ s t r ( ugr ) )

216 #UGP

217 i f sum( c g i _ l o g l i s t ) != 0 :

218 ugp_t1 =((1/ lb ) * (sum( c g i _ l o g l i s t ) ) ) **( −1/5)

219 ugp_t2 = 1 + (2/7) * ( ugp_t1 )

220 ugp = 1/( ugp_t2 **10)

221 else :

222 ugp = 0

223 # print ( ’UGP= ’+ s t r ( ugp ) )

224 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append(ugp)

225 #UGR_exp

226 ugr_exp_t1 = sum( ugr_exp_logl is t )

227 i f ugr_exp_t1 != 0 :

228 ugr_exp = 8*math . log10 ( av_lum_cie ) + (8*math . log10 ( ugr_exp_t1 ) )

229 else :

230 ugr_exp = 0

231 # print ( ’ UGR_exp= ’+ s t r ( ugr_exp ) )

232 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( ugr_exp )

233 #Av lum CIE ( Ev / pi )

234 # print ( ’ Av_lum_cie = ’+ s t r ( av_lum_cie ) )

235 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( av_lum_cie )

236

237

238 # print ( ’ Ls = ’+ s t r ( l s ) )

239 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( l s )

240

241 # print ( ’ P= ’+ s t r ( pos ) )

242 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( pos )
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243

244 # print ( ’w= ’+ s t r (omega) )

245 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append(omega)

246

247 # print ( ’ lb = ’+ s t r ( lb ) )

248 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( lb )

249

250 pgsv_con_term = sum( pgsv_con_loglist )

251 # print ( ’ pgsv_con = ’+ s t r ( pgsv_con_term ) )

252 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( pgsv_con_term )

253

254 pgsv_sat_term = sum( p g s v _ s a t _ l o g l i s t )

255 # print ( ’ pgsv_sat = ’+ s t r ( pgsv_sat_term ) )

256 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( pgsv_sat_term )

257

258 pgsv_term = sum( p g s v _ l o g l i s t )

259 # print ( ’ pgsv = ’+ s t r ( pgsv_term ) )

260 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( pgsv_term )

261

262 testlg2_term = sum( t e s t l g 2 _ l o g l i s t )

263 # print ( ’ t e s t l g 2 = ’+ s t r ( test lg2_term ) )

264 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( testlg2_term )

265

266 for i in np . arange ( i _ s t a r t , i_stop , i_step ) . round ( 2 ) :

267 for k in np . arange ( k_start , k_stop , k_step ) . round ( 2 ) :

268 # f o r a in np . arange ( a_start , a_stop , a_step ) . round ( 2 ) :

269 nm = ’ _ ’ . join ( [ ’ l g ’ , s t r ( i ) , s t r ( j ) , s t r ( k ) , s t r ( l ) ] )

270 x = sum( dictionary [nm] ) #sum the l i s t in that variation of loggc

271 y = math . log10 (1 + x )

272 g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t . append( y )

273

274 # print ( g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t )

275 g l a r e m e t r i c s f i l e . write ( ’ , ’ . join ( s t r ( v ) for v in g l a r e m e t r i c l i s t ) )

276 g l a r e m e t r i c s f i l e . write ( ’ \n ’ )

277

278 g l a r e m e t r i c s f i l e . close ( )

279 ftmp . close ( )

Listing A.3: 3. A simple python script to consolidate re-calculated glare models from the

previous script to a single .csv file.
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1 # −*− coding : utf −8 −*−

2 " " "

3 Spyder Editor

4 This program consol idates basic s t a t i s t i c s of the glare metrics f o r each

_glaremetrics . t x t f i l e s and outputs them in a s i n g l e . csv with one row per

scene

5

6 Written by : Geraldine Quek

7 Date written : 18/11/2021

8 Last e d i t : 25/08/2022

9

10 input : _glaremetrics . t x t f i l e s

11 output : c o n s o l i d a t e d _ r e s u l t s . t x t

12 " " "

13

14

15 import os , sys

16 import subprocess

17 import math

18 import pandas as pd

19

20

21 # expt_1 = ’ ’ #####CHANGE INPUT#####

22 # os . chdir ( expt_1 )

23

24 # expt_2a = ’ ’

25 # os . chdir ( expt_2a ) #####CHANGE INPUT#####

26

27 expt_2b = ’ ’

28 os . chdir ( expt_2b ) #####CHANGE INPUT#####

29

30 f i l e L i s t = [ ] # _glaremetrics . t x t f i l e l i s t

31

32 fg = open ( ( ’ consolidated_results ’+ ’ . csv ’ ) , ’w’ )

33 fg . close ( )

34

35 #append a l l _glaremetrics . t x t f i l e to f i l e L i s t

36 for f i l e in os . l i s t d i r ( os . getcwd ( ) ) :

37 i f f i l e . endswith ( ’ _glaremetrics . t x t ’ ) :

38 f i l e L i s t . append( os . path . join ( os . getcwd ( ) , f i l e ) )
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39

40 #open one glaremetrics t x t f i l e and generate header

41 df = pd . read_csv ( f i l e L i s t [ 0 ] ) #dataframe of the f i r s t f i l e j u s t to get the

header out

42 df = df . reset_index ( drop=True ) #to get the t i t l e header

43 fg = open ( ( ’ consolidated_results ’+ ’ . csv ’ ) , ’w’ )

44 fg . write ( ’ index ’+ ’ , ’ )

45 for col in l i s t ( df ) :

46 fg . write ( col+ ’ , ’ )

47 fg . write ( ’ \n ’ )

48

49 # i t e r a t e through f i l e s

50 for filename in f i l e L i s t :

51 rd = open ( ( filename ) , ’ r ’ )

52 fg . write ( filename+" , " )

53 for (num, l i n e ) in enumerate ( rd ) :

54 i f num > 0 :

55 fg . write ( l i n e )

56 rd . close ( )

57

58 fg . close ( )
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B Supplementary results for founda-
tional investigations

In this appendix, the additional results that resulted from the foundational investiga-

tions are organized and presented.

B.1 Contigency table test results from outputs of glare

questionnaire items

To test whether there is a significant difference in the glare responses from the six

questionnaire items. Null hypothesis: No significant difference between the two

categorical variables. The results of the Pearson’s Chi-squared test with Yates’ continu-

ity correction showed that the null hypothesis that there is no significant difference

between the two categorical variables is rejected, and thus there was significant asso-

ciation between all of the paired comparisons as shown in the table above. The results

are as shown in Table B.1.
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Table B.1: Results (p-values) from pairwise Pearson’s Chi-squared tests with Yates’ continuity
correction between questionnaire outputs.

p-values Binary-YesNo Glare-indication-diagram OsterhausBailey-4point Likert-4point Interval-0-10 Comfort-agreement

Binary-YesNo - <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16
Glare-indication-diagram - - <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16
OsterhausBailey-4point - - - <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16
Likert-4point - - - - <2.2e-16 <2.2e-16
Interval-0-10 - - - - - <2.2e-16
Comfort-agreement - - - - - -
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B.2 Check for range bias effects across three user studies

As the three studies had participants evaluating different illuminance ranges to see if

the internal reliability of the six tested questionnaire items change based on the study.

The psychometric statistics of the internal reliability (Likert-4point, OsterhausBailey-

4point, Interval-0-10, and Comfort-agreement) of questionnaire responses for the

individual datasets were similar to that of the full study, as shown in B.2. This indicates

that the results of the full study does not change depending on the range of luminous

conditions studied individually in the three user studies. Therefore, we conclude there

was no range effect on the findings based on that of the three studies.

Table B.2: psychometric statistics showing internal reliability of questionnaire items for the
full study, and for each of the three user studies individually.

psychometric Statistics
All

(N = 540)

Dataset 1

(N = 234)

Dataset 2

(N = 109)

Dataset 3

(N = 200)

Cronbach’s α 0.93a 0.92 0.93 0.95
Guttman’s Lambda 6 (G6) 0.92 0.9 0.91 0.94
Omega Total 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.96
Explained Common Variance of the general factor (ECV) 0.95 0.9 0.94 0.97
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B.3 Check for stimuli range bias effects by evaluating

only the first glare evaluation

We checked for stimulus range bias by limiting the analysis to only the first scene

evaluated by every participant (where the order of scenes were randomized in each

study), so that there is no "range" of stimuli that the participant was exposed to prior

to evaluating the first scene. If there was a stimuli range bias, the results of the full

study would deviate from that of only the first evaluated scene by every participant,

where there is no stimuli range to bias glare responses. By comparing the results of the

full study to the results of only first scene evaluated, we do not see significant changes

to the conclusions made in the full study. Figure B.1 shows the distribution of glare

responses when only the first scene evaluated by every participant was considered,

which is similar to that of the full dataset. Therefore, we could not find any evidence

of stimulus range bias affecting the outcome of our study.

Figure B.1: Stacked bar plot showing the distribution of glare responses to the first scene
evaluated by every participant (N = 137).
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B.4 Pairwise alluvial plots of six tested questionnaire

item outputs

All pairwise alluvial plots between six glare questionnaire items - “Binary-YesNo”,

“Osterhaus-4point”, “Likert-4point”, “Interval-0-10” and “Comfort-agreement”, “Current-

visual”, and “Glare-indication-diagram” are shown in Figures B.2 to B.16.

Figure B.2: Pairwise alluvial plot of Binary-YesNo and Glare-indication-diagram.
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Figure B.3: Pairwise alluvial plot of Binary-YesNo and OsterhausBailey-4point.

Figure B.4: Pairwise alluvial plot of Binary-YesNo and Likert-4point.
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Figure B.5: Pairwise alluvial plot of Binary-YesNo and Interval-0-10.

Figure B.6: Pairwise alluvial plot of Binary-YesNo and Comfort-agreement.
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Figure B.7: Pairwise alluvial plot of Glare-indication-diagram and Comfort-agreement.

Figure B.8: Pairwise alluvial plot of Glare-indication-diagram and Interval-0-10.
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Figure B.9: Pairwise alluvial plot of Glare-indication-diagram and LIkert-4point.

Figure B.10: Pairwise alluvial plot of Glare-indication-diagram and OsterhausBailey-4point.
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Figure B.11: Pairwise alluvial plot of OsterhausBailey-4point and Likert-4point.

Figure B.12: Pairwise alluvial plot of OsterhausBailey-4point and Interval-0-10.
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Figure B.13: Pairwise alluvial plot of OsterhausBailey-4point and Comfort-agreement.

Figure B.14: Pairwise alluvial plot of Likert-4point and Comfort-agreement.
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Figure B.15: Pairwise alluvial plot of Likert-4point and Interval-0-10.

Figure B.16: Pairwise alluvial plot of Interval-0-10 and Comfort-agreement.
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B.5 Correlation of glare models to glare ratings in lr_3000

and ur_3000

Table B.3: p-values and rho of Spearman’s rank correlations between glare models and glare
ratings on the Osterhaus’ 4-point scale (lr_3000 and ur_3000)

DATASET lr3000 ur3000 lr_3000 ur_3000

p-value p-value ρ ρ

DGP < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 0.46 0.49
Eccologit < 2.2e-16 < 2.2e-16 0.45 0.50
CGI < 2.2e-16 2.65E-15 0.41 0.40
DG Imod < 2.2e-16 2.55E-11 0.41 0.34
UGR/UGP 5.29E-16 1.08E-09 0.37 0.32
DGI 4.66E-15 7.71E-09 0.36 0.30
Log_gc 2.10E-14 4.67E-08 0.35 0.28
Ev /DGPs 1.62E-11 < 2.2e-16 0.31 0.47
PGSVsat 1.62E-11 < 2.2e-16 0.31 0.47
Lav g 5.42E-10 < 2.2e-16 0.29 0.50
PGSV 5.49E-10 < 2.2e-16 0.29 0.48
PGSVcon 1.18E-09 3.87E-14 0.28 0.39
DGR 1.86E-06 0.4595 0.22 0.04
VCP 1.92E-06 0.5979 0.22 0.03
UGRexp 9.05E-01 0.1347 0.01 0.08
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B.6 Demographics and Baseline Questionnaire Results

RStudio version used: RStudio 2022.02.1+461 "Prairie Trillium" Release

1

61%
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19%

Experiment

Figure B.17: Pie chart showing the percentage of participants in each experiment in the final
dataset (n = 94).
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Figure B.18: Histogram showing the distribution of ages of participants (n=94).
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Figure B.19: Histogram showing the distribution of heights of participants (n=94).
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Figure B.20: Donut pie chart depicting the distribution of origin country of participants
(n=94).
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Figure B.21: Donut pie chart depicting the distribution of native languages of participants
(n=94).
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Figure B.22: Donut pie chart depicting how long participants have lived in Switzerland for
(n=94).
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Figure B.23: Donut pie chart depicting the distribution of the country participants lived the
most in the last five years (n=94).
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Figure B.24: Self-assessed sensitivity to bright light on a binary Yes/No response scale (n=94).
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Figure B.25: Self-assessed sensitivity to bright light on a response scale of 0 to 10 (n=94).
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Figure B.26: Baseline rating of indoor environmental quality in the baseline scene (n=94).
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B.6 Demographics and Baseline Questionnaire Results
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Figure B.27: Distribution of thermal perception reported in the baseline scene (n=94). There
were no responses for the cold and hot extremities (“Cold” and “Hot” response items) of the
thermal perception response scale and are thus omitted.
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B.7 Discomfort glare responses based on all question-

naire items

Of the questionnaire items with a binary response scale, a higher percentage of partici-

pants reported discomfort due to glare on the Glare-indication-diagram (Figure B.28b)

than from the Binary-YesNo (Figure B.28a). As high as 91.2% of participants reported

glare on the Glare-indication diagram in scene Halfsquare_I, while 73.5% of partici-

pants reported discomfort from glare on the Binary-YesNo questionnaire item for the

same scene. Both OsterhausBailey-4point (Figure B.28d) and Likert-4point (Figure

B.28c) which present four response items each, show a similar distribution of dis-

comfort glare responses throughout the eight scenes. 44.1% of participants described

the discomfort glare as "disturbing" on the OsterhausBailey-4point questionnaire

item, while 41.2% of participants described the discomfort glare as "disturbing" and

"intolerable" on the Likert-4point questionnaire item. Figure B.29a shows the results

from Interval-0-10 with eleven numerical response items from 0 to 10. The distribu-

tion is of a higher resolution than the other questionnaire items with the increased

number of response items on the response scale. For scene Halfsquare_I, 35.3% of

participants chose reported a value of 6 and above on the eleven-point scale from 0 to

10. Figure B.29b and Figure B.29c show the results of positively worded questionnaire

items, Comfort-agreement-brightness and Comfort-agreement-contrast, where the

participants are asked whether they agree that the brightness or contrast in their

field of view is comfortable. For the same scene of Halfsquare_I, 55% and 50% of

participants disagreed that the brightness and contrast are comfortable in their field

of view, respectively.
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C Supplementary results for core stud-
ies

In this appendix, the additional results from the core experiments are organized and

presented.
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Appendix C. Supplementary results for core studies

C.1 Ranking of scenes

To re-confirm that the magnitude of discomfort from glare using the OsterhausBailey-

4point questionnaire item does not vary from that of other non-binary questionnaire

items, we compared the above ranking to a relative ranking of degree of discomfort

glare by a sum of ranks from all six questionnaire items. Table C.1, where rank 8

refers to the most percentage of participants reporting discomfort due to glare and

rank 1, refers to the least percentage of participants reporting discomfort due to glare.

Some scenes are ranked the same if the difference is less than 1%. For the ranking

analysis, a borderline between comfort and discomfort (BCD) threshold was chosen

for each of the questionnaire items and the ranks are summed. The ranks from all six

questionnaire items are added up, yielding an overall rank, as shown in Figure C.1.

The results corroborate with that of the ranking by OsterhausBailey-4point, as shown

previously in Figure 7.20.
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Figure C.1: Visualization of the magnitude of discomfort glare from a sum of ranks of six
questionnaire items for the eight scenes tested across the two experiments.
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Appendix C. Supplementary results for core studies

C.2 Ev vs. Log_gc plots
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Figure C.2: Scatterplot of 343 datapoints of the final dataset on the axes of log gc vs. Ev ,
coloured by experiment (1, 2A and 2B). 2A and 2B represent the datapoints from the two posi-
tions where participants were sitting. Black lines represent the DGP thresholds for noticeable,
disturbing, and intolerable glare (0.34, 0.38 and 0.4, respectively).
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C.3 Violin plots of discomfort glare models across scenes

C.3 Violin plots of discomfort glare models across scenes
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Figure C.3: Violin and box plot of DGP across the eight scenes.
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Figure C.4: Violin and box plot of UGRexp across the eight scenes.
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C.3.2 Contrast-driven models
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Figure C.5: Violin and box plot of CGI across the eight scenes.
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Figure C.6: Violin and box plot of DGI across the eight scenes.
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Figure C.7: Violin and box plot of DG Imod across the eight scenes.
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C.3 Violin plots of discomfort glare models across scenes
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Figure C.8: Violin and box plot of log_gc across the eight scenes.
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Figure C.9: Violin and box plot of UGR across the eight scenes.
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Figure C.10: Violin and box plot of UGP across the eight scenes.
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C.3.3 Saturation-driven models
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Figure C.11: Violin and box plot of Lav g across the eight scenes.
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Figure C.12: Violin and box plot of Ev derived from the HDR images, across the eight scenes.

C.3.4 Ls,ωs, P , Lb

Halfsquare_2 is omitted from the following 3 plots because of the presence of two

glare sources, and the following graphs are reflecting only one glare source:
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C.3 Violin plots of discomfort glare models across scenes
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Figure C.13: Violin and box plot of Ls derived from the HDR images, across the eight scenes.
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Figure C.14: Violin and box plot of ωs derived from the HDR images, across the eight scenes.
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Figure C.15: Violin and box plot of P derived from the HDR images, across the eight scenes.
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Figure C.16: Violin and box plot of Lb derived from the HDR images, across the eight scenes.
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C.4 Performance of existing glare models in Experiment 1 and 2

C.4 Performance of existing glare models in Experiment

1 and 2

Table C.2: Full table of results for the performance of glare models - Spearman rank correlation
ρ and p-value, and the ROC-AUC and PRC-AUC results.

Glare model Spearman Rank ρ Spearman Rank p-value ROC-AUC PRC-AUC

dgi 0.17592511 0.0010685 0.60544793 0.24631734
dgi_mod 0.17398266 0.00121579 0.60544793 0.24770071
ugr 0.15357906 0.00435994 0.5922253 0.25242636
ugp 0.15357906 0.00435994 0.5922253 0.25242636
cgi 0.14519424 0.00707048 0.587664 0.23446122
dgp 0.12022897 0.02597227 0.57480012 0.23681624
log_gc 0.11600267 0.03172863 0.57895141 0.25919741
ugr_exp 0.03125152 0.56406489 0.48398421 0.20093999
med_lum 0.02431751 0.65358392 0.50345941 0.20083484
eindir 0.00479421 0.92950595 0.49172304 0.19701193
ev -0.0360997 0.5051862 0.53164719 0.18791485
av_lum_cie -0.0360997 0.5051862 0.53164719 0.18791485
av_lum -0.0394634 0.46631431 0.53692599 0.18784829
edir -0.0428143 0.42929386 0.53333846 0.18760901
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C.5 Influence of other IEQ factors on the glare responses

(OsterhausBailey-4point)
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Figure C.17: Stacked bar plot of discomfort glare responses (OsterhausBailey-4point), grouped
by the responses on thermal satisfaction.
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Figure C.18: Stacked bar plot of discomfort glare responses (OsterhausBailey-4point), grouped
by the responses on view clearness.
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C.5 Influence of other IEQ factors on the glare responses (OsterhausBailey-4point)
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Figure C.19: Stacked bar plot of discomfort glare responses (OsterhausBailey-4point), grouped
by the responses on view satisfaction.
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Figure C.20: Stacked bar plot of discomfort glare respones (OsterhausBailey-4point), grouped
by the self-assessed sensitivity to bright light.
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C.6 Non-influence of self-assessed sensitivity of bright

light on glare responses

Table C.3: Results of the Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test for the influence of self-assessed sensi-
tivity to bright light.

Variable chi-squared df p-value Significance

Self-assessed sensitivity to bright light 1.3585 1 0.2438 -
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C.7 Simulated position index and solid angle in experiment 1

C.7 Simulated position index and solid angle in experi-

ment 1

Table C.4: Pi , simulated position index of the glare source in 1-panel_high scene.

x-pos (m) -0.4 0

y-pos (m) LMK Participant

1.4 3.512352 3.265449
1.3 3.775773 3.539908
1.2 4.059002 3.839195
1.1 4.360339 4.158183
1 4.68172 4.499014

Range of Pi 1.169368 1.233565

S.D. of Pi simulated 0.462561553 0.488270931

Table C.5: ωi , simulated solid angle of the glare source in 1-panel_high scene.

x-pos (m) -0.4 0

y-pos (m) LMK Participant

1.4 0.046279304 0.045569994
1.3 0.043973066 0.042988045
1.2 0.041694405 0.040464207
1.1 0.039458763 0.038017604
1 0.037283191 0.035660393

Range of ωi 0.008996113 0.0099096

S.D. of ωi simulated 0.003558831 0.003920222
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Table C.6: Correction factors for solid angle for experiment 1 due to the displacement of the
LMK camera. Note that the y-position of 1.2 metres was assumed and therefore -2.95% was
used to correct for the solid angle displacement.

x-pos (m) -0.4 0

y-pos (m) LMK Participant

1.4 0.00% -1.53%
1.3 0.00% -2.24%
1.2 0.00% -2.95%
1.1 0.00% -3.65%
1 0.00% -4.35%

Table C.7: Correction factors for position index for experiment 1 due to the displacement of
the LMK camera. Note that the y-position of 1.2 metres was assumed and therefore -5.42%
was used to correct for the solid angle displacement.

x-pos (m) -0.4 0

y-pos (m) LMK Participant

1.4 0.00% -7.03%
1.3 0.00% -6.25%
1.2 0.00% -5.42%
1.1 0.00% -4.64%
1 0.00% -3.90%
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C.8 Additional performance plots of contrast term variations

C.8 Additional performance plots of contrast term varia-

tions
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Figure C.21: Scatter plot of ρ and PRC-AUC, colored by ROC-AUC for MLR models generated
from each dataset with Log _g cvar and log Ev in each of the datasets.
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Figure C.22: Scatter plot of ρ and PRC-AUC, colored by ROC-AUC for MLR models with
Log _g cvar and Ev in each of the datasets.
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Figure C.23: Scattterplot of Spearman’s rank correlation ρ and exponent k (of Ev ), colored by
exponent i (of Ls).
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Figure C.24: Scattterplot of ROC-AUC and exponent k (of Ev ), colored by exponent i (of Ls).
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Figure C.25: Scattterplot of PRC-AUC and exponent k (of Ev ), colored by exponent i (of Ls).
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C.9 Additional plots of fit of LR models
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Figure C.26: Scatterplot of ρ and ratio of exponent i to exponent k for MLR models with
Log _g cvar and log Ev in each of the datasets that make up the training dataset, colored by
PRC-AUC.
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Figure C.27: Scatterplot of PRC-AUC and ratio of exponent i to exponent k for MLR models
with Log _g cvar and log Ev in each of the datasets, colored by ROC-AUC.
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Figure C.28: Scatterplot of ρ and ratio of exponent i to exponent k for MLR models with
Log _g cvar and Ev in each of the datasets that make up the training dataset, colored by PRC-
AUC.
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Figure C.29: Scatterplot of PRC-AUC and ratio of exponent i to exponent k for MLR models
with Log _g cvar and Ev in each of the datasets, colored by ROC-AUC.
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C.10 Collinearity check between variables for top MLR

models

Table C.8: Results of multicollinearity check for MLR model with log Ev and lg_1.24_1_1.24_2.
Variance inflation factors below 5 indicates a low correlation with other factors ().

Term Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) Increased Standard Error

l og Ev 1.13 1.06
lg_1.3_1_1.3_2 1.13 1.06

Table C.9: Results of multicollinearity check for MLR model with Ev and lg_1.22_1_1.22_2.
Variance inflation factors below 5 indicates a low correlation with other factors (Gareth et al.,
2013)

Term Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) Increased Standard Error

Ev 1.06 1.03
lg_1.22_1_1.22_2 1.06 1.03
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C.11 Fit of proposed MLR models in training dataset

C.11 Fit of proposed MLR models in training dataset

Table C.10: Fit of glare models and proposed MLR models P1 and P2 in the training dataset
(n=986), sorted highest to lowest ρ.

model ρ p-value ROC-AUC PRC-AUC

P2 0.3668815 <2.2e-16 0.7178 0.5547104
P1 0.3364154 <2.2e-16 0.6975 0.5342334
UGRexp 0.31080846 1.59E-23 0.68451946 0.45182044
DGP 0.28253952 1.49E-19 0.66405541 0.53454212
Edi r 0.27855326 4.98E-19 0.67442314 0.51951281
Ev 0.25359232 6.20E-16 0.66912084 0.52557597
DGI 0.23819972 3.47E-14 0.59898198 0.4618932
DG Imod 0.2309912 2.08E-13 0.59740782 0.46032445
CGI 0.23071839 2.22E-13 0.60268298 0.44418349
Lav g 0.22292735 1.44E-12 0.65803265 0.50969087
UGR 0.20507466 8.00E-11 0.5785574 0.434888
UGP 0.20507466 8.00E-11 0.5785574 0.434888
Lmed 0.1778409 1.89E-08 0.63413407 0.47381402
Ei ndi r 0.17575243 2.78E-08 0.62826922 0.44198509
Log_gc 0.11593478 0.00026417 0.52462151 0.35092001

Table C.11: Fit of glare models and proposed MLR models P1 and P2 in the training dataset
with vertical illuminance below 3000 lux (n=705), sorted highest to lowest ρ.

model ρ p-value ROC-AUC PRC-AUC

P2 0.1940452 2.07E-07 0.6052 0.2777471
UGRexp 0.17534389 2.82E-06 0.60737873 0.26747976
P1 0.1381441 0.000234 0.565 0.2576732
DGI 0.11430888 0.00236819 0.50237035 0.20841857
UGR 0.0900669 0.01675405 0.5182936 0.20658119
UGP 0.0900669 0.01675405 0.5182936 0.20658119
DG Imod 0.08851485 0.0187393 0.51778075 0.2020874
CGI 0.06752691 0.07316063 0.52684937 0.19849995
Log_gc 0.06233379 0.09817873 0.53529257 0.19553143
DGP 0.03223122 0.39282722 0.5150289 0.20414311
Edi r 0.0116315 0.75785399 0.49656643 0.22369148
Ev -0.0383414 0.30934346 0.51699897 0.21051878
Lav g -0.0729479 0.05286239 0.52984515 0.20199752
Lmed -0.0917314 0.01483201 0.54233483 0.20353561
Ei ndi r -0.0995805 0.00814663 0.55257924 0.18510861
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Table C.12: Fit of glare models and proposed MLR models P1 and P2 in the training dataset
with vertical illuminance greater or equal than 3000 lux (n=281), sorted highest to lowest ρ.

model ρ p-value ROC-AUC PRC-AUC

DGP 0.33192527 1.19E-08 0.67221374 0.71893643
P2 0.3031287 2.21E-07 0.6542 0.6966387
Edi r 0.29034033 7.33E-07 0.63501272 0.66523047
P1 0.2802161 1.82E-06 0.6428 0.6766926
Ev 0.25877579 1.11E-05 0.63776081 0.67549666
DG Imod 0.25295468 1.78E-05 0.62905852 0.66824859
DGI 0.25203948 1.91E-05 0.62636132 0.66701465
CGI 0.23354275 7.74E-05 0.62381679 0.65500377
UGR 0.20926306 0.00041332 0.60661578 0.63418912
UGP 0.20926306 0.00041332 0.60661578 0.63418912
Log_gc 0.18454873 0.00189293 0.59547074 0.61259763
Lav g 0.16948212 0.00438551 0.59821883 0.65535652
UGRexp 0.13805185 0.02061565 0.5519084 0.56405514
Ei ndi r 0.11827385 0.04761922 0.58025445 0.63157915
Lmed 0.10091782 0.09132234 0.56610687 0.62482218
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C.12 Preliminary performance check results

C.12 Preliminary performance check results

Table C.13: Performance check of glare models and proposed MLR model in the Cross-
Validation dataset (n=800), sorted highest to lowest ρ.

model ρ p-value ROC-AUC PRC-AUC

DGP 0.62103825 1.67E-86 0.82735211 0.69379088
CGI 0.58399914 2.54E-74 0.80276384 0.65216369
Ev 0.5672818 2.54E-69 0.79757939 0.67087714
DG Imod 0.56298724 4.41E-68 0.78946021 0.63061966
Lav g 0.56261445 5.64E-68 0.7969088 0.67588648
UGR 0.53503137 1.92E-60 0.77206816 0.60808394
UGP 0.53503137 1.92E-60 0.77206816 0.60808394
DGI 0.53442195 2.77E-60 0.76965259 0.59965746
P2 0.5182808 <2.2e-16 0.7695 0.6272835
Edi r 0.51015569 3.19E-54 0.76792204 0.64537928
Ei ndi r 0.50658517 2.27E-53 0.77786551 0.61937568
Lmed 0.49546615 8.77E-51 0.7709469 0.64128083
P1 0.4894769 <2.2e-16 0.7448 0.5482562
Log_gc 0.44902944 5.98E-41 0.73217891 0.54313093
UGRexp 0.37273818 9.03E-28 0.68409117 0.49829322
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Table C.14: Performance check of glare models and proposed MLR models P1 and P2 in the
Cross-validation dataset with vertical illuminance less than 3000 lux (n=442), sorted highest to
lowest ρ.

model ρ p-value ROC-AUC PRC-AUC

DGP 0.46177553 9.95E-25 0.76537441 0.39018785
CGI 0.41437179 9.09E-20 0.75076515 0.38111984
DG Imod 0.41141977 1.75E-19 0.7546011 0.37917021
UGR 0.37807866 1.81E-16 0.7351765 0.36842869
UGP 0.37807866 1.81E-16 0.7351765 0.36842869
DGI 0.369404 9.74E-16 0.73117731 0.33741968
Log_gc 0.34916938 4.05E-14 0.73236074 0.3496091
Ei ndi r 0.31625506 1.01E-11 0.66159967 0.27163709
Ev 0.3132149 1.62E-11 0.64323607 0.20775977
Lav g 0.28967929 5.42E-10 0.62911651 0.19773987
P1 0.2584535 3.54E-08 0.6385 0.1820477
Lmed 0.25332101 6.70E-08 0.62440318 0.24061221
P2 0.2339343 6.58E-07 0.6258 0.1770308
Edi r 0.16534027 0.0004825 0.5673332 0.15165659
UGRexp 0.02462244 0.6056661 0.50069374 0.13927508

Table C.15: Performance check of glare models and proposed MLR models P1 and P2 in the
Cross-validation dataset with vertical illuminance greater than or equal to 3000 lux (n=358),
sorted highest to lowest ρ.

model ρ p-value ROC-AUC PRC-AUC

Lav g 0.50008949 4.73E-24 0.75244983 0.76343248
DGP 0.49435316 1.84E-23 0.74816067 0.76053645
Ev 0.4743957 1.72E-21 0.73873705 0.75334039
Lmed 0.44587963 6.87E-19 0.72474249 0.74067323
Ei ndi r 0.4077823 8.92E-16 0.71516233 0.69985224
CGI 0.40331654 1.95E-15 0.69428008 0.72072384
Edi r 0.40291943 2.09E-15 0.68582699 0.73189609
P2 0.3612146 1.79E-12 0.6621 0.7080352
DG Imod 0.34782791 1.28E-11 0.66613444 0.69788968
UGR 0.3098795 2.09E-09 0.64271626 0.68645638
UGP 0.3098795 2.09E-09 0.64271626 0.68645638
DGI 0.29105133 2.03E-08 0.62590401 0.6697584
Log_gc 0.28429004 4.41E-08 0.63908456 0.67019763
P1 0.22076 2.50E-05 0.5834 0.6219232
UGRexp 0.06761947 0.20181157 0.50255158 0.57939146
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Table C.16: Performance check of glare models and proposed MLR models P1 and P2 in
the Cross-validation dataset plus 800 randomly sampled datapoints from training dataset
(n=1600), sorted highest to lowest ρ.

model ρ p-value ROC-AUC PRC-AUC

DGP 0.46982169 1.22E-88 0.75211956 0.61725568
P2 0.4429682 <2.2e-16 0.747 0.5937372
CGI 0.41873565 6.04E-69 0.70273806 0.53377692
P1 0.4142896 <2.2e-16 0.7273 0.5397837
DG Imod 0.39942522 2.43E-62 0.68952324 0.51764488
Ev 0.3949724 7.05E-61 0.7320124 0.6060989
DGI 0.39201492 6.42E-60 0.68173031 0.51421763
Edi r 0.38523473 9.31E-58 0.71880033 0.58508737
UGR 0.37775336 1.97E-55 0.67059153 0.50254475
UGP 0.37775336 1.97E-55 0.67059153 0.50254475
Lav g 0.37367323 3.46E-54 0.72636331 0.60226128
Ei ndi r 0.31763457 7.79E-39 0.69946734 0.53010882
UGRexp 0.31483151 3.79E-38 0.67633408 0.46531984
Lmed 0.30426574 1.27E-35 0.69716959 0.55809976
Log_gc 0.26028563 3.45E-26 0.6041125 0.40256411

Table C.17: Performance check of glare models and proposed MLR models P1 and P2 in the
Cross-validation dataset plus 800 randomly sampled datapoints from training dataset (Ev
\textless 3000) (n=1008), sorted highest to lowest ρ.

model ρ p-value ROC-AUC PRC-AUC

UGR 0.30130785 1.34E-22 0.61146566 0.240767
UGP 0.30130785 1.34E-22 0.61146566 0.240767
DG Imod 0.29548377 9.29E-22 0.61290105 0.23538753
DGI 0.29427365 1.38E-21 0.61201151 0.23676617
CGI 0.29216438 2.75E-21 0.60720664 0.23207613
Log_gc 0.27569484 4.86E-19 0.60004987 0.225114
DGP 0.25664711 1.26E-16 0.60066985 0.23552738
P2 0.2216684 1.10E-12 0.6203 0.2322616
P1 0.1905565 1.07E-09 0.5969 0.2195421
UGRexp 0.08406955 0.00757288 0.55148897 0.18704205
Edi r 0.05952139 0.05888169 0.51953286 0.17892889
Ev 0.05097626 0.10577267 0.52426697 0.19956407
Lav g 0.00877453 0.78082638 0.51106536 0.19814169
Ei ndi r -0.011146 0.72375451 0.50080531 0.20332533
Lmed -0.0452768 0.15087527 0.50505422 0.20611174
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Table C.18: Performance check of glare models and proposed MLR models P1 and P2 in the
Cross-validation dataset plus 800 randomly sampled datapoints from training dataset (Ev ≥
3000) (n=592), sorted highest to lowest ρ.

model ρ p-value ROC-AUC PRC-AUC

DGP 0.42828189 8.32E-28 0.71532328 0.73726812
Ev 0.40252027 1.83E-24 0.7033176 0.72690394
Lav g 0.39111855 4.46E-23 0.698678 0.7252659
Edi r 0.34755395 3.00E-18 0.65646336 0.70458258
P2 0.3430631 <2.2e-16 0.6591 0.70216
CGI 0.31409377 5.08E-15 0.65083857 0.6838499
Lmed 0.30339192 4.53E-14 0.65646909 0.68560786
Ei ndi r 0.28796036 9.10E-13 0.65977409 0.6685787
DG Imod 0.28238093 2.58E-12 0.636599 0.67086455
UGR 0.26431397 6.40E-11 0.62254273 0.66268351
UGP 0.26431397 6.40E-11 0.62254273 0.66268351
DGI 0.26366843 7.15E-11 0.61975897 0.6619642
P1 0.2534425 3.95E-10 0.6105 0.638668
Log_gc 0.22346522 3.90E-08 0.60921963 0.63490902
UGRexp 0.08346021 0.04236415 0.48817761 0.56476838
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Figure C.30: ROC curve of P2 and discrimination thresholds

Table C.19: Derived discrimination thresholds (disturbing) for P1 in the various datasets
based on three different methods - maximizing Youden’s index, closest top left distance, where
TPR=TNR and the F1 score.

P1_DisturbingThreshold

Method Training Low-light Colorneu Eccobuild Fabrics

Youden’s 0.3982598 0.2434843 0.4027957 0.3923848 0.3354198
Closest top left 0.3138497 0.2387833 0.4027957 0.3131581 0.3759164
TPR = TNR 0.3138497 0.1974691 0.4065231 0.3327055 0.3976451
F1 0.2437347 0.1017754 0.4027957 0.2220444 0.4838196
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Table C.20: Derived discrimination thresholds (disturbing) for P2 in the various datasets
based on three different methods - maximizing Youden’s index, closest top left distance, where
TPR=TNR and the F1 score.

P2_DisturbingThreshold

Method Training Low-light Colorneu Eccobuild Fabrics

Youden’s 0.2959121 0.1538853 0.3545859 0.3040496 0.2671317
Closest top left 0.2671215 0.1930282 0.3545859 0.3040496 0.2997259
TPR = TNR 0.2679875 0.1930282 0.3722601 0.311364 0.3097211
F1 0.2671215 0.1538853 0.3545859 0.181222 0.4182654
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Table C.21: Derived discrimination thresholds (noticeable) for P1 in the various datasets
based on three different methods - maximizing Youden’s index, closest top left distance, where
TPR=TNR and the F1 score.

P1_NoticeableThreshold

Method Training Low-light Colorneu Eccobuild Fabrics

Youden’s 0.3496824 0.1578758 0.3310781 0.3119855 0.2456596
Closest top left 0.2566378 0.1890908 0.3113857 0.3119855 0.2456596
TPR = TNR 0.250223 0.1871211 0.2847366 0.305038 0.2456596
F1 0.03909584 0.05354305 0.1752339 0.04595172 0.1735502

Table C.22: Derived discrimination thresholds (noticeable) for P2 in the various datasets
based on three different methods - maximizing Youden’s index, closest top left distance, where
TPR=TNR and the F1 score.

P2_NoticeableThreshold

Method Training Low-light Colorneu Eccobuild Fabrics

Youden’s 0.2560421 0.1568588 0.2664666 0.2560421 0.1953634
Closest top left 0.2448875 0.1727263 0.2664666 0.2560421 0.1953634
TPR = TNR 0.2179049 0.1767765 0.2316313 0.2760364 0.1999078
F1 0.09280897 - 0.1449187 0.09280897 0.1757486
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Table C.23: Confusion matrix results for P1 at a threshold of 0.244.

Confusion Matrix and Statistics

Reference
Prediction 0 1
0 359 71
1 335 221
Accuracy : 0.5882
95% CI : (0.5568, 0.6192)
No Information Rate : 0.7039
P-Value [Acc >NIR] : 1
Kappa : 0.2173
Mcnemar’s Test P-Value : <2e-16
Sensitivity : 0.7568
Specificity : 0.5173
Pos Pred Value : 0.3975
Neg Pred Value : 0.8349
Precision : 0.3975
Recall : 0.7568
F1 : 0.5212
Prevalence : 0.2961
Detection Rate : 0.2241
Detection Prevalence : 0.5639
Balanced Accuracy : 0.6371
’Positive’ Class : 1
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Table C.24: Confusion matrix results for P2 at a threshold of 0.267.

Confusion Matrix and Statistics

Reference
Prediction 0 1
0 460 95
1 234 197
Accuracy : 0.6663
95% CI : (0.6359, 0.6957)
No Information Rate : 0.7039
P-Value [Acc >NIR] : 0.9952
Kappa : 0.2966
Mcnemar’s Test P-Value : 2.78e-14
Sensitivity : 0.6747
Specificity : 0.6628
Pos Pred Value : 0.4571
Neg Pred Value : 0.8288
Precision : 0.4571
Recall : 0.6747
F1 : 0.5450
Prevalence : 0.2961
Detection Rate : 0.1998
Detection Prevalence : 0.4371
Balanced Accuracy : 0.6687
’Positive’ Class : 1
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